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PRIMEMaster Shimon Peres is

expected to announce to the na-
tion tonight that be is bringing

forward election day. '
.

May 28 is his target date,

though Labor's strategy may be
to bargain with the other factions

by first suggesting May 21 and
then “compromising

5 ' on May 28.

May 21 is seen by some as

problematic because it is a few
days before Sbavuot. Any date

later than May 28 is also consul- .

ered problematic; if a run-off is

necessary in the direct election

for prime minister, it would fall in

mid-to-late June, after schools

dose for snmmer vacation and
people begin going abroad.

Peres will spend today meeting

with representatives of Meretz,

and with Hadash and the Demo-
cratic Arab Party, which have
been propping up fads minority

government. He willbe seeking

to ensure a majority for the legis-

lative moves necessary to ad-

vance the election date.

Meretz is not eager to go to

early elections because it is doing

badly in current public opinion
-

polls, but wiD find it politically

diffiriili to oppose Peres. Envi-

ronment Minister Yossi Sarid

said last night that “though Mer-

etz considers early elections un-

necessary, it.will try to help. La.-.

. bor.”
Hadash has also said it opposes

early elections, as has the DAP.
Both apparently fear the chal-

lenge posed by the new party be-

ing formed by -Ahmed Tibi, PLO
chairman Yasser Arafat’s advis-

er. Peres will nevertheless try to

convince them tosi^pfwit hismar
ucaven in

1
•

He will abo seek supportfipm

. The Third Way, which has not

yet declared itself a party. He will

confer with its MKs, Avigdor KBr

halani and Emanuel Zissman

who are, formally, stfll members

of his own Labor faction.

.

With elections slated to be

moved up. The Third Way plans

a ceremony on Tuesday, to be

attended by Prerident Ezer Weiz-

man, at which the hew party wiD

be launched.

At 7 this evening, Peres will

convene the Labor ministers and

inform them that be has decided

in favor of early elections - a

decision the .ministers know was
actually made weeks ago. .

Then, an hour later, Peres wiD
' call a press conference and an-

nounce his decision.

Labor Knesset whip Ra’anan
Cohen wDl tins week begm the

legislative process to dissolve the

13th" Knesset and set the new
..election date.

The idea is to shore up a ma-
jority for the May 28 date Labor
prefers, so that aQ contacts with

the Likud will be no more than

formalities, with no need for any

real bargaining.

The Likud reacted with a state-

ment yesterday that said: “Final-

ly Peres has deigned to tell the

people what he has already re-

layed even to the Syrian presi-

dent. So far there have been no

substantive contacts with the Li-

kud at all. The few times Cohen
conferred with Likud Knesset

faction chairman Moshe Katsav

were only for public consump-

tion, without so ranch as even a

mention of a dale.’"
- - Tilrnd Chairman Binyamin Ne-

. tanyahu bas ordered his MKs not

to . discuss preferred dates with

the media or with Labor politic

crans until- official word comes

.- down from the prime, minister.

Meanwhile, Likud and Tsomet

representatives wiD meet togeth-

erfomorrewfobegm
ajomt campaign strategy. Sever-

al public relations experts are ex-

I pected to attend the meeting.

MK Michael Eitan of the Li-

JorfwfflsponsorabiDaBowmgdl

those who turn 18 by the May
- election date to vote . Labor will

’-rnedeV’pMsfr tiirough a bUl’Wfr-'

sdmfing. present regulations for-

bidding. fl& screening of candi-

dates’.. feces on TV in regular

newscasts -a month before the

elections.

Labor also seeks to restrict

election propaganda to Channel

l,Thc TiknA, however, demands

that itbe allowed on Channel 2 as

well, charging that “Labor seeks

to .flood the regular newscasts

with its leaders, while denying

equal time to the opposition and

I
banning the opposition to elec-

I tion spots on the low-rated Chan-

I nel 1."

Nautilus

laser downs

live Katyusha

second test
STEVE RODAN and H1LLEL KUTTLER

Some of the damage caused yesterday by an IRA terrorist bombing J
)ock

^
Ilds

,

business district. Two' persons woe reported killed and more than 100 wounded. ,r*uict1

IRA bomb kills at least two,

ends 17-month cease-fire

IDF, SLA soldiers

wounded in zone
DAVID BUDGE

•• V

AN IDF soldier and a South

Lebanese Army soldier were

wounded in separate incidents

inside the security^zone
yesterday, following a two-day

^The TOf^soldier was lightly

wounded when a ^
was detonated alongside fos

armored personnel earner m tee

Bek Yahotm area, in the zone s

western sector, early yesterday

afternoon. „ __
Around the same time, an

SLA outpost in the Barasbeet

region came under pm
ami light weapons fire. There

were ^casualties, but a v^de
and a building were slightly

SIA g»m»«s

reTd
a

fire

sCpara.e
Ucidea.

vptfrniav evening, another SIA

5SV the Kantara region.

in the zone’s central sector,

came under heavy fire from

mortars, missiles, and machine

gU
5m SLA soldier was lightly

wounded during the exchanges,

although it was not clear

whether this was from the thing

or from another roadside bomb.

The soldier was treated m the

field before

the nearby Bint W Hospital,

in the zone. .

The attack P r°“P*ed hS ?
return fire by IDF *nd SI^\
gunners which lasted for n^dy

gThours. Hizbullah is

to have been responsible for me

aC
Meanwhiie, SLA

found four more explosives

devices in the Jezzine enclave

region, north of the security

zone. SLA sappers safely

detonated the devices.

Six hurt in

Ashdod crash
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SIX people were injured - one

moderately, one seriously, and

the rest Kgjifly “ when two cars

collided in Ashdod last night.

Police snspect that one of the

drivers was speeding.

A 50-year-old tractor driver

was killed yesterday when his ve-

hicle overturned while he was

driving through olive groves in

Kafr Rabazat, in Wadi Ara.

Moshe Segal, 77, efied Friday

at Tel Hasbomer’s Sheba Hospi-

tal two days after he was hit by a

car while crossing a street at a

crosswalk m-Ramat Gan with his

wife, who was also hit and is still

in critical condition at the

hospital. • _ ,
. ,

Last week, a total of 14 people

. were killed and 43 were injured

<m tee Connery’s roads. Nine of

dm fatalities were pedestrians.

Since January 1, 54 people have

been killed on the roads, (ltim)

LONDON - The Irish Republi-

can Army claimed responsibility

yesterday for a bomb attack that

shook a London business district

and shattered hopes for peace in

Northern Ireland.

One body was found in the

rubble yesterday afternoon, po-

lice said, but they could not im-

mediately identify it. Another

body was later pulled from the

nibble, Scotland Yard said.

Britain yesterday accused tee

IRA of blasting the Northern Ire-

land peace process after the mas-

sive car bomb blew apart a 17-

month-old cease-fire.

The BRA’S political aim Sinn

Fein refused to condemn the

bombing and blamed British in-

transigence for wasting an oppor-

tunity to end more than 25 years

of conflict.

“The IRA has once again cal-

lously threatened tee desire for

peace,” said British Prime Mons-

ter John Major in a statement.

“We will assess carefully and

coolly this challenge to the peace

process and the way ahead. The
prim of peace is too precious to

be squandered,” Major said.

More than 100 people were in-

jured by flying glass and debris in

the bombing in the Docklands

commercial district east of Lon-

don. The .IRA claimed responsi-

bility yesterday after declaring an

end to its cease-fire minutes be-

fore tee blast.

Police said the estimated half-

ton bomb was left in a vehicle near

an overhead railway bridge. Much

of the area was cleared after warn-

ings but the blast wrecked about

15 office buildings, causing million

of pounds of damage.

In an unusually strong state-

ment, Queen Elizabeth called the

attack an “outrage” and said she

was shocked and saddened at

“this sickening act of violence.”

Also shocked by the London

bomb. President Bill Clinton said

yesterday he will do all in his

News agencies

power “to make sure the enemies

of peace do not prevail.” Clinton

called the bombing “terrible and

cowardly.” “This attack was

aimed at tee growing prospects

for peace, a just and lasting

peace,” he said.

The president said tee cease-

fire by the armed militias of

Northern Ireland had given the

people there “the greatest gift of

all, the simple blessings of a nor-

mal life.”

“Since the cease-fire went into

effect," Clinton said, “people of

all faiths have been able to go

about their daily lives without tee

disruption of searches and road-

blocks, especially without fear of

the bullet and the bomb.”
“We must not turn away from

that path now,” he said. “No one

and no organization has the right

to deny a peaceful future.”

Sinn Fein president Geny Ad-

ams firmly blamed Britain for tee

collapsing peace process and re-

fused to condemn the IRA blast.

“We are in a very grave situa-

tion now and need to rectify it,"

the head of the banned Irish Re-

publican Army's political wing

told BBC radio 18 hours after the

truce broke down. The republi-

can leader pointed the finger at

Britain’s refusal to convene all-

party faiks until the IRA dis-

armed and a veto on such talks by

the province’s Protestant Union-

ists, who want Northern Ireland

to remain a British province.

“As far as I am concerned, this

phase of the peace process has

floundered on a British high-risk

strategy and Unionist refusal to

engage.”
Adams, who is seeking urgent

raltrs with the British and Irish

governments, strenuously denied

any prior knowledge of the blast.

“I had no pre-knowledge of

what was going to occur,” he

said, commenting on reports that

he had telephoned tee White

House in Washington before the

London blast saying teat he had

heard “disturbing news.”

Adams indicated teat be had

rung the White House to apprise

it of rumors teat the IRA was

about to call off its trace.

Pressed to condemn tee bomb-

ing, he said that “I am not in-

volved or engaged in the politics

of selective condemnation
[which] have played no useful

role in tee past 25 years of con-

flict.” Adams said: “My sympa-

thy and my thoughts are with

those who were injured last

night...It is not my business to

attempt to defend military ac-

tions, particularly those in which

civilians are injured, no matter

how inadvertently.”

Steel-gray skies and steel-gray

armored vehicles set tee mood in

Belfast where yesterday morning

brought a reluctant return to old

realities. Shoppers turned up col-

lars against familiar gusts of wind

and rain; they were less sure what

to make of the return of tee ar-

mored cars manned by police

wearing flak jackets and assault

rifles.

“It doesn't bear thinking

about,” said Brady Harvey, eyes

cast down over the headline

spread over tee Belfast Telegraph

she was tucking into her grocery

bag: “Cease-fire shattered."

The IRA bombing reverberat-

ed strongly in Belfast where

many feared more violence

would follow- next time dcser to

home. Since tee cease-fires in

1994, this elegant harbor city,

surrounded by rolling green hills,

had dropped its dour look and

began to flourish a little. Protes-

tants and Catholics shopped in

each others’ neighborhoods and

even crammed inside a few select

pubs together.

“We just couldn't go back,”

Harvey said.

(Background, Page 3)

EN a precedent-setting dis- s

play of weapons technology, 3

Israel and the US used a la-
c

ser Friday to destroy a live ,

short-range Katyusha rocket
(

in flight, culminating nine
(

months of testing the joint
i

Nautilus program, US offi- i

cials said.
|

Officials said a high-energy 1

laser focused on an Israeli 1

rocket for some 15 seconds,

resulting in the explosion of
J

the warhead and its destruc-

tion. On Tuesday, the laser

succeeded in intercepting a

Katyusha rocket without a

warhead.

A Pentagon official said the

significance of Friday's test

was that it was “the first time

that a warhead was exploded

in flight by any developmental

or operational weapons sys-

tem via laser.”

US officials called Friday’s

demonstration at a US Army fa-

cility in New Mexico a complete

success, and said it ends a key

stage in tee development of tee

Nautilus program, which aims to

evaluate lasers as a tactical air

defense system against rockets,

mortars andunmanned air recon-

naissance vehicles.

The officials said Israel and tee

US have proved the feasibility of

destroying a short-range rocket

at far less cost than other anti-

missile projects, whereby a mis-

sile is launched to intercept and

destroy an enemy missile.

“This provides tee advantage

of being able to cost-effectively

negate cheap threats proliferat-

ing worldwide." a US Army offi-

cial said. “It is estimated that la-

sers could kill short-range rockets

at one-hundredth the cost of bal-

listic missiles.”

A Pentagon official estimated

teat each laser shoot-down will

eventually cost $3,000, a fraction

of tee cost of a missile firing.

“We believe only a laser sys-

tem has tee necessary precision

and fast response time to address

this class of threats. It’s extreme-

ly difficult for a missile defense

system to defeat short-range,

ground-to-ground rockets.

You’re talking about a cost-effec-

tive way to deal with a present

threat,” tee Pentagon official

said.

The army official said short-

range rockets have become the

weapon of choice for terrorist

groups such as Hizbullah in Leba-

non and the Taleban rebel militia

in Afghanistan. Both groups

have acquired small, inexpensive

rockets teat are launched against

civilian populations.

Army officials said the Nauti-

lus technology could be used

against ballistic missiles as well.

Already, several US defense con-

tractors are developing an air-

borne laser teat could destroy a

ballistic missile in the initial

launch period.

The laser technology will even-

tually be used against fixed and

winged aircraft, radiation mis-

siles, cruise missiles, and manned

and unmanned air threats, the

official said.

“We need to come together

and focus our energies on direct-

ed energy," said Lt.-Gen. Jay

Garner, commander of the

Army’s Space and Strategic De-

fense Command, which is con-

ducting the tests in White Sands.

New Mexico. “This is 21st-centu-

ry stuff.”

Israeli officials said they are

pleased by the successes, but

stressed teat Nautilus remains in

an early stage of development

and that its feasibility remains in

question.

The key question now, the Is-

raeli officials said, is whether

small rockets, such as Katyushas,

can be tracked by radar early

enough so teat a laser beam can

be directed at the projectile with

enough time to destroy it.

Efraim Inbar, head of Bar-Ilan

University’s BESA Center for

Strategic Studies, agreed.

“Obviously, this is a very im-

portant development and we
should not minimize it," he said.

“But this significance is not stra-

tegic. This is a short-range de-

fense system for tee battlefield. It

does not solve the problems of

long-range missiles.”

Israel has maintained a low

profile in tee Nautilus program

and at one point asked not to be

named as a partner. A senior de-

fense source said Israel had pre-

ferred to keep the program secret

so as to surprise its enemies dur-

ing wartime.

Indeed, in announcing Tues-

day’s success of the Nautilus

against an inert rocket, US Army
officials did not mention Israel as

a partner in the program. But,

tee Israeli source said. Pentagon

officials decided to include Israel

in the latest successful test in an

effort to persuade Congress to

maintain funding for Nautilus.

US officials said Nautilus has a

$5 million budget this year, with

Israel contributing $900,000.

They said Congress has not allo-

cated more money for the pro-

gram in the defense budget for

fiscal 1997 bat hope that federal ;;

lawmakers will change their -

minds.
Hours after the test, US Sena-

tor Pete Domeniri of New Mexi-

co called the success "confirma-

tion that lasers can be used to

destroy short-range rockets/’

Domenid, a supporter of Nauti-

lus, added that the laser program

“can have very big ramifications,

defensively and budget-wise, as

> the US and its allies deal with

> weapons proliferation in unstable
'

regions of the world.”
1 The Nautilus program was be-

gun last March by the US’s Army
Space and Strategic Defense

I Command and tee Defense Min-

istry's Directorate of Defense

Research and Development. Sev-

eral Israeli companies are in-

a volved in the program, including

J Israel Aircraft Industries, Rafael

and Tadiran. The US contractor
i" In the program is tee giant CaJi-

d fornia-based TRW.

Palestinian Council election

results final, commission says

JON IMMANUEL

Wintry weather blasts through country

HEAVY snow forced the clo-

sure of the Mt. Hermon ski site

yesterday, as the country had

another brief spell of winter

weather.

Rain fell in the northern and

central areas yesterday often ac-

companied by strong winds and

some thunderstorms. The wet,

wintry weather, which replaced

sandstorms, is expected to last

until tomorrow morning. The

meteorological service said rain

DAVID RUDGE

today is likely to be heavy in

places with the risk of flooding

in some’ low-lying areas.

Officials at the Hermon site

said it was packed with around

4,000 visitors when the snow

started falling, blocking tee ac-

cess road. The visitors, accord-

ing to the officials, (fid not seem

to mind and reportedly enjoyed

their day out in the snow, which

ran tinneri to fall throughout the

day.
Snowplows were in action

throughout the afternoon clear-

ing the road leading to the site

to enable the visitors to leave.

No new visitors were admitted

in the afternoon because of the

conditions.

The officials said the site was

likely to remain closed today in

view of the forecast for more

THE list of tee 88 members elect-

ed to the Palestinian Council was

finalized last night, after dozens

of complaints were vetted by the

Palestinian Central Election

Commission, CEC head Mah-

moud Abbas announced.

Abbas added, however, that

losing candidates who still

unshed to appeal the CEC’s de-

cision could petition the four-

judge Election Appeals Court

for two more days.

He was speaking at a press

conference held in tee council’s

chamber in Gaza. The chamber

has been prepared with desks

and microphones for each

member.
The final vote tallies for all

the candidates will be published

after a meeting today of the

CEC in RamaJlah, Abbas said.

No decision has yet been
reached by PA Chairman
Yasser Arafat on when the

council will convene. He is ex-

pected to convene the council

shortly after Ramadan ends on
February 20.

The date of the first council

meeting determines the deadline

for the amendment of tee Pales-

tinian Covenant, which under the

Oslo accords, is two months after

tee council first convenes.

How frequently the council

will meet and other essential is-

sues must be derided in a baric

law which the council itself will

begin to formulate when it con-

venes, Abbas said.
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Olmert: Israel has

raised Palestinian

hopes on Jerusalem
• ALTHOUGH the government is

determined to keep Jerusalem

united, it has helped raise Pales-

tinian expectations to the point

that could make this impossible,

Jerusalem Mayor Ebud Olmert
said in New York.

‘Jam very seriously concerned

and worried about the political

developments'* regarding the sta-

.
tus of Jerusalem, Olmert said

Thursday at a meeting' with the

Conference of Presidents of Ma-
jor American Jewish

. Organizations.
He called on the government

to. firmly state that it is not pre-

pared to relinquish Jerusalem un-

der any circumstances.

• f-For all intents,” be said, “Je-

riisalem is a part of the autono-

my” from the Palestinian point of

view.

Jerusalem was officially a Pal-

estinian district in last month's

election, and elected seven peo-

MARILYN HENRY

NEW YORK

pie to ‘ represent the city in the

Palestinian Authority, Olmert

said.

In addition. Orient House con-

tinues to operate in Jerusalem,

and Palestinians receive foreign

dignitaries there, Olmert said.

The Israel Police does not ex-

ercise authority in any civilian

Palestinian matters in Jerusalem,

which paves the way for Palestin-

ian penetration, Olmert added.

When the government says Je-

rusalem is the eternal, undivided

capital, “it’s a perfect statement,

but inaccurate,” Olmert said, be-

cause Jerusalem is included in the

Oslo accords.

Olmert said that he had no

doubt the government is deter-

mined to keep Jerusalem united

but, with the Jerusalem district in

the Palestinian election and the

NEWS IN BRIEF

Psychiatrists examine Amir
.
Three psychiatrists spent about two-and-a-haif hours

Examining Yigal Amir Friday morning at Tel Mond’s Sharon

Prison. They refused to comment afterward. The psychiatrists

,wil] determine if there is a reason for additional examinations,

prison authorities said last night.

The examination was performed at the request of the Tel

Aviv District Court Amir was moved to the Sharon Prison on

Friday and is to remain there until his trial ends. Itim

240,000 Moslems pray at Temple Mount
Some 240,000 Moslems prayed peacefully at the Temple

Mount on Friday, the third Friday of Ramadan. Border Police

and police units were deployed at the Temple Mount and its

surroundings to prevent disturbances. The army prohibited

' male residents of Judea and Samaria under 30 from entering

,
Jerusalem, in order to lower chances of incitement at the mass

prayers. Itim

Swedish FM visits Orient House
Swedish Foreign Minister Lena Hjelm Wallen visited Orient

House in east Jerusalem yesterday, and met with a Palestinian

delegation headed by FaisalHusseini. Palestinian sources said

,

tbat-among the subjects discussed were diplomatic issues related

to the final-status talks, scheduled to begin in May.
" * Itim

Barak leaves for US
Foreign Minister Ehud Barak left for the US last night for a

.
short visit during which he will address the NJCRAC
conference in SL Louis, the Foreign Ministry announced.

NJCRAC comprises 117 Jewish organizations, most of them

dealing with relations with Israel, the peace process and other

. issues. In addition, the foreign minister will deliver a lecture to

Israeli consuls-general in North America. ' Jerusalem Post Staff

More Japanese join UNDOF
A second batch of Japanese troops arrived in Damascus on

Thursday to join UN peacekeepers on duty in the Golan
' Heights. The 29 soldiers will join 16 other Japanese troops

Who arrived eight days ago.The 45 Japanese soldiers will

formally replace Canadian troops in the UN Disengagement

Observer Force (UNDOF) whose assignment expires by the

end of February. Reuter

IDF eases burden on reserve drivers
The IDF has added hundreds of drivers to the regular army to

ease the burden on reservists. An IDF source said: “We
concluded that economically, it costs the same, and this will

significantly ease the burden on the reservists and the economy

as a whole." Drivers, especially of large vehicles, were doing

between 42-60 days of reserve duty a year, much more than

other reservists. On Levy

With deep sorrow we announce the passing

of our dear mother, sister, aunt, and grandmother

CHANNA MICHAEL
The funeral will take place on Monday, February 12, 1996

at the Hoton cemetery.

Sitting shrva at Bayit Vagan St 76, Jerusalem.

The mourning families

Schwab
Praiss
Macoosh

Our beloved husband, dad and grandpa

Prof. HENRY (Hein!) PRAIS n
passed away on February 9, 1996.

He will be very sadly missed.

The funeral will take place today,

Sunday, February 11 . 1996, (Shvat 21 , 5756) at 1 :30 p.m.

at the Sanhedria Funeral Home.

Families Prais and Hamburg

With deep sorrow, we announce the passing

of our beloved

VALIA WOLFSON ?.

The funerai took place on Thursday, February 8. 1996.

Mourned by:

Her son, Sasha and Helena
Meirav, Tami, Ariat

Great-grandchildren, Neta, Yuval, Lior

functioning of Orient House, the

Palestinians have expectations

about Jerusalem, which Israel

helped build.

There have been benefits to

the peace process, with high rates

of tourism, economic investment

in Israel and expanding diplomat-

ic relations, Olmert said.

However, “in my mind, this is

fragile,” Olmert said.

“When the battle for Jerusa-

lem reaches its climax and the

government insists on keeping
sovereignty, all this is in danger.”

The government erred in leav-

ing Jerusalem to be discussed at a

later date, Olmert said, because

at that time it may not be able to

resist suggestions from Jordan,

Egypt or Morocco that the whole

process rest on the question of

Jerusalem.

“The present leadership of Is-

rael will not have the power to

resist temptation,” Olmert said.

Liba’i:

Early poll

won’t affect

Syrian talks

RA1NE MARCUS

PA policeman

confronts synagogue

worshipers with gun
PALESTINIAN policemen pre-

vented Jewish worshipers from

entering the Shalom Al Yisrael

synagogue in Jericho on Friday,

and during the confrontation,

one of the policemen cocked his

weapon and pointed it at the

worshipers.

Israeli commanders and their

Palestinian counterparts had
agreed Thursday night that the

Friday prayer service would start

an hour earlier than originally

scheduled, but this information

was sot passed on :o the

policemen.

Senior commanders intervened

and the worshipers were eventu-

ally allowed to pray at the site.

Israel lodged a complaint with

the Palestinian Authority against

the policeman who cocked his

weapon. (Itim)
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Islamic Jihad supporters shout slogans against Arafat and tike Palestinian Authority ’at a rally in
Gaza’s Jabalya camp Friday protesting the kilting of two gnnmpn last week. (AP)

Eid contradicts PA Police

version in shooting of gunmen

SYRIA should be aware that ear-

ly Israeli elections will not influ-

ence peace negotiations. Justice

Minister David Liba’i said

Friday.

“If there are early elections if

should be clear that peace negoti-

ations [with Syria] will continue

regardless," said Liba'i, speaking

to the Industry and Commerce
Club in Tel Aviv.

There are other difficulties in

early elections, said Liba’i, espe-

cially regarding the peace', agree-

ment with the Palestinians.

“At the moment we have
signed an intermediary agree-

ment with the Palestinians and in

May are supposed to discuss per-

manent arrangements,’ ’ he

added.

Other possible obstacles which

may influence early elections in-

clude the state comptroller’s re-

port, due for publication at the

beginning of May, he said.

“The dale for the report is set

by law, and cannot be changed,”

said Liba’i.

Liba’i also referred to the pro-

posed General Security Service

Law, saying there must be a bal-

ance between enforcement and
civil rights.

“It would be convenient for us

if we could operate without a law

regarding the interrogation of
terror suspects,” he said.

“But as a democracy we must
work within the framework of a

law which should answer several

questions: Who has authority?

Who supervises the GSS? Is the

supervision efficient?”

The GSS, he added, is an orga-

nization which cannot always op-

erate according to normal regula-

tions, since it is fighting terror.

“If you are sitting opposite a

terrorist who knows a bomb is

going to be planted under a bus.

what are you supposed to do?

Consider human rights or prevent

the bombing, using unusual tac-

tics?

“There must be a balance
which enables the GSS to operate

and do its job successfully," he

said.

A HUMAN rights activist has de-

nied an assertion by Gaza police

that two Islamic Jihad gunmen
were killed nine days ago only

after they opened fire.

According to the original re-

ports, police fired back through a

closed door and a grenade held

by one of the gunmen exploded.

Bassera Eid, who visited die

house Wednesday, backed the

family’s Harms that the shooting

was initiated by the police.

“AO the holes in die door were

made by bullets fired into the

room by police,’’ Eid said.

“There were large ballet boles in

the far walls of the room but no

signs of bullets fired from inside

the room or an explosion.”

The Palestinian Authority scat-

emissaries Monday offering to

declare the dead men “mar-
tyred,” and to pay a monthly
martyrs' stipend to the dead
men’s families if they would keep

quiet and accept the police ver-

sion of events.

“But we'refused to speak to

JON IMMANUEL

them,” said Ahmed Arraj, the

brother of one of die dead men.

Islamic Jihad sources are cer-

tain Eymad Ruzeineh Amur

Arraj were killed under Israeli

orders, because they were in-

volved in last year’s Beit Lid

bombing, which killed 21.

The PA denies this, saying the

identities of the two were un-

known, and that they were dis-

covered by chance when die po-

licemen tried to arrest the owner

of the house.

Islamic radicals have vowed
vengeance against the policemen.

They have identified them as

members of the General Security

Apparatus headed by Amin Hin-

di, who was involved in the 1972

murder of 11 Israeli athletes at

the Munich Olympics.

PA Attorney-General Khalid

Al-Qidrah asserted Thursday
that a short external examination

of the bodies confirmed the po-

lice version.

The families did not allow an

autopsy.

Meanwhile,. at A-Najah Uni-

versity iit Nablus, Hamas sup-

porters swore vengeance at a ral-

ly Friday in memory of Yihye

Ayyash, the bomb-maker be-

lieved responsible for at least 51

Israeli deaths in suicide bomb-
ings. He was kfliwi in Gaza on

January 5 when his cellular phone

exploded.

Ayyash’s parents attended the

rally, along with more than 1,000

others, among them masked men
parading with toy rifles. The rally

was held with the permission of

the local Palestinian authorities.

The Debarred -the entry of Is^

“raiUS“foto Tbfe\
' buf 'rescindeif. .ther bait In. the

evening.. ,: , ao •

* The .40-day mourning period

for Ayyash ends this week.

On Unnsday, the IDF banned

the passage of Palestinian vehi-

cles across the Green Line be-
• cause of heightened fears of ter-

rorist attacks.

THE Unwn of Local Authorities

(ULA) has ceased its sanctions

against budget cuts after a meet-

ing ou Thursday night with Prime

. Minister Shimon Peres.

ULA. chairman Adi Eldar,

mayor of Karmic], said an agree-

-meat bad been readied not to art

budgets by as modi as Finance

Minister Avraham Shohat had

originally intended.

Bdar said that as a result they

had dismantled the protest tent

opposite the Prime Munster’s Of-

fice in Jerusalem that was set up

- Tuesday. -

The ULA, which represents

municipalities as well as regional

and local councils throughout the

country, had been demanding

that the government honor

pledges in 1994 to consoli-

date. debts and increase regular

and development budgets.

The local authorities had in-

tended to implement a series of

protest actions, starting with the F
tent demonstration outside the

Prime Minister’s Office and lead-

ing up to a general strike of mu-

nicipal services throughout the

country.

Eldar said the plans had now

been canceled after the agree-

ment was reached with Peres and

Shohat. Under the agreement,

local authorities wfil receive an

additional NIS 500 million this

year, of which NIS 400m. would

be used to cover, debts and

NTS 100m- to increase regular

budgets.

A farther NIS 200m. has been

promised for next year, which the

coqncDs can draw on this year as

an advance if .they nm short of

funds. .
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Women’s Network:

Likud-Tsomet

deal cuts down
slots for women

Meretz adds 41,000

to membership list

SARAH HONIG

Jerusalem Post Staff

THE Israel Women’s Network
protested over the weekend to

Likud Chairman Binyamin Ne-
tanyahu that his party’s agree-

ment with Tsomet will result in

the reduction of slots held by
women on the joint list.

“The agreement between the

Likud and Tsomet tramples on
the rights of women competing
for a realistic spot in the next

Knesset on behalf of both par-

ties,” network chairwoman Alice

Shalvi said. “We insist that the

agreement between the parties

maintain the number of spots -
which was already few - reserved

for women," she added.

Slots No. 13, 23, 33, and 36 had

been earmarked for women on
the Ukud list, but as a result of

the agreement with Tsomet, No.
33 will be pushed to No. 40 and
No. 36 wffl be pushed off the

realistic list, the Network said

MERETZ announced yesterday

that its prolonged membership
drive had yielded 41,000 new
members, after aggressive re-

cruitment and several extensions

of the deadline.

Some 6,000 of those registered

are Arabs and 16,000 are mem-
bers of Mapam’s Kibbutz
Ha’artzL

This leaves less than 20,000
members in the Jewish urban
population centers, a fact which
deeply worries the Meretz
leadership.

It also served as . ammunition
for miffed Communications Min-
ister Shulamit Aloni when she

criticized her party.

Aloni announced she would
not be running for die next Knes-

set on the Meretz ticket.

Environment Minister Sarid

defended the drive saying the
1

numbers are “double what the

party had in 1992 and we, unlike

Labor, do not coerce employees

at die Electric Corporation and
Tnuva and come with heaps of

membership forms tilted out tra-

der duress. Onxs are bona fide

members.”
The polls published over the

weekend continue to predict a
drastic decline in support for

Meretz.

ONE OF A KIND

WINDMILL
HOTa

JERUSALEM

There are many hotels in

Jerusalem...

But all agree we are
second to none.

Strictly Kosher
Shabbat elevator

Walking distance to the city

center and Old City

Cable T.V. all rooms
Facilities lor family

functions

» Your first choice il

3 Mendete Street

Jerusalem 92147 Israel

Tel: 02-663111

Fax. 972-2-610954

Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra

Music Director: David Shallon 1995-96 Season

"THE POPULAR SUBSCRIPTION” Concert Mo. 4

Guest Orchestra:
"SYMPHONETTE" RA'ANANA

Yerucham Scharovsky Conductor

HileiZori Soloist

Schubert Overture in die Italian Style
Kabalevsky Cello Concerto

J. Strauss Overture 'Die Fledermans"

Bizet Excerpts from "L'Ariesieime"

Wed February 14 Series D Thors February 15 Series E
8:00 PM, Henry Crown Symphony Hall ..

OUTSTANDING RECITALS in JERUSALEM ConcertNo.4

"CARMNA" String Quartet (Switzerland)

Mozart 'Tiine Kleine Nachtmusik
,,

1 K. 525
Bloch Quartet No. 3

Dvorak Quartet in A-flat Major, Opus 105

Mon February 19, at 8.00 PM, Henry Crown Symphony HaU

The Orchestra Box Office Sra-Thor 4-8 PM Fri 10-1 AM TeL' 611498

Tickets for "CA&MINA' also at Bimot and KU'ist
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IRISH history fa aired forivalry

'

Between Protestant-and Catholic
and conflicting.claims

r of alle-
giance to London -and Dublin/
Foltowmg fa. a gaide'to the

main points and key groups*
NORTHERN^ IRELAND -

wasformedwhenBritain granted
l«»menUe to its former Irishcoto-
ny but partitioned offsix bountiesm the North as a homeland for a
-predominantly Protestant
people.

The Protestants, many ofthem
defendants of Scottish Presby-
terians who were jsent to settle
Ireland and stifle the CathoBc
feith of its nafivc peqjlc, saw
Britain as their government and
Us monarch as their rajer.
The Catholic minority was

harshly created by the dominant
Unionist politicians, so-called
because they wanted to preserve
300-year-old links- with Britain

mired in conflict
’IRELAND — Ibe Irish gov-

accepted the partition
of Ireland as the price to be paid
ror independence but this led to
a ova war Between those who
accepted the founding treaty
and others who wanted it to in-
clode the; “lost” :six counties.

, "Pte.
Irish constitution lays

plaiin ter Northern Ireland and
' its people as Irish. This Harm
has not been altered bat succes-
sive Dabfin governments have
pledged to do so' to underpin
peace and reassure nervous

.

Northern Protestant^

"

SINN FEIN — was die party
diat fought for the indepen-
dence of Ireland. Its military
vdngwas and is the Irish Repub-
lican Army (IRA). Sinn Fein’s
president js Gerry Adams.

‘.IRA violence British
rule re-surfaced in every
since Partition in 1921. It

launched attacks in Northern
Ireland and mainland Britain.

Generations of its leaders
were -jailed and the movement
fizzled out until the late 1960s
when a dvil rights movement
erupted to fight for Catholic
equality.

Sum Fein’s constitution says
the party abhors violence, in-

cluding that of the British army
and Protestant RUC police, but
understands those who resort to
aims to end colonial rule.

In the mid-1980s it embarked
on a “peace strategy” aimed at

securing a settlement to match
its goal of a United Ireland.

This tempted the IRA to de-
dare a ceasefire in September
1994 in die hope of getting Sinn
Feb to the conference table, a
goal offered in the December
1993 Downing Street Declara-
tion by Britain and Ireland.

BACKGROUND

DUBLIN

This said Britain would stop a
united Ireland if a majority in
Northern Ireland wanted it. It

also said there would be all-par-

ty talks if violence ended.
Sinn Fein has some 40 elected

Catholic municipal councillors

In Northern Ireland and enjoys
12 percent of tbe popular vote.

LOYALISTS - Protestant ex-
tremists took to arms seven de-
cades ago to win and maintain
their partitioned state. They
pledge loyalty to the British

crown. The core group is tbe
Ulster Defense Association,
which was banned by the British
government.
Two militia groups, the Ulster

Volunteer Force (UVF) and Ul-

ster Freedom Fighters (UFF)
have carried out a series of horrif-

ic killings of Catholics to terrorize

tbe community from which the

IRA and Sinn Fein draws
support.

Their political wings, the Ul-

ster Democratic Party (UDP)
and Progressive Unionist Party

(PUP), came to prominence after

tile gunmen declared truces in

October 1994. They say they
want to test their political

strength at the polls to prove they
are tbe enlightened face of
Unionism.

UNIONISTS - There are 13
Unionists in the British parlia-

ment where they defend what
they see as an attempt by Britain

to reunite Ireland under tbe guise
of a peace process.

They draw support from tbe 60
percent Protestant majority and
bold crucial votes in Prune Minis-

ter John Major’s embattled Con-
servative government.

Unionists believe there is no
foundation in law for any attempt
to forge closer links between
Britain and Ireland, the declared
aim of the Anglo-Irish peace pro-
cess. They see Dublin's involve-

ment as interference in British

affairs which masks a desire to
carry out the Dublin constitu-

tion’s claims.

The mainstream Ulster Union-
ist Party (UUP) is led by David
Trimble, who advocated bringing

Sinn Fein into tbe political main*
stream through elections to a
non-executive assembly.

The Reverend Ian Paisley's

Democratic Unionist Party
(DUP has three seats and is to

the extreme right of the UUP.
Paisley sees Dublin as “godless"

and has called the pope anti-

christ.
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WASHINGTON (Reuter) -
President Bill ' Clinton plunged
into -the . Iowa

,

political mael-
strom yesterday to try to drum
up campaign support and steal
thunder from Republicans com-
peting in the first big trial heat
of this year’s presidential race.

Clinton, the first Democratic -

president since Franklin Roose-
velt to go unchallenged for re-
nomination, will traipse through
Iowa like he’s running for his
life —his schedule includes three
speeches, a roundtable discus-
sion and a vfaitto a grain eleva-
tor, a ritual for politicians court-
ing farm state votes.

Asked file purpose of Clin-,
ton’s overnight visit. White
House spokesman .Mike
McCurry isaid: “He wants to go
to Iowa to talk about the. chal-

lenges that face this country and
face, the citizens of Iowa as we
look ahead to tbe21stcentnry.”
He is also. looking for votes.

Iowa voters meet In small
groups in thousands of living

rooms and other sites tomorrow-
night.to register their prefer-
ences for. the. Dmuoaratin and
Republican-nominations.
Although Clinton is certain to

be his party’s standard bearer,
McCurry said, he wants to
“make a special appeal to the
Democrats of Iowa to support
him” tomorrow, night.

“Even though there’s no con-
test, tins is an important part of

democracy- at the grassroots.
/ The Iowa caucus process is now
legendary in its importance
the presidential selection pro-

- cess, and the president thought
it/right and proper for him to go

... and ask for the support of those
Democrats who will go ont on a
oold night tomorrow to partici-
pate in this very important pro-
cess ” McCurry said.

Chilton's political foray also
gavehim an opportunity to Boat
above tiie Republican scramble
for the chance to diallenge him
on November 5. ;•

Nine Republicans are com-
petingwitheach other, andafter

- tbe Iowa votesarecounted, only
three ofthem may still have the
money and strength to continue
the presidential primary
process.

*•• Folia suggest Senate.Majority
Leader Bob Dole continues to
lead utiHiODaire publisher Steve
Forbes for first place by a mar-
gin of anywhere from two to 10
percentage points. Fighting for

thirdplace are commentator Pat
Buchanan,; Texas Sen. .Phil

Gtammand former

:

Tennessee
Gov. Lamar Alexander;

' 1
'

McCurry said Clinton would
leave it' to tbfe Republicans to
battle among themselves. But
the White House spokesman
took a poke at Forbes’s popular
Oat tax proposal, noting that
other Republicans have called it

a “nutty idea.”

as tensions rise
GROZNY (AP)- Tensions rose

around .the gutted presidential

palace alter Chechens saidup to
' four peoplehad been killed yes-

terday and a dozen wounded by
Russian troops or Russian-
backed Chechen police.

About a thousand people
were continuing a week-long
rally in front of the palace to

demand that Russian troops
leave tbe breakaway republic.

Police and troops, backed by ar-

mored vehicles; have surround-

ed the sqhare.and tried to keep
other protesters away.

* Orders for demonstrators to

have beep ignored,

festerday, reports said a
crowd of demonstrators trying

to reach the square was pushed

back by police near the central

bazaar. People there said a

woman and boy were killed

when Chechen police opened
fire.

. “I was trying to get to the

demonstration. We were near

tbe bazaar and the Chechen po-

lice opened fire, .
killing a wom-

an," said 35-year-old Birlan.

Tokayeva. .

Chechens who left the demon-
stration on tbe square yesterday

said a man and woman were

killed there and up to 13 people

were wounded. They gave no

details.

“I had to leave to help carry

out wounded,” said one of

them, Lola Daubekova, whose
hands were blackened with dirt

after living in the square since

the demonstration began.
“But I’m. going back,” she

said. “We have no other way to

fight for our independence.”
On Friday, three people were

killed and seven wounded when
a series of explosions ripped
through the crowd. There were
conflicting versions of what
caused tbe blasts.

The Russian military said re-

bel Chechen fighterswere trying

to smuggle explosives into the
square and they went off acci-

dentally. Russian forces said

yesterday that the rebels fired

grenade launchers from the pal-
ace rains in an attempt to pro-
voke troops to open fire, the
Interfax news agency said.

Russia’s independent NTV
network, also said grenade
launchers were fixed from the
palace, but said demonstrators

. blamed the Kremlin-backed
Chechen government.
The military said the blasts

killed a Russian soldier and two
civilians, and wounded three-

servicemen and four civilians:

Earlier Friday, a policeman

shot and wounded a protester

who he said attacked hzm with a *

knife.

Police also have fired shots in

the air to prevent people from
joining the rally.

Few clues to Dominican crash

PUERTO PLATA, Dcanhnca, (Renter) - Days after a chartered

Boeing 757 plunged into the ocean Jriffing 139 passengers and crew,

crash investigators are hobbled by an unusual problem: a dearth of

wreckage to pick over and dozens of nnssrng bodies.

AotSb pile ofdebris-including bits ofcabin interior, seat cushions,

a piece of a door and four wheels with tires and shattered axles -is all

the experts have.

Offoe 189 people onboard, Domnncan officialssaythey have found

fewer than 90 bodies, as well as parts of others.

The Domimcan miHtary bated its search for the plane’s missing

ffiriht date recorder yesterday, waiting forthe arrival of a Navy vessel

wfth sophisticated electronic tracking equipment

We need one that is more sensitive,” saidMaj. Emmanuel Souffront,

leader of the -Dominican commission appointed to investigate the

crash. *.

Investigators took statements from possible witnesses to the crash

yesterday, but said they weresceptical whether anyone had actually

seen the late night aeddent

Frostiritten swans search for food yesterday at Helsinki's icy seaside in -20°C weather. (Reuter)

Zhirinovsky, Le Pen in far-right union
VLADIMIR Zhirinovsky and
French extreme rightist Jean-Ma-
rie Le Pen, meeting in Moscow to
fete the flamboyant Russian na-
tionalist’s silver wedding, an-
nounced plans on Saturday to link

Europe's far right tins year.

“We think our meeting will

mark the start of cooperation

among European patriots to tight

forthe defense ofour national val-

ues and the interests of our peo-
ples,” Le Pen, leader of France’s
National Front, said.

At a news conference punctuat-
ed with jokes, bonhomie and Zhir-
inovsky's occasional sallies in a flu-

ent if rusty French, the two right-

wingers hailed each other’s
presidential ambitions and said

only robust patriotism could avert

war in Europe.
Apparently making policy on

the hoof, he then announced bis

presidential campaign would be
underpinned by around three slo-

gans: “Purity, order, security and
prosperity.”

“Oh, sony. That’s four slo-

News agencies

MOSCOW

gans," he added quickly.

Le Pen attacked the notion that

nationalismwas a cause ofwarand
said only nationalist or patriotic

parties, working across borders,

were capable of preventing
conflict.

Zhirinovsky’s “ideas and plans
are very dose to ours,” Le Pen
said. “We both mast become pres-

ident for the benefit of Europe.”
The two extreme-right Leaders

said plans for a “Union of Right
Farces of Europe” would be con-
sidered at a meeting in Moscow in

late April, and finalized sometime
later in Berlin or Paris. Zhirin-

ovsky said he had supporters “in

every country in Europe.”
He also warned East European

countries against trying to join

NATO, saying that would make
them the battlefield in another
world war.

“Our neighbors most know that

if they let NATO soldiers ap-
proach Russia's borders, Russia
would destiny both NATO and
the territories that are potting the
world on the brink of war," Zhir-
inovsky said.

Many Russian leaders, induct-
ing President Boris Yeltsin, have
spoken out strongly against NA-
TO’s proposed eastward expan-
sion, although none has gone as
far as firebrand Zhirinovsky.

“If Poland starts wandering
around like a prostitute it will end
hadly. A prostitute usually ends up
being strangled by one of her cli-

ents,” he raid.

Zhirinovsky invited Le Pen to
Moscow to attend his church wed-
ding today. Tbe Russian uhrana-

tionalist and his wife were married
25 years agp in a civil ceremony.

Zhirinovsky, whose misleading-

ly named liberal Democratic Par-

ty has a significantnumber ofseats
in Russia’s parliament, fa one of
the leading candidates in June’s

presidential elections.

He often rails against Jews,
Asians, Caucasians and other non-
Slavs and urges the restoration of
the Russian Empire's 19th-century

bonders.

Le Pen’s National Front con-
trols four city halls and has the
support of about 15 percent of the
electorate. The National Front ad-
vocates expelling afl immigrants
from France.

For Zhirinovsky’s church cere-

mony today at Moscow's Church
of the Archangel Michael, extra
police have been called to main-
tain order.

SDLP-Tbe Soria] Democratic
and Labor party ofJohn Hume is

the moderate and legal voice of

Irish nationalism. Hume and Ad-
ams worked ont a still-secret

“peace strategy” which preceded
the Anglo-Irish Downing Street

Declaration.

Hume advocated all-party
talks without delay and criticized

Britain for fafling to
1(
take a

risk.”

ALLIANCEPARTY-A mid-
dle of the road party with some
10 percent of the popular vote, it

has Catholics and Protestant
members. It supports British rule
but it also promotes dose Hnks
with Dublin to give voice to Cath-
olics’ Irish identity. Led by John
Alderdice, it is seen by the Brit-

ish government as an example of
the kind of sou-sectarian party it

would like to encourage.
(Reuter)

Primakov,

Christopher

report

good start

at talks
HELSINKI (Renter) - US Secre-
tary of State Warren Christopher
and new Russian Foreign Minister
Yevgeny Primakov said after then-

first talks yesterday they had made
a good start towards boihfing trust,

but differences remained.
At talks in the Finnish capital on

keeping troubled US-Rnssian rela-

tions on track, Primakov assured
Christopher that President Boris
Yeltsin would not abandon re-

forms although policy adjustments
would be matte to help Russia’s

most needy.

More than six hours of talks

over two days produced no major
breakthroughs or agreements. But
the conrifialory tone signalled a
desire byMoscow and Washington
to avoid confrontation before
presidential elections in both coun-
tries tins year.

“Iwould say we are offto a very
good start,” Christopher told a
news conference at the KalaStaja-

toippa government guest bouseon
tbe icy Gulf of Finland.

Primakov said: “We have differ-

ences and therewiD be differences,

but afl this must be done (re-

solved) without confrontation.
That would be extremely danger-
ous for oar mutual relations and
also for tire whole world.”

'

The two men looked relaxed but
restrained after amore than three-

hour dinner on Friday night and
three hours of formal talks
yesterday.

It was their first meeting since
66-year-old former spy chief Pri-

makov, widely considered a con-
servative, took over from liberal

and pro-Western predecessor An-
drei Kozyrev on January 9.

Tbe talks, intended to build
trust and work ont a framework
for cooperation, covered issues

soch as NATO enlargement, re-
gional conflicts, nuclear security
and political developments in Rus-
sia and tbe US.

Guest in Jerusalem the renowned actress

French minister visits

strife-tom Corsica
AJACCIO, Corsica (AP) -
France’s No. 1 lawman wrapped
up a visit yesterday to this

French Mediterranean island,

saying separatist violence has
thrust it' into "a crucial
period.”
“There won’t be a separate

destiny. It’s a common destiny

that will make our fortune,”
Justice Minister Jacques Tou-
bon said as be completed a two-
day visit.

Toubon called for order to be
restored, and he cautioned sep-

aratist groups - whose fighting

for as independent Corsica has

bloodied the island - that he
would ensure “justice without

concession.”
Toubon’s visit came three

weeks after Interior Minister

Jean-Lonis Debre toured the is-

land in a similar effort to quell

escalating strife.

A violent wing of Corsica’s

leading nationalist group, tbe
Front for the National Libera-

tion of Corsica, said last month
that it would suspend its bomb-
ing campaign for three mouths.
The group known by its

French acronym, FLNC, has
claimed responsibility for many
of the bombings that have de-

stroyed government, banks,
stores, and public utility offices

since November.
Some of the attacks have been

aimed at the homes of police-

men and judges, but there have
been do casualties. The attacks

have caused an estimated $40
million in damage.
However, a separate internal

war* between rival nationalist

groups resulted in numerous
gangland-style murders last year

on foe rugged, strikingly beauti-

ful island.

in the monodrama after

"Theta of the Screw"
by Henry James

Jerusalem Theatre .Thursday February 29, 1996 8:30 p.m.
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WORLD NEWS

S. Korea,

Japan in

row over

islands
SEOUL (Reuter) - South Korean

President Kim Young-sam has

.cancelled a meeting tomorrow
with Japanese legislators in an es-

calating row over islands disputed

by die two countries.

A spokesman quoted Kim as

saying yesterday thatJapan'sdaim
to sovereignty over the rocky is-

lands was “intolerable”.

;
Kim would also cancel a sched-

uled meeting with Japanese Prime
Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto dur-

ing an Asia-Europe summit in

Bangkok in March ifJapan contin-

ued to press its daim.
“Kim has cancelled the meet-

ing. Japan has stirred the anger of
all Korean people by making a
preposterous daim to Tokdo,” the

spokesman said.

Koreans still harbor bitter mem-
ories of Japan's often brutal colo-

nial rule over the Korean peninsu-
la between 1910 and 1945.
"

. The* Japanese legislators ' had
been scheduled to meet Kim in the

presidential Blue House tomorrow
to discuss a broad range of thorny
issues, including compensation for

Korean women used as sex slaves

by Japan during World War Two
and the question of sovereignty

over the two Tokdo islands.

“It is absurd for Japan to insist

the islet is its territory. It obviously

belongs to Korea, historically and
in international law.” he said.

“South Korea will sternly deal

with the Tokdo issue.”

Kyrgyzstan votes on

president’s powers

ALMATY, Kazakhstan (AP) -
Voters in die Central Asian nation

of Kyrgyzstan went to the polls

yesterday to dedde whether to in-

crease the powers of the president.

If the referendum on constitu-

tional change is approved, as ex-

pected, President Askar Akayev
would in effect have the authority

to dissolve parliament at wQl.

Akayev also would no longer

need parliamentary approval for

the bulk of his appointments. He
would be able to directly appoint

all ministers, diplomats, heads of

agencies and local judges.

Parliamentary approval would

stifl bq required for the prime min-

ister, prosecutor general, high

court judges and national bank
head.

.

An additional danse would en-

able parliament, with a two-thirds

majority, to transfer its legislative

authority to the president for up to

one year.

. The referendum is a sharp turn-

around for Akayev, who had been
considered the most democratic

leader in the former Soviet repub-

lics of Central Asia. Unlike the

authoritarian presidents of nearby
Kazakhstan. Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan, who extended their

presidencies through referendums,
Akayev was re-eleoed in Decem-
ber in a contested race.

Shortly after his re-election,

however, Akayev complained he
was little more than a figurehead

with no more power than the

Queen of England.

Sunday, February 11, 1996 The Jerusalem Post

20 trapped as

Japan rockslide

buries bus

Mnjesira Salihovk (right) shoots at Bosnian President Alija Lzedbegovic during a meeting between the president and
widows of Srebrenica yesterday. Salihovk, who lost family in Srebrenica, demanded that something be done over the

reported massacres in the area and to determine the whereabouts or thousands of people. (Reuter)

NATO steps up security,

contacts with Serbs continue

TOKYO (AP) - With^ tem-

perature sinking dangerously and
overhead boulders threatening to

tumble down, rescue teams last

night rushed to free about 20 peo-

ple trapped for bouts in a col-,

lapsed a tunnel in northern Japan.

Authorities were not sure bow
many were trapped or ifaay were
killed when Toyohama tunnel

gave way under an avalanche of

mud and rocks yesterday. A pas-

senger bus and at least one. car

were buried.

The tunnel runs through a sea-

side mountain on the west coast of

Hokkaido, the northernmost of

Japan’s four major islands, 880km
north of Tokyo.
Crews busily caned rubble out

of both openings of the 1 ,086-me-

ter long tunnel in hopes of rescuing

survivors horn the nighttime cold,

but officials were loathe to blast

through foe rock for fear causing

another rockslide.

“Rescuers have dug very dose

to the bus, but every time they try

to go farther, they find they

can't,” said Hokkaido prefectnral

(state) police official Masahisa Ta-

mura. “It’s very frustrating.”

A bus bolding 22 people and at

least one car were buried under in

the tunnel, which collapsed when a

massive oblong boulder 70 meters,

tall slid off ffte mountain.

As snow swirled around {be

opening rtf the tunnel and the tem-

perature dropped to a bone-chill-

ing minus S^C, family members of

the rnksrng gathered anxiously at

the rite. -

Worried the cold was enough to.

kfll any survivors, who by mid-

night last night had been trapped

for 16 boms, some yelled at police

to to speed up the rescue work.

“It’s so cow, some who might

not have been crushed could be in

there freezing to death.” said

Tama Iwamoto, 74, relative- of a

51-year-old man on the passenger

porters of her escape from, the

crumbling mountain.

“As I was going through the

yymtw-1 a hngi» rock came down on

die roof of the car,” said 19-year-

old Manami Hrrano. “Large and
q»wap rocks came falling down.

The windshield and ride window
broke and my head was struck. I

had to stop the car.”

She went on to describe tow the

tom of debris pilingup behind her
car shoved it away from the center

of the avalanche and she skidded

out ofthe tunneL She was taken to

a nearby hospital where she was

treated and released.

THE NATO-led peace force has tightened

security for its troops because of heightened

tension linked to Bosnian Serbs’ decision to

sever high-level contact, force officials said

yesterday.

Bosnian Serb army commander General
Ratko Mladic said two days ago his forces

were severing relations with the 60,000-

strong NATO mission because the Bosnian
government was refusing to release eight

Serbs arrested on suspicion of war
crimes.

“We always have contingency plans to in-

crease our self-protection,” said Captain

Leonard Capell:>. a NATO senior operations

officer in Sarajevo.

“Whenever there's any indication chat the

threat may increase then we will take mea-
sures to prevent people from being overex-

posed. I think we’re doing that. We're not

circling the wagons. ..we're frying to meet (the

Serb army) and progress."

Another force official, who requested ano-

nymity, said the force raised its alert level

because of the tension. There-are-four alert.

. levels; gray, black, amber and - the highest -

red. The force was in black status as of Satur-

day, the officer said.

“This means that we have to wear flack

jackets and helmets when we are outdoors,”

the source said, adding that travel is only

News agencies

SARAJEVO

permitted with a second vehicle as an escort.

“We really don't expect any problems.”
In a press statement yesterday, the Bosnian

Serb army demanded the immediate release

of the detained men - who include a general

and a colonel - but did not say what action it

might take if this did not occur.

Lieutenant-General Sir Michael Walker,
the commander of NATO ground forces in

Bosnia, on Friday called Mladic's announce-
ment ominous.
NATO sources said plans to increase the

security of its soldiers, aid workers and facili-

ties across Bosnia were in effect to protect

against possible Serb hostage-taking or
sabotage.

Two news photographers were detained

Thursday t Bosnian Serbs. One of them. AP
pbotograp Srdjan Hie, was released Fri-

. day. But t second. HJdajet Delic, remained
-incusiody. Delicwasaccredited to the Bosni-

an government BH Press news agency, but

worked frequently for the AP.
The sources said no specific threat had been

identified and that the heightened security

was precautionary.

“We have the capacity to monitor any im-

plied or direct threats against us,” saidNATO
spokesman Colonel John Kirkwood.
“We won't go into the details ofhow we do

that, (but) we react accordingly. We’ve got

enough material and people in country to
react very quickly, very decisively."

NATO has not reported any contacts with

the senior level of the Bosnian Serb army
since Mladic made his statement.

The most senior detained Serb officer.

General Djordje Djukk, is not recognised by
NATO since he has been indicted by a UN
tribunal as a war criminal and is ineligible to

hold a public position under the terms of the

Dayton peace accord.

The Serbs on Friday missed one division-

level meeting which had been scheduled be-

tween them and NATO officers in northeast

Bosnia, but elsewhere working relationships

were continuing.

The crisis over the detained Serb soldiers

will bring US envoy Richard Holbrooke -

architect of the Bosnia peace accord brpkerpd
in Dayton, Ohio and rigoed in Parish De-
cember - on an unscheduled visit backtothe.
region today.

_

T T *

The tough-talking Holbrooke will visit Sa-

rajevo, Zagreb and Belgrade to deliver a

stern warning to Balkan leaders to defuse the

crisis and abide by the Bosnian peace pact or
face unspecified consequences.

Kasparov plays computer

New US ambassador arrives in China to repair relations
BEIJING (Reuter) - New US
Ambassador Jim Sasser arrived in

Beijing yesterday to take up a post

left vacant since last year while

Sino-US ties chilled to their coo-

lest point since they were estab-

lished in 1979.

In the past year, the United
States and China have wrangled

over human rights, narrowly avert-

ed a trade war over intellectual

property piracy, argued about
arms sales and seen ties hit rock-

bottom over Taiwan.

“We’re finally here and we’re

delighted to be here,” Sasser, ac-

companied by his wife Mary, told

reporters upon arriving at Beijing

international airport.

The ambassador's post is being

taken up again after a seven-

month hiatus, and Sasser is arriv-

ing just in time to watch Beijing's

latest attempt to keep rival Taiwan
in its place ahead of the island’s

first democratic presidential elec-

tions next month.
“There are a great number of

important issues of great impor-

tance to the United States and of

great importance to China,” said

Sasser. T look forward to working
on those issues with my Chinese
colleagues.”

Western diplomats say Sasser

may not have an easy time foster-

ing relations between the two Pa-

cific nuclear powers, which are

divided by a cultural gulf but

linked by the size and importance
of their economies and political

standing.

“China and the United States

need each other,” Sasser said dur-

ing congressional heatings on his

nomination.

Privately, Chinese officials

agree - up to a point
In public, their stand is much

tougher.

Beijing showed how far it would
go when it recalled Ambassador Li

Dayou from Washington last June
“to report on his work”. He did
not return until late last year.

His recall came when China
flew into a fury after the Unted
States gave Taiwan's President

Lee Teng-hui a visa for a private

visit.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Garry
Kasparovhas held the Wtfki chess

championship crown for more
than a decade..Not so long ago he

handfly defeated a computer that

could analyze 750,000 positions

per second.

That’s all in the past
The game be began yesterday

could be the Russian's most daunt-
ing challenge to date. IBs invisible

opponent can master a move no
human can accomplish: drifting

through more than 200 million

chess maneuvers per second.

The challenger is Deep Bine, a

formidable computer foe devised

by IBM. The duel will be the first

to pit man against machine for a
regulation, six-game chess match.

The unofficial match has eilOF-

i
mouft implications forKurgan intel-

lect arid technology: Gan a com-
prrter outsmart a hnman hang^

“I know my opponent is invisi-

ble. but I strongly believe that it’s:

not invincible,” said the 32-year*

old grand master, who in 1989
proved skeptics wrong by defeat-

ing Deep Thought, the IBM pro-

totype for Deep Blue.

The match is being sjpopspred

by the Association for Computing, -

which heldthe firstcomputer com-
petition in 1970. Six games 2astu%

no more than seven hours each
will be played through Feb. 17.

“Garry feds that it is his duty to
.

.

defend mankind from- the on-

slaught of the machine,” said Da-
vid Levy, rice president of tire In-

ternational Computer Chess
Association.

Deep Blue has been in the

works since 1989, when Kasparov

defeated Deep Thought in a two-

game march. At the time. Deep
Thought was considered the most
powerful chess computer around.

Deep Blue, a 32-node super-

computer at IBM's TJ. Watson
Research Center m Yorktown
Heights, New York, can examine
50 bilHou positions in the three

urinates allowed between each,

move.
Kasparov will sit at a chess

board and move bis pieces as if

playing a, tinman opponent.. An
IBM tedmkamscalM -across, the
table willdnmrtmnKateKaspairivX

moves to Deep Blue through a

computer withian, Internet hook-
up, and -more- -pieces based on

.
Deep Bine’s responses.

'

- A Web -site-will allow Internet

risen to fbBpw -the match. ~

;

The winner -will receive
$400,000 and the loser $100,000
provided by the Association for

Computing.-
' “

• The web ate for following the

match is http://

wwwxhess.ibnLpark.org.

RANDALL MKKELSEH

PHILADELPHIA ^
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FIFTY years after the birth of the
computer launched a worldwide
information revolution, experts

say they will become even smaller,

faster and more pervasive.

“They’ll become more accessi-

ble,” said Frank Friedman, bead
of the computer science depart-
ment atTemple University. “Stor-
age will increase, speed wfll in-

crease, the overall capability win
increase.”

In recognition of the 50th anni-
versary of the public unveiling in
Philadelphia of the first electronic
computer — the Electronic Nu-
merical Integrator and Computer
(ENIAC)-on Feb. 14, 1946, com-
puter professionals are asseadng
bow far the machine ha< come
where it is headed.
These experts say later advances

in computer power and cost may
have been Ies dramatic than EN-
IACs development, which repre-
sented what Paul Shaffer, curator
ofthe ENIAC museum at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, called die
greatest technological leap in
history.

But the computer has nonethe-
less progressed at a breakneck
pace and is likely to continuedoing
so for foe forseeable future. This
will bring computers into more
and more homes and into more
areas of life than ever before.
Tim Beigin, a computer science

professor at American University
in Washington, said mmiafruisa-
tion of the computer will increase
its use in other products sndi as
cats and home appliances. “Com-
puters are just bfentfing in,” he
said. “The only safe prediction isif
is going to be less viabier” .

Friedman said future gains in
computing power wfll have strik-
ing applications in graphics and
ha«en the merging of computer
and television technology. “I ex-
pect pretty soon the use of com-
puters and TV will be seamless,”

- To dramatise die progress in

technology, researchers at Penn,
whereENIAC was developed; are
placing tire dxcutry of that com-
puter, which weighed 30 tonnes
arid tooknp anentire rooii^ onto,a
single drip that fits on a fingertip.

- On tite commercial front, Digh
tal Equipment Gorp-bunched,on
Feb. 5 what it called the first'nn-

croprocessor to have the speed of
a supercomputer, rims onAA bat-
teries and sells for less than $5Q

:
Some experts have begun to

predict the decline of thepersonal
computer .as an afl-araund ford.
Industry leaders such as Grade's
chief executive Lany Eflison, say-
ing Ki are too complex and too
expensive for many uses, plan,to
launch more specialised versions
snch as a low-priced “appliance”
for muring the Internet.; y

Shaffer said die comat gflieia:
tion of PCs was nearby an evoiu-
honaiy dead-cod after neady two
decades, hamstnmgby figatatfoas
in its original design. *

As an example of futme possi-
bilities for die personal computer,
Shaffer cited Be Inc, ftninded five
years ago by an Ap^:

Compiler
alumnus. The companyk abon^fo
launch a competitively: priced
desktop computer with two high-
speed processors and numerous

Shaffer said it promise to offer
nmchmore cap*ffiiyto rim
a* programs at dnee. .' -

How,computers will affer» Kffc» *_ . , .
.

wyy wm anectmea ;

®" ^so andercontmuing
Federal Reserve ChairiSab

. he . Alan Greenspan said on Ffe&5^ computermay stifibenjo
new foritxgamstom future gams in . that potential for

1
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Helping people to help themselves
JUDY SIEGEUTZKOV1CH

m m af-date or no-hrtger-tmad-

medicines?\-t always
thought that one should not put
dtmnintheffabdg^
mightjutdmem andthinktheyone?

RX FOR READERS
POST HEALTH REPORTER

by pouring them down the drain.
Now we are told not to pollute the
environment A few years ago, I ’

pharmacy, bid an assistant there
now tells me that theyput than in
the garbage themselves. What
shouldI do? F.LO, Jerusalem.
Batya Hanoi, head qf the Health

Ministry’s pharmaceutical division,
comments:
You have hit upon a very impor-

tant problem. We have contacted"
health authorities abroad, and.no
one has yet come up with a satisfac-
tory solution. We bad thought of
collecting old or unused medicine at

district health offices and having the-

drugs buried at the Raraal Hovav
disposal site in the Negev, just like
used batteries are, but few people
would go out of their way to bring
medications to a handful of offices.

We are trying to think of a practi-

cal way that would allow people to

bring these to any pharmacy and
have them, collected and sent to

Ramat Hovav, tail die matter is

complicated and we ate still work-
ing on it In the meantime, it's best

to just throw them in the garbage.

I am an 85-year-old man. My
health isn’t too bad, but there is

one problem that drives me crazy.

When I eat within three hoars of
going to deep, myfood climbs up
my esophagus andchokes me, giv

my windpipe and lungs. Is itpossi-

ble that the food passes - into my
windpipe? Is there any waytopro-
vent thefoodfrom going up? Or
are there types offoods thatl can
eat without causing this problem?
DJL, Jerusalem.

Prof. Yawn Niv, headofthe gas-

troenterological institute at the

Rabin Medical Center-Beilinson

Campus in Petah Ttkva. replies:

This condition is quite common
in the elderly. It is called weakness

.

of. the lower esophageal jjp&oaer.

There isAspfairicterpt thebottom of

the esofihagos that normally is ora^
. way: itallows food to go only (town
intothe stomach. But with age, this

.
muscle-can Weaken and allow food

-to pass upwards from the sfrwnarh
into the esophagus.

When a person lies down, tbe top'

- of-bis esophagus is at the same level
as the bottom, so food may flow out

.

of the stomach to the. other end. It

may enter the larynx area and even
be aspirated into the windpipe.

I advise you not to ear or drink
anything (except for water) after 6

‘ pjn. You should also raise the top of
your bed by at least 15 and prefer-
ably by 30 edatimeters, by potting a

.
pillow wedge under the mattress or
putting something that height unA^
two legs ofthe bed. You should
exercise as much as pqssibleJF this

doesn't.belp, there are three med-
ications, available by prescription

only — Pramm, MotQintn and
Cisaprid - which strengthen the

sphincter muscles inwaived.

In most cases, the problem should
be alleviated, but if not, there is

surgeary that can be performed by
laparoscopic (keyhole) surgery as

wefl as opervabdominal surgery.

. My daughter and son-in-law
refrigeratefood in die same stain-

lesssteelorenamelpots in which it

was cooked. This worries me, as 1
always thought das was a bad
practice. I don't want to be a nud-
nik, but is there any medicalorsci-

entific justification for my appre-

hension? MLE.CL, Jerusalem
Prof. Skmuel Yaraun, a senior tox-

icologist at iheTechriion’s depart-

ment of food engineering and
biotechnology replies:

There is no health danger in doing

what you describe.

RxForReaders welcomes queries
firm readers about medkal prob-
leras. Experts will answer those we
find most interesting and replies

willbe printed in the twice-monthly

column cm the Health Plage.

Write to Rx For Readers, c/o Judy
Siegel-It&ovich, The Jerusalem

Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000, or

fax 02-389527, giving your initials,

age and place of residence.

Phoned-in queries will not. be
accepted. .

' *
.

Maimonides, who wrote

800 years ago that “a
loan is better than chari.

ty for it enables one to help him-
self," deserves the copyright on a
pioneering effort to assist Israelis

temporarily in need.

''Giving a loan without taking

interest is a uniquely Jewish idea

that goes back to this great Jewish

sage," says Prof. Etiezer Jaffe, the

unpaid chairman of the Israel Free

Loan Association.

The IFLA has made more than

6,000 no-interest loans totaling

over $6 million since it was
founded in 1990. After granting

loans for immigrant housing,

small businesses, emergencies,
university tuition and other needs,

the 3FLA has obtained 5300,000
in donations specially earmarked
for medical purposes.

“We are starting with children

and young people up to the age of
21 in the Jerusalem area, from
Beit Shemesh to Ma'aleh
Adumim, who sniffer from peima-

.
nent physical disability - includ-

ing the hearing and sight

impaired," Jaffe explains. “Loans
of up to $5,000 for medical pur-
poses are available to supplement
government grants for hearing
aids, body braces, walkers, wheel-
chairs, suiting cars for the trans-

port of wheelchair-bound young-
sters, communications devices
and special devices for nursing
care. The loans will be granted to

families who are raising the child

in their own home and as supple-
mentary assistance to those eligi-

ble for a government gram, we
hope we will be able to expand the

principal to over SI million and
beyond, and then be able to offer

such loans to qualified people
around the country."

The US-bom Jaffe, who teaches

at the Hebrew University's

Baerwald School of Social Work
and is a recognized expert in non-

profit organizations and fundrais-

ing, is one of many volunteers

involved in the IFLA. They and its

four paid workers (including an

Ethiopian and a Russian immi-
grant) receive requests and issue

checks at the organization's

offices at 64 Rebov Aza (POB
4579, Jerusalem 91041; tel. 02-

630248) in the Rehavia neighbor-

hood.

“We have close to 1,000 donors
in Israel and 13 other countries,

and we handle some 300 applica-

tions a month. The beauty of the

concept is that as soon as money

W'*

Roi Shnvit participates in a class trip in a wheelchair provided by the Israel Free Loan Association.

is returned on the loan, it is rolled

over into new loans." he explains.

“We are not a welfare office,"

Jaffe says. "We make our loans of

up to $ 15,000 only to people with

a steady job or income who can
pay them back at their own pace,

from 10 months to a maximum of

four years."

Because of minimal expenses

and low overhead, nearly all the

money donated is used for loans.

The IFLA is recognized fry the

New Israel Fund, PEF-Israel

Endowment Fund and the

Jerusalem Foundation as a recipi-

ent of donations. There are also

friends
1

organizations in New
York and linden. Everything is

computerized, so any donor can
request a printout on how many
loans are out and their stages of
return. The names of the recipients

remain confidential. A board of
respected professionals supervises

the entire loan-giving process.

Jaffe notes thar the organization

receives a wide variety of dona-

tions. A woman from Rehovot
wrote recently to say she received

an inheritance of NTS 40.000 that

she and her family did not need. *T

trust you will use this money as

you see fit. with no strings

attached," she wrote.

Sometimes, well-to-do tourists

who meet needy Israelis they

want to assist ask the IFLA to

administer a housing or business

loan. This way, they know the

recipient will pay back on time

and use it for the specific purpose

set down in the contract.

More than 650 of the 1.700 sep-

arate donations so far have come
from Israelis, with 880 coming
from the US and other countries

such as the UK, Holland. France,

Australia, Brazil. Switzerland and
even Thailand. Some of the

donors registered their donation to

the EFLA in their wills.

Loan applications are consid-

ered once a month, and thus no
one waits for an answer longer

than that In many cases, the

money is available within a few
days. Recipients deposit with the

office a number of post-dated

checks linked to the dollar. So far.

the default rate is less than 3 per-

cent. If the borrowers say they

can’t repay, “we offer easier pay-

back terms, but if there is no
response, we are not afraid to go
to court, as we are committed to

our donors and to the rollover

process, as well as to the recipi-

ents," says Jaffe.

Yael Yosef, a social-work stu-

dent at the Hebrew University, is

coordinator of the new medical

needs food. She accepts the

requests and checks to make sure

the applicant has already received

all his entitlements from govern-

ment funds. ",
. #

“But in many cases,, state

allowances don't cover the full

costs ofelectric wheelchair^ ramps
and retrofitting homes for (he dis-

abled," she says. “An electric

wheelchair can cost 56,000 or

more, a motorized tricycle $3,000

and a hearing aid $1,200. The cost

of equipment is very high and the

bulk of the expense falls on die

family."
’

‘

But once they get the loan, the

equipment can mean a new way
of life. RoT Shavit. a 1 3-yeaf-

old Jerusalemite bom with mus-
cular dystrophy, is one of ifiahy

children who needed special

equipment to be mobile. The
IFLA loaned his family money
and he is now ambulatory’; he

was even able to go on a school

outing recently to the Judean
Desert.

1 - ‘ -* -

Vitamin C cream is best for the skin Pill helps patients gain weight s
HEALTH SCAN

POST HEALTH REPORTER

T"^ esearchers have found that vitamin C is

1^ good for the skin. It helps heal wounds,

XVreduces wrinkling and may even cut the

risk of skin cancers caused tty ultra-violet radi-

ation.

However, taking ascorbic acid, as it is known
chemically, by mouth is not the best way to

take advantage of these properties. A topical

cream that introduces the vitamm directly into

the epidermis is the best idea.

According to Dr. Yitzhak Shalkovitz-Shilq, a

dermatology specialist at Kupat Holim Gaik's

Tel Nordau clinic in Tel Aviv, it was impossi-

ble until recently to produce a vitamto-C skin

cream that was stable and because it oxidizes

in a wet environment
Writing in the latest issue of Merkahton

Livriut, published by the Israel Pharmacists’

Association and Clalit, the dermatologist

reports that a topical skin product containing

the vitamin is now available.

Animal and clinical studies, Sbalkovitz-

ShiJo says, have shown that as an anti-oxidant,

vitamin C minimizes the damage caused to

skin by oxygen free radicals.

“Based on this information, it can be sup-

posed that using vitamin-C cream on.the,slon

is helpful in dealing with sun damage and the

resulting aging of tbe skin.... There shouldn’t

be any contraindications for this use,” be con-

cludes.

autoimmune inflammation
BETTER UNDERSTOOD

A natural mechanism by which the body

turns offinflammation may serve as a basis for.

the design of a new class of drags against mul-

tiple sclerosis and other autoimmune diseases.

The mechanism, demonstrated by a team head-

ed by Prof. Lawrence Steinman of the

Weizmann Institute of Science and Stanford

University Medical Center in California, has

already been used to block an autoimmune dis-

ease in lab animals.

A recent issue of Nature magazine reports

that the team found what may be otte of the

body's signals for stopping inflammation.
w

“We hope to .use it to treat disease,

Steinman said. •

MS, a chronic illness that attacks people in

the prime of life, is characterized by inflam-

mation of the myelin coating of tbe t*™*
the disruption of the electrical impulses earned

by them through the body, resulting in tanpor

rary or permanent dysfunction.

The damage caused by autoimmune dis-

eases, in which the immune system’s T cells

attack tissues in the body, occurs m several

stages. The attack triggers an abnormal build-

up of an entire spectrum of immune .cells,

which affect other tissue components and

cause severe inflammation.
.

Scientists- have long thought that the omy

way to treat these diseases was to suppress the

immune system, but this can leave the body

open to infections. .

In the new study, the researchers snowed it

may be possible to tun? off the attack-trigger-

ing mechanism without affecting- the rest of

the immune system- They used a certain pro-

tein fragment (called p87-99 analogue) to pre-

vent the damaging build-up of other immune

cells.

TV M051 P^P1® woul<* give

I%/1 anything for a harmless

XT JLpiil thatwouldmake them
Jose weight. But there are some
people- suffering from involuntary

weight loss due to AIDS, bums,
cancer, renal failure, gastrointesti-

nal disorders, or chronic lung dis-

ease - who would do anything for

a pill to help them gain weight
Biotechnology General

Pharmaceuticals Inc. (BTG), a US-
based firm with a large research and
manufacturing facility in Rehovot’s

Kiryat Weizmann industrial park,

has purchased a US company,
Gynex, that produces such a pin.

BTG president chief executive

officer and treasurer Sim Fass was
the one to realize the potential - in

an age ofAIDS - of such a drug and
to make a successful bid for Gynex.
Fass, bom in pre-scale Israel and

brought to tbe US by his parents at

the age of 10, says the deal is a turn-

ing point for the company, which
has lost money for 14 Df its 15 years

due to the heavy investment that

biotechnology research requires.

“We are now among the exclusive

club of seven biotech firms in die

US - out of 400 listed on the stock

exchange - (hat are making a profit

Thanks to this drug, Oxandrin, we
may be able to recoup in one year
the $39 million in stock transfers

that it cost to buy Gynex," Fass says

during one of his frequent trips to

Israeli

“For years, doctors regarded

severe weight Joss in patients as just

a tangential problem." Fass
explains. "But a variety of studies

have shown that ifa patient loses 34
percent of his baseline body weight,

be will die no matter what treatment

he gets for the actual disease. This
has been based even on data that

people smuggled out about starving

Jews in the Warsaw Ghetto."

Oxandrin is the commercial name
of the synthetic testosterone that

promotes muscle gain in patients

with severe weight loss; the generic

name is oxandrolorte.

Manufactured forBTG by Searie in

Chicago, it is being distributed by
Quantum Health Resources in

Indianapolis.

“Oxandrin is the only oral anabol-

ic agent approved by the US Food
and DrugAdministration for revers-

ing clinical weight loss," Fass says.

In healthy individuals, a delicate

balance is maintained between the

synthesis of protein and tbe build-

ing of muscle mass (anabolism), on

theone hand, and the degradation of

protein and depletion of muscle

mass (catabolism) on the other.

Whai thecatabolic rate exceeds the

anabolic rate, weight loss occurs.

A continuing catabolic state is

known as cachexia, in which the

patient's weight goes steadily

downhill. This is frequently seen in

AIDS patients. Other drugs for

‘Ani Be’veit HoBm’ is a children’s book of verse that tells the fictional story of Gadi, a

boy who is hospitalized with a broken leg.

This protein fragment was found to work by

inducing (he T cells to release the signaling

chemical roterieukxn-4, which chases the dam-
aging immune cells away. This is apparently

one of the ways in which the body stops

inflammation naturally, as a few days after a

throat becomes sore from a virus or after a red

patch emerges from a tuberculin test

Using the fragment, they caused inflamma-

tory lesions to regress and even reversed

paralysis in lab mice with a disease similar to

MS.

REDUCING HOSPITAL FEARS
A 40-page, professionally produced chil-

dren's book in Hebrew on what it is like to be

hospitalized has been published by Gefen
' Books at tire initiative of the pediatric depart-

ment of Jerusalem's Shaare Zedek Hospital.

Printed on lad-resistant cardboard, the book
will be presented to young patients and their

families. •

Dedicated to the memory of Carole Klein,

who devoted years to volunteer work in tire

department, it is beanttfnily illustrated by-Nurit

Avrech, a graphics student at the capital’s

Emtmah Community College who was chosen
- from among 20 contestants.

Written in verse, Ani Be'veit Holim. tells in

first person the fictional story of Gadi. a boy
who suffered a serious fracture in his leg while

playing and was taken to tbe hospital- He goes

through X-rays, tests, injections, infusions, a
cast and pains. After a few days, he is sent

home, much more knowledgeable about medi-

cine.

Perhaps wisely, the book does not mention
life-rtiftta(going diseases that can’t be fixed so

easily; patients with easily treated conditions

would probably be scared by the mention of

cancer or surgery. A separate version could be
written for children facing these.

EFFICIENCY WINS KUDOS
Staffers of the orthopedics department at

Hadassah-U nivers i ty Hospital in Jerusalem's

Ein Kerem recently received first prize in a

national competition for “excellent teamwork"
organized by the Association for Quality’ and
Productivity Teams in Israel and the Center for

Quality and Excellence in the Prime Minister's

Office.

A quality-assessment and productivity ream

has been meeting regularly, under department

chairman Prof. David Segal, to solve the

department’s various problems and improve

service. The first prize was awarded for treat-

ment of patients undergoing hip and knee

replacement surgery.

Since 1991, patients have been asked to fill

out forms rating their treatment, and the forms

have shown high satisfaction. Hospital director

Zvi Stent and the winning team will be

received at Beit Hanassi by President Ezer

Weizman.

KIDS TEACH KIDSABOUT AIDS
Thirty teenagers from the Shimon Ben-Zvi

School in Givatayim have been trained to

teach their peers bow to prevent the spread of

infectious diseases, especially AIDS. The pro-

gram, initiated by Kupat Holim Dalit's health

education department, put the ninth to 12th

graders through four days of studies and grant-

ed them certificates as "peer educators" at the

end.

The teenagers learned about touchy issues,

including how to treat AIDS patients and HIV
carriers, and discussed medical ethics as well

as practical means of preventing infection.

They then appeared before classes and

youth-movement groups in Givatayim and

Ramat Gan. They are currently translating

from English into Hebrew a guide for other

peer educators on teaching AIDS prevenaon.

JUDY SIEGEL-TTZKOVICH

patients with severe weight loss are

appetite stimulants, bur these lead

mostly to die storage of fat and/or

water instead of protein.

Oxandrin. taken orally and cost-

ing about $4 per pill (or $6,000 to

$9,000 a year per patient), has been

shown in clinical trials to prevent or

treat cachexia so that AIDS patients

can remain ambulatory instead of

being confined to hospital beds.

This. Fass says, constitutes a major

boon to health insurers, who save a

lot on hospitalization.

BTG will supply Oxandrin free to

AIDS patients in the US who lack

health insurance. The drug, which is

suitable for both men and women,
is a testosterone analogue and has

much less effect on die liver than

injectible natural male hormones
that build muscle mass. Since it is

not metabolized in the liver, it has

been regarded as safe for giving to

alcoholics suffering from cirrhosis

of the liver and severe weight loss

who were part of clinical studies in

Veterans' Administration hospitals

in the US.
Approved by the FDA as far back

as 1962 and showing little if any
side effects if properly used, Fass
says Oxandrin was for years the

drag of choice for treating delayed

puberty in children and Turner’s

Syndrome, a condition in girls who
suffer from short stature and are

sexually undeveloped. When the

AIDS crisis hit the US, it was sug-

gested as a way of dealing with
severe weight loss in these patients.

There are 160,000 American
AIDS patients suffering from

cachexia, plus 500.000 US pattern^

with serious weight loss due to can-

cer. bums and other causes. * "s

“Thus, just a one-percent penetra-

tion of this market means some $36
million to sales,” Fass notes. • „

J-:

Oxandrin is not yet available

here, as it has yet to be formally reg-

istered, but Fass expects it soon will

be supplied here to specific patients

on grounds of “compassion.” * •

“AIDS carriers and their faiufltes

in the US are desperate to find heig,

and they actually dictate their pfe-

ferred treatment to their doctor- he
says. “Some AIDS groups' even
cried thalidomide - the drug that

resulted in the birth of severely

deformed babies when taken
1

by
their mothers during pregnancy --

because it increases weight in AIDS
patients, although only by increas-

ing water and fat storage.

“AIDS patients are very aware of
new developments, and they keep
informed via the Internet. Oxandrin
has already been mentioned many
times on the computer network, and
patients are demanding the drug

from their health insurers, which
prefer paying for it and having the

patients ambulatory than to be run-

ning up bills in the hospital.” Fass

says.

Because Oxandrin is an anabolic
drug - the type illegally sought By
sportsmen eager to build up thejr

muscles before a competition —
BTG’s distributor is careful to con-

trolling the supply. Each doctor
must write the prescription' with -a

specific code or it won’t be filled.

There can always be abuses, Fass
concludes, but supervision is very
tight. ’
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Sweden’s unsuitability

F
OREIGN Minister Ehud Barak has vigor-

ously protested Swedish Foreign Minister

Lena Hjelm Wallen’s visit to Orient
House following her official visit to Israel. But
neither the Swedish government nor anyone in

Israel can take such protests seriously. Virtually

every European foreign minister visits Faisal

Husseini at Orient House, and -Husseini acts as

the Palestinian Authority's foreign minister.

These hard facts, recognized by the whole
world, make a mockery of the pro forma Israeli

protests.

Wallen has gone through the motions of

describing her visit as purely social - "a courte-

sy call.” But to pretend that she and her hosts

were discussing the weather over a cup of tea,

particularly when representatives of the DFLP
and PFLP were also reportedly present, is to

scrape the bottom of the euphemism barrel.

Yet it would be a mistake to lump the Swed-
ish visit with those of other foreign ministers.

The ruling Swedish Social Democratic party

has intervened in the Arab-Israeii conflict, par-

ticularly its Palestinian component, with a mis-

sionary zeal unequaled by any other European
government. Its anti-Israeli stance, formed soon

after the state's establishment, was made into an
article of faith by party leader and prime minis-

ter Olof Palme (assassinated in 1986). Wallen's

public opposition to proposed Knesset legisla-

tion on the conduct of the General Security

Service is typical of her government’s patroniz-

ing, interventionist attitude. One can only imag-

ine Sweden's reaction to an Israeli objection to

a bill proposed in the Swedish parliamenL

Sweden’s record speaks for itself. Sweden
has spearheaded Europe's efforts to legitimize

the PLO and effect its recognition by Israel. It

has never recognized Israel’s borders; acknowl-

edging only the 1947 UN partition plan. And
though it did not officially join the economic
boycott against Israel, virtually all its major
companies (with the commendable exception of
Volvo) have shunned business with Israel. Nor
has it established cultural relations with Israel

like other European countries. Typically, it

promised to reciprocate then-president Chaim
Herzog's 1989 visit with a royal visit within two
years. It has yet to fulfill this promise.

Sweden has also been deeply involved in

helping the PLO in its activities against Israel.

Stockholm has served as a shelter and hub of
activity for PLO functionaries. Swedish money
has helped the legal defense of intifada activists

anested by Israel. And while the PLO's most
heinous atrocities were never condemned by the

Swedish government - at worst they were
called “mistakes” - Israel’s retaliatory actions

were branded “crimes.” In 1988 it started the

legitimization process of the PLO by arranging

a meeting between three self-styled American
Jewish leaders and Yasser Arafat

Now Swedish hands are itching to take an

active part in the Oslo process. Assuming, not

unreasonably, that Sweden’s first objective -

Israel's return to the 1967 lines - has been

accomplished, the Swedes are now concentrat-

ing on the next target Jerusalem. Arafat said on
his recent visit to Stockholm that Swedish
Prime Minister Ingvar Larson will serve as a

mediator in the negotiations on Jerusalem. And
Swedish Foreign Minister Sten Andersson has

avidly sought to be involved in the final status

negotiations.

With all this in mind, it will be a grave error

indeed to invite Sweden’s mediation on Jerusa-

lem or any other issue. No government has

proved itself less suitable for the job.

Irish peace shattered

THE IRA’s policy of giving coded warn-

ings before exploding its bombs does

nothing to disguise the fact that its terror-

ism is an outrage deserving~the widest condem-

nation. Hard upon the heels of universal anger

in Britain and Ireland has come an orgy of

finger-pointing and blame as to who is responsi-

ble for the shattered Northern Ireland peace

process that lies buried in the ruins of the

bombed London Dockland offices.

The blame for the return to such horrific

violence against the innocent citizens of Lon-

don of course lies squarely with the self-ap-

pointed leaders of the IRA. The refusal of its

political ally Sinn Fein to condemn it can only

strip away whatever veneer of credibility this

party has had as a negotiating partner in the

peace effort Gerry Adams had frequently as-

sured the people of Britain and Ireland that the

days of violence were over, that Sinn Fein

accepted that bombs and bullets have no place

in democratic societies. Adams's call yesterday

for an urgent meeting of the British and Irish

governments following the bombmg is no more
than unmitigated gall - democratically elected

prime ministers cannot allow themselves to be

bombed to the negotiating table at the beck and

call of terrorists.

However, a measure of soul-searching is in-

deed required in the British government. While

Prime Minister John Major cannot of course be

blamed in any way for this act of IRA terrorism,

it is clear that his government has squandered

much of the 18-month breathing space given by

the cease-fire declared by both the IRA and the

Unionist militias in Northern Ireland. Only last

week a Jerusalem Post editorial sounded a

warning that the cease-fire was growing more

shaky each day, after Britain foolishly side-

stepped recommendations made by the Ameri-

can-led commission of investigation, which all

sides had asked for and agreed to accept

If British bungling could be attributed to

some high moral negotiating position, it might

be excusable. But as so often in history, the

prime minister chose to play Russian roulette

with the Irish problem for the sake of preserving

his party’s narrow majority in parliament. Brit-

ain ignored the American recommendation to

drop its intransigent stand on decommissioning

militia arms in Northern Ireland and to get all-

party talks moving as a matter of urgency.

Instead, Major proposed the election of a North-

ern Irish assembly which would convene such

talks. Since this was a blatant favor to his

Northern Irish Unionist allies in parliamenL it

infuriated not only the extreme nationalists in

Northern Ireland, but exasperated the Irish gov-

ernment and the US administration.

The current British government is known for

its dithering on many issues, but Major’s con-

duct on the peace process has been foolhardy in

the extreme, given the dangerous realities on the

ground in Northern Ireland.

It is still no excuse for the IRA's return to

violence. There are hopes that the London

bombing will prove to be an isolated incident

and that the peace process can be rescued. A
return to vicious civil war in Northern Ireland -

most likely much worse than that which preced-

ed the cease-fire - would be an inconceivable

disaster.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

BLOOD TESTING

Sir, - The case of the blood given

by citizens of this country immigrat-
ing from Ethiopia is another exam-
ple of bungling bureaucracy at its

worst. One can talk about stigma on
the one band and badly conceived

thoughtfulness on the other hand. In

fact, the problem resides elsewhere
and it should be very much at' a

concern for all.

As a person who gives blood reg-

ularly, I was under the impression
that the blood bank checks all blood
samples for AIDS, hepatitis, venere-

al disease, etc. as a matter of course.
In that case, in what is blood from
people of Ethiopian origin different

from any other blood? On the con-
trary, the authorities should be eager
to get as many donors as possible so
as to locate quickly and early the
unfortunate carriers. But then, may-
be the blood bank does not screen

every blood sample, taking thus an
awful calculated risk, for which
someone will surely pay the price in

the not-too-far-off fixture. Get the

inquiry committees ready!

DANIEL BRAUNSCHVIC

Jerusalem.

Health reporter Judy Siegel-Itz-

kovich comments: .

Unfortunately, since the Ma anv

"expose,” more misinformation
than accurate medical information

has appeared on the Ethiopian immi-
grant blood affair. Magen David

Adorn tests all blood for hepatitis B
and C and HTV (the AIDS virus).

Hepatitis shows up immediately in

these tests, and the blood is thrown

away. However, even blood whose

HIV test is negative can be infected

with HTV, due to a “window" of

time between actual infection and

the appearance of antibodies that

can be picked up by the test. A
donor could have been infected with

HTV anywhere from a day to several

months before giving blood and

MDA could not detect it. Since the

prevalence of HIV in the blood of

people from sub-Saharan Africa (in-

cluding Ethiopians) is 50 times that

in Israel’s general population, the

risk is high. Their blood has been

destroyed except in cases where the

blood type is rare. MDA froze this

blood; if the donor returned six

months later to donate again and

was found HIV free, the original

donation was defrosted and used

when needed. However, not only is

this process prohibitively expensive,

but frozen blood is less beneficial to

patients than fresh blood. Giving

blood from high-risk groups is a

serious risk - and MDA (kies not

take iL

DEMOCRATS ABROAD’S
CAUCUS

Sir, - To comply with the Dele-

gate Selection Plan of 1996, we cor-

dially invite interested American
citizens in Israel to our local caucus

to choose delegates to the Demo-
cratic National Convention.

Democrats Abroad will again

send 22 persons with nine delegate

votes to the Democratic National

Convention, to be held in Chicago,

the third week in August These

delegates are chosen through a

three-tier caucus system, the first

being local to choose representa-

tives - in our case seven persons

representing our country committee

- to go to the April 27:28 regional

and global caucus where the actual

delegates to the convention are

chosen.

These seven delegates from Israel

to the Toronto regional and global

caucus will be elected at the March

10 local caucus, at the Zionist Con-

federation House, on Emile Bona Sl

in Jerusalem, (behind the King Da-

vid Hotel), for further details contact

either our chairman, Sheldon

Schorer, at (09) 444747 or me at

(OS) 945-7671.

DAVID FROEHUCH.
Secretary,

Democrats Abroad (Israel)

RehovoL

OPINION Sunday, February 11, 1996 The Jerusalem Post
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Concrete realities

ONE day, probably soon,

we will wake up, look
around, and stare in dis-

belief at what we have done to a

land that was once and perhaps

still is called beautiful.

It may not happen at once, and

it will nof dawn on everyone with

equal certainty. It may even be

that no one will care, hell-bent as

we us are on creating a mini-

America, on exorcizing our infe-

riority complex on this tiny post-

age stamp of a country, hardly

the size of a large county in Tex-

as.

If America, the symbol of ev-

erything supposedly good in this

world, has interstates, fast food,

motels, and the like, how can we
not have the same, the differ-

ences in our size and natural re-

sources notwithstanding?

Are Tower Records, MacDon-
alds, and Toys R Us our way of

showing our rich cousins that

they have nothing over us any

more?

Perhaps the revelation will oc-

cur on a fast spin from the center

of the country to the Galilee on
the new superhighway. With
some luck, we may speed along,

this new freeway, our own mini-

interstate, and reach the Galilee

in an hour or so, maybe in the

same amount of time it took 25

years ago, before the advent of

24-hour traffic jams from Metulla

to EilaL

Flying past gas stations, mo-
tels, fast food joints, and strip

malls, we will probably find just

enough gas stations, motels, test

food joints and strip malls in the

Galilee to wonder why we even

bothered. Maybe then it will

dawn on us that something has

gone wrong.

It may take the headlong rush

into suburbanization, taking
place at a pace orders of magni-

tude tester than the same process

required in the US.

With hardly a care, we conquer

hilltop after hilltop, grove after

grove and valley after valley, and

pave them over with streets and

malls, and villas and swimming
pools, as if we had all the land in

BEN DANSKER

the world in which to spread out,

or as if in our imaginations our

little land stretched from the Nile

to the Euphrates.

Perhaps it will come with a cri-

sis brought on by a level of air

pollution that will make Los An-

geles look like a resort Maybe

we wOl wonder why all of sudden

we have to ration water, some-

how not understanding that con-

crete just doesn't absorb rainwa-

ter the way forests and farmland

do.

Maybe we don’t

need a beautiful

land. What’s wrong

with paving over

a country?

Or one morning, in spite of or

because of all of the new high-

ways, we wfll pull out' rf
r
qfir

driveways (if we can) "and just

stop, unable to move as a result

of a massive traffic jam stretching

from one comer of the country to

the other.

For some the realization will

come only when oar beaches
have all been turned into mari-

nas, and agriculture is only for

museums or songs about the early

pioneers.

MAYBE we don’t need a beauti-

ful land. What’s wrong with pav-

ing over a country? After all, isn’t

real quality of life best enjoyed

when you have a house, two cars,

and a shopping mall nearby?

If we need fresh air or trees or

rivers, we can go to someone
else’s land and enjoy them there.

Airconditioners can keep out the

pollution, and bottled water can

keep us from
_
going thirsty. And

surely there* will always be
enough water for pools and to

keep the golf courses green.

Many will argue that this is all

inevitable. We have grown so

rapidly in recent years. Our stan-

dard of living exceeds what any-

one ever dreamed of, and- of

course there is -a price to .pay for

that

But such a response avoids re- -

sponsibility for foe kind of world

we are creating and wfll leave to

future generations.

• There are different- ways of

making a future for oursdyes.

For one thing, we could replace

our nearsighted micro-planning

with the establishment of broad -

national goals, and analysis at the

macro leveL

What remains of oar few natu-

ral resources are a national trea-

sure. They ought to be managed
*

as such. Creative design and in-

novative thinking are as impor-

tant here as in any other aspect of

our lives as a people.
'

We may one day be a country

of 10 or even 15 million people.
’

The decisions we make toctey will

determine tire quality of lire for

decades.

Our models are wrong, and
have to be replaced. We cannot

-r’pla&pnd build and dri^e as-if gar*

"land resources -Wtite like tfirise Of
•

America. And ' even there more
care is given to the environmental

impacts of growth and develop-

- meat than here.

Paris is a city of more than four

million people on hardly more
land than Jerusalem or Tel Aviv,,

and it is considered one of foe

most beautiful and green cities in
'

the world.

The populated area of Switzer- .

land has a population density not

so different from ours, and yet is.-

a land of mountains and lakes and

terms. So too, Holland and Bel-

gium, and, for that matter, foe

state of Massachusetts, which
isn't much bigger than Israel and

has about as many people. .

Only by adopting more appro-

priate models and making land

use an intelligent tool of national

strategy can we accommodate
growth - tremendous growth
and yet keep much of tire beauty
of this country as a living, not a

distant, memory.

The writer is a business
planner.
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For some politicians, drumming up support these days is like pulling teeth. Or maybe Bravamm
Netanyahu is trying to put ideas in this voter’s head? (Aka koutoS)

POSTSCRIPTS
~

ROSALIE KLEIN of Rehovot
clipped this tidbit from USA
Today:

A Russian fisherman who
caught a pike nearly lost his nose.

The man was so excited that he

kissed the fish on the mouth. The

pike responded by clamping its

jaws on the fisherman’s nose.

The pike's jaws remained tight-

ly locked on foe fisherman’s nose
even after his companions had
cut off its head.

Doctors at a local hospital fi-

nally set the man free.

IT HAPPENS once in a blue
moon, and ifs going to happen
on June 3€fc a blue moon.
The unusual phenomenon will

be tire second foU mootr in. one
month, and the first blue moon
since September 30, 1993.

.

Something to look forward to.

Whose
life?

JOSEPH E. MURRAY

EVEN before Jeff Getty

entered- San Francisco

General Hospital for a

^transplant of bone marrow cells

from, a baboon, the PR machin-

ery vof People for the Ethical

Treatment of. Animals, the - Ha-

ul ade'vSociety .of the United

States, and other groups that take

the extreme, animal rights view

Went into high gear. Humans
have no right to interfere with

animals, e^n if Eves are in the

balance.
. \

They "are - AIDS research

would be .
impossible

.
without ani-

mal experimentation.
• "Animal activists, in commen-
taries, letters to the editor and

.
TV news sound bites, have blast-

ed researchers’ latest attempt to

find • an Effective treatment for

AIDS.
It comes as W. 'surprise: Six

years ago, BETAY founder told a
magazine reporterYtliat if animal

research - resulted m a cure for

AIDS, “We'd be attest iL”

If we had. listened to animal

activists^ 50 yens UgO, children

would still be contiracting polio

(the vaccine was developed in

Animalexperiments

in AIDS research

-must go on, despite

the animal activists

monkeys). Diabetics wouldn’t

have .insulin, a benefit of research

. on., dogs.. We would also be with-

out antibiotics for pneumonia,

chemotherapy for cancer, surgery

for heart diseases, organ trans-

plants, and joint replacement

•. Today, once again, tire animal

. activists are wrong. And we can’t

-let a potential treatment for

AIDS .tell victim to their specious

rhetoric.

This debate isn’t just' about
AIDS and Getty's immune- sys-

tem The Imgpiedge gamed from

:

fsiiv-fi
ffi

ei i i^?s~nh'ilfi have an im-

pact on cancer therapy.. The re-

search- will almost certainly en-

able doctors someday to treat

leukemia, aplastic anemia and
lymphoma patients with human
bone marrow that is less than a

- perfect match, and to open the

pool of potential organ donors to

include animals. .....

ANIMAL activists condemn , foe

experiment as morally wrong be-

cause the baboon donor .was
killed. In practical; terms, they

say, even if the traosplaitf wraks,

there are not enough baboons to

provide marrow cells for all

AIDS patients.

. The babopu donor for tire Get-

ty experiment, raised in captivity,

for research, was fully anesthe-

tized white foe marrow cells were
drawn. The animal was then sac-

rificed because all tissue had,to be

preserved for further scientific

study. - :x -

In foe future, ;when the proce-

dure moves. out of tire jaqjerimon-

tal phase, scientists will be able to

harvest the necessary cells with-

out sacrificing an animaL
Ultimately, sufficient numbers

of cells will almost certainly be
grown in cultures. As has been
me case in countless otfari medi-
cal treatments, the initial 'tech-

niques . will be simplified ;as„ tire

procedure becomes .,mpre <

routine. .

‘

For all its potential^ there are
oo guarantees that tire procedure

-

wffl WOrk, that til® trancpfympwi

cells wfll take hold in Getty’s sys1 '

tem, or that they wfll provicfiriSm
with increased' immunity. Nor ere-

foere any guarantees that bet wfll

be safe from tiaboon diseases.

Medical research, is a Imgthy:'

highly risky and expensive pro-
•

cess -with.no certainties. TtreGet-'.
ty experiment is an important
step in an ongoing process, ajnd

scientists agree' that whenewir a
’

cure for AIDS, is found, It wflTbe'
through animal research ! -1 -

*

Medical _researchere/are work-
:

mg for foe" health of us1

afl; They
sternest be

;
dtyerted from foal

essential purpose by irrational .

animal rights’* demands. lies,
threats, intimidation

. and violence
by the movement’s extremists
have already delayed stieatists’
prtyects, and kept the benefits’ ‘of

“
that reseamfr ' from tire public1" - i -

As we iqrproadi foe ISth jma-- >
vtosmy of foe discovay -of w
AIDS virus, it is "not enbfifh^to’
wear wd ribbons and hope that a-

: '

wre is. found. We must actively - 4
support those scientists, doctors "

•
~

tire front lines of resMtriri>r.^7-,L.' v
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Viktor and A1
Persona] goodwill goes a long way

i
-

•

;
;

' ’ " • •

By Chaises Lane
t

S
traight-laced Al Goreand jowly Viktor

Chernomyrdin make an unlikely pain But

the American vice president, product ofSl

Albans, Harvard and the US. Senate, and the

Russian prijne minister, who dawed his way to

the top ofa Soviet oil andgas conglomerate,

share a certain seriousness ofdemeanoz. And they

actually seem to like each other Together in -

Washington last week for die sixth session of

their conknission on U.S.-Rnssian cooperation,

their dosing press conference was peppered with

“Al" this
;
and "Viktor Stepanovich” that-The two

men even relished a wry moment at die media’s

expense: To a reporter who asked ifhe had

brought President Clinton a private letter from

Boris Yeltsin aboutNATO expansion,

Chernomyrdin replied: "Yes, I did.” Pause for

simultaneous translation. "But I didn't read it."

Gore’s somber facade dissolved into laughter.

Does all this bonhomie realty help the U.S.

deal vrith the ex-gneat powerofRussia?

“Dexponizarion” ofthe enemy is one offoreign

policy’s age-old bugaboos, of course. But the

opposite fallacy is “personalization”—becoming

so warm and fuzzy toward another country’s

leader that you lose influence when your man

leaves the scene. Ronald Reagans critics, many of

whbm run Clinton administration Russia policy,

accused him ofdemonizing die Soviet Union.

Not surprisingly, critics ofClintons support for

Yeltsin and Chernomyrdin ay personalization.

"Clinton has nowhere to gp because he’s so dose

to Yeltsin,” says Paul Goble, a former State

Department official.

But for Gore and Chernomyrdin, a Jitde

personalization has gonea long way. Generally

speaking, the nuts and bolts offoreign affairs test

Bill Clinton’s attention span. Gore, by contrast,

has long been engaged the arcana ofaims con-

trol, energy, the environment and space. Issues

such as these, along with myriadlegal technicali-

aes, increasingly dominate the day-to-dky bilater-

al relations between the two countries;With huge

dollar amounts in the balance, serious business

.‘has to be conducted in detail and atahighlcveL

The Russian economy, after all, runs—or fails to

run largely on personal connections.Asprime
:

minister, Chernomyrdin, is the man to see.

The Gore-Chonomyrdiii commission start-

ed as a space, energy and technology working

group after the 1903 OintonrYeksin summit in

Vancouver. The idea was twofold: to set up yet

another regular forum in which the Russians

could feel they are being treated like equals and

to slice the red tape which might otherwise

entangle U.S. efforts to reform and open the

Russian economy—especially the oil parch,

which Chemonmyrdin controlled as head of the

Gasprom monopoly.

Since then, however. Gore-Chernomyrdin
has grown into the forum where Russian and

American officials hash out billions ofdollars

worth ofjoint endeavors affecting everything

from the availability ofdiphtheria vaccine in the

Russian countryside to the price ofuranium

burned in American nuclear reactors. Gore has

used his Chernomyrdin channel to pass frank

messages to Moscow about other issues: Bosnia,

NATO expansion, Chechnya and, in virtually

every meeting, the Russians’ planned sale of a

nuclear reactor to Iran.

The White House likes the idea so much it

has tried to adapt it to other countries where sub-

stantial U.S. aid and investment, and large for-

eign policy interests, are at stake—and Gore has

taken on the job. There is now a Gore-Mbeki

commission with Vice President Thabo Mbeki of

South Africa and a Gore-Mubarak commission

with President Hosni Mubarak of Egypt. When
Colin Powell was being mentioned for president

or vice president, one vice presidential scenario

had him doubling as Secretary ofState. Minus

the actual tide. Gore has beat him to it.

Ifthere’s a downside to the Gore-

Chernomyrdin schmoozing, it’s that the matters

they deal with are so complex that even when

they sign a protocol or initial a letter of intent

new problems can still crop up later. Take the

plan under which the federally owned U.S.

Enrichment Corporation (USEC) is scheduled

to pay up to $12 billion over 20 years for 500

metric tons ofbomb-grade uranium extracted

from Russian nuclear missiles. The uranium will

then be convened to a less enriched form and

burned in American power planes.

Nonproliferation experts hail it as a creative way

to eliminate the threat ofloose nukes in the for-

mer Soviet Union. But by last June, the entire

transaction was in doubt; among other problems,

rite Russians and USEC couldn’t agree on a

price. In stepped Gore; in Moscow, be and

Chernomyrdin announced an interim solution

by which the Russians got a $100 million

advance, and the first ton ofnuclear fuel was

shipped from Russia to the U.S. “It is now a rou-

tine maiter,” says an administration aide.

Not quite. The domestic nuclear industry

objects that the deal amounts to “dumping” of

Russian uranium. In Moscow, Gore had

promised Chernomyrdin a waiver of U.S. anti-

dumping laws. Senator Pete Domeniri ofNew
Mexico, who controls the subcommittee that

oversees USEC, is resisting in fevor ofhis own

solution. Verification that the uranium being sent

to America actually comes from missiles is anoth-

er yer-to-bc-resolved question.

Gore-Cheraomyrdin was partly conceived

as a channel ofcommunication to Yeltsins likely

successor, a way co avoid repeating the Bush

administrations problems in moving from

Gorbachev ro Yeltsin. Back in June, when

Chernomyrdin and Gore convened in Moscow,

Chernomyrdin was a national hero—having just

negotiated a peaceful end co a tense Chechen

hostage crisis while Yeltsin lay incapacitated. Now
his presidential ambitions are in limbo, thanks to

the Russian national funk, his party’s poor show-

ing in the recent parliamentary elections and

Yeltsin’s own apparent decision to run for a sec-

ond term. Yeltsin is surrounded by aides eager to

make Chernomyrdin the fail guy for the country’s

problems. Gore’s effusive praise of

Chernomyrdin, part ofwhat Komsomalskaya

Pravda has archly referred to as “aggressive”

American backing for the prime minister, may
have backfired by making Chernomyrdin appear

to be the West’s anointed. (Now Gore is careful

to emphasize American support for “the reform

process,” not any individual person.)

Perhaps foe lesson is that, where adverse

political forces are at work, and incompatible

national interests at stake, persona! goodwill can

only improve foe atmosphere in which inevitable

differences are expressed. Viktor isn’t going co

stop the nuclear reactor sale co Iran as a fevor to

Al. IfRussia doesn’t like Americas offer on its

bomb-grade uranium, it will sell it to European

countries. With reactionaries ascendant, and

Boris Yeltsin throwing reformist officials ro foe

mob. Gore is doggedly emphasizing foe progress

Russia has made so far. Bur a note of resignation

has crepr into foe Clintonites’ private rumina-

tions. “Obviously we worry abour whar will hap-

pen, but foe point is were giving it our besr

shor,” says an official who has attended Gore-

Chemomyrdin summits one through six—as if

conceding he’ll be lucky if there’s ever a seventh.

Charles lane is a senior editor ofTheNew
Republic.

© 1995, The New Republic

Du Pout’s insanity

defense emerges

By Alan Dershowitz

Already the groundwork is being laid for an insanity defense

in the killing ofwrestler David Schultz allegedly by the

wealthy John du Pont. His family and friends are no longer

using foe elitist term “eccentric" and are now describing foe accused

killer in more medical terras such as “paranoid.” This shift in termi-

nology reflects not only a future-looking strategy of exculpation, it

also reveals a past pattern of discriminatory law enforcement based

on wealth.

According to foe defendants former wife, John du Pont had

assaulted her on numerous occasions. He tried to push her from a

moving car, threatened her with a knife, accused her of being a

Russian spy and pointed a pistol at her. She called foe police, but

the local Newtown Square cops were John du Pont s friends and the

beneficiaries ofhis largesse. He helped to train them in marksman-

ship and had served as a volunteer cop. The local police did noth-

ing, according to foe former Mrs. du Bonn “People in foe depart-

ment were aware [of foe abuse] and nothing was done.”

Nor was du Pom’s former wife the only one ro complain to

the local police. Wrestling coach Andre Metzger says that du Pont 1

once came to his house in a patrol car and threatened him with a

gun. He called the police, but “they didn't do a dang thing.” Then,

in October, wrestler Dan Chaid says he saw du Pont drunk, carry-

ing a machine gun. He also claimed that du Pont snorted cocaine

and walked around foe estate armed to foe teeth and high as foe

sky. Chaid, too, called the police, who did nothing. The “eccentric”

John du Pont was allowed to maintain his arsenal ofweapons—
including machine guns and an armored personnel carrier—
despite his obvious mental problems and demonstrated propensity

toward violence.

Imagine ifthe person complained against were an indigent

black man instead ofan affluent du Pont. The cops would have

arrested him before you could say du Pont de Nemours. Nobody

would have described the black man as “eccentric.” They would

have called him a deranged criminal, charged him with an assort-

ment offelonies and challenged any insanity defense. Ifhe did pre-

vail in an insanity defense, they would have kept him locked up

indefinitely in a hospital for foe criminally insane.

Notwithstanding this unfairness, John du Pont may well have -

a plausible insanity defense. He will not be able to invoke any

“abuse excuse” of foe sort raised by Lorena Bobbitt and the

Menendez brothers, since his was a life ofprivilege and there

appears to be no evidence of victimization. But a long history of

insanity is an authentic defense which traces its roots to ancient law.

As Justice Felix Frankfurter put in

“Ever since our ancestral common law emerged out of foe

darkness of its early barbaric days, it has been a postulate of

Western civilization that the caking of a life by the hand ofan

insane person is not murder.”

Just because du Pont may have been the beneficiary ofspecial

treatment by the police, doesn’t mean he is not mentally ill. Indeed,

he may even be able to argue— in an interesting twist on foe abuse

excuse— that the special solicitude shown him by foe police made

it even more difficult for him ro understand foe difference between

right and wrong. His bizarre behavior and paranoid views were vali-

dated by foe inaction, indeed foe continued support, ofthe police.

In this respect, we may see du Fonts lawyer try ro put foe police on
‘

trial, much like the O.J. Simpson defense team put officers

Fuhrman and Vanatter on trial.

In foe end, foe case will probably turn on foe medical testi-

mony of psychiatric experts and the results of psychological and

neurological tests. Since foe insanity acquittal ofJohn Hinckley

back in 1982, there has been a backlash against the insanity

defense, with many states tightening foe criteria and shifting foe

burden ofproofto the defendant. Pennsylvania law has remained

relatively static. It imposes foe burden of proving sanity on the

prosecution, once foe defense has raised a plausible claim of mental

illness. But foe standard for legal insanity harks back to foe 19th-

century McNaughten rule, under which foe accused must be labor-

ing under a mental illness or defect which denies him foe ability to

distinguish right from wrong. This is a difficult standard to satisfy,

though defendants with documented cases of serious paranoid

schizophrenia do sometimes win insanity acquittals. Of course,

“winning” an insanity acquittal in a murder case may be a pyrrhic

victory. Though 11 denies the state foe power to execute, it generally

results in permanent incarceration in a hospital for the criminally

insane. (Pennsylvania has added a verdict of “guilty but mentally

ill,” which simply provides psychiatric care to those confined pur-

suant to this hybrid finding.)

One way or another, it is unlikely— absent a legal miracle—
foar John du Pont will ever again live an eccentric and protected life

on his estate.

Alan M. Dershowitz is a profissor oflaw at Harvard University. His

newest hooks are “The Advocates Devil" (Warner Books) and “The

Abuse Bouse ” (Little, Brown & Company).

© 1996, United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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Pat Buchanan’s
populism examined
By Michael Lind

You may not have noticed,

but quietly and ominously,

Patrick Buchanan is laying

out die intellectual case behind his

claim to be the populist candidate.

In a speech at the Heritage

Foundation on Jan. 29, Buchanan

road-tested his populist program

for constitutional reform.

Denouncing the federal judiciary

as “an unelected elite which serves

for life and is answerable to no

one,” he accused diem of slighting
the rights of red-blooded

Americans in favor of“members of

various minorities, including crim-

inals, atheists, homosexuals. Hag

burners, illegal immigrants, con-

victs and pornographers.”

Riled up? There’s more.

While Buchanan proposes to

address this travesty with the stan-

dard populist panaceas— term

limits for judges, recall of federal as

well as state judges, voter repeal of

Supreme Court decisions— one

stands out in its constitutional seri-

ousness. It is his plan to amend the

Constitution to remove the

requirement that Congress approve

amendments before sending them

to the states to be ratified. Under

Buchanan’s plan, any state could

initiate an amendment, which

would become incorporated into

die Constitution ifThree-quarters

of the states-approved. -••••'•

The proposal is a bizarre

blend ofstates’ rights and populist

revolt, presumably designed to

strengthen the “silent majority’s”

grip on the country. But if that’s

his goal, Buchanan should think

again. Far from being a populist

maneuver, his scheme is actually a

shameless device for minority rule.

Consider the numbers. Half

the American people live in the

eight most populous states—
California, Texas, New York,

Florida, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio

and Michigan- The 12 largest states

have iougjbly 166 million inhabi-

tants— about 65 percent ofthe

U.S. population. Under Buchanan’s

scheme, this 65 percent could be

overruled in constitutional politics.

Thirty-eight states (aggregate popu-

lation, about 100 million) oould

ram through an amendment against

the wishes ofthe rest.

Now in Buchanan’s defense it

might be argued that he did not

come up with the idea of three-

fourths of the states being able to

ratify amendments to the

Constitution. It’s in the

Constitution itself, although in sig-

nificandy different form. Bur the

Founders, unlike Buchanan, have

an excuse for this bad idea. (Like

the equally bad idea ofequal repre-

sentation for the states in the

Senate.) In 1790, two years after

die Constitution went into effect,

the ratio ofdifference in popula-

tion between the largest state,

Virginia (748,000) and the small-

est, Delaware (59,000) was 12 to

1; today the difference between

California and Wyoming is 66 to

1. "What is more, in die eariy years

of the republic the populations of

the smallest three-quarters of the

states would have added up to

more chan half the national total.

Still, the Founders weren’t

prophets and, under their system,

as in Buchanan’s, die 12 most pop-

ulous scares can be our-xatified by

the lower 38. But at least the states

where most Americans live have

clout in proportion to their popu-

lation in the House of

Representatives. This prevents a

national majority from being

ganged up on by a minority ofthe -

American peoplewhen it comes to

proposing amendments in the first

place. And even in the case ofa

Constitutional convention, the

Constitution says that Congress

shall call one— albeit on the

application of two-thirds of the

state legislatures— and presum-

ably Congress could structure the

convention to promote certamV ;

tiiucomes.The more you ponder;-

the Constitution, the clearer it is

that die Framers went to great

lengths to prevent a majority of

states from initiating revisions of

the federal constitution.

Buchanan cannot even

coherently invoke the antebellum

South Carolina senator and politi-

cal theorist John C. Calhoun in his

defense. Calhoun, watching the

numbers in the free North exceed .

those in the slave South, axgued

that constitutional government

ought to rest upon the “concurrent;

majority”— the majority ofscares

— as distinct from the “numerical

majority,” that is, the majority of

Americans. But the whole point of

Calhoun’s concurrent majority was

to slow down constitutional

change, not to speed it up, as

Buchanan wants to. Buchanan,

then, is a true original. Before him,

no one in the history ofdemocrat-

ic political thought has ever sug-

gested that a numerical minorityof

a nation’s citizens should have the

unchecked power to rewrite a con-

stitution that is binding on a

majoritywho are opposed. And
this in the cause ofpopulist revolt!

Perhaps, though, Buchanan

really has something else in mind:

increasing die political weight of

conservative voters indirectly, by

exaggerating the (already exaggerat-

ed) power ofsmall states— a

Mkao-Stace Strategy to comple-

ment the Southern Strategy. Size

does seem like a surrogate for politi-

cal ideology ifyou contrast big, lib-

eral NewYork with smaU, conserva-

tive Wyoming. But wait a minute

—- hasn’t New "York elected, conserv-

ative Republicans as governor;

junior senator and mayor ofNew
Ylork City? Nor are all small scares

brimming with Buchanaiiites. Not

for from the rock-ribbed .

Republicans ofNew Hampshire are

the aging hippies ofBudingoon,

Vermont (which declared itself the

sister dty ofHanoi). The results of

the 1992 presidential yore are not

good news for Buchanan either:

Among die 10 most populous

states, sevenvoted for Clintonand

three for Bush; among the 10 least

populous, the pro-Clinton ration

was 6 to 4. Big deaL -

Buchanan is perfectly within

his rights, ofcourse, to question

.

the Constitutions provisions for

amendment. Thewhole point ofa

constitution is to check the politi-

cal flac? but our Constitution gives

elected politiriaxis a monopoly on

proposingamendments. Why not

make the Constitution amenable,

tin citizen imtjanv^pd with'foe.

i

. ratification ofa supo-jnajornyof^ J
voters nationwide (not a majority

ofstates)? Onlythc most die-hard

didst would argue that four-fifths

ofthe American peoplecannot be

ousted with such power.

- Buchanan should not be crit-

icized, then, for raising, the subject

ofaltering theinherited procedure

for amending the federal

Constitution. But whence tries to

pass offamendment-by-minority

proposal as populism, hedeserves

to be exposed. Whatever pne

thinks ofpopulism, no genuine

populist would dream of allowing

a minority ofAmericans, (Concen-

trated in small stau^.topvpride

the majority ofthe American peo-

ple and rewrite the peoples|charter

ofgovernment. As his crackpot

scheme shows, Buchanan’s pop-
..

ulism is as phony as his obsessive

hatred of“members of various

minorities, including criminals,

atheists, homosexuals. Hag burners,

[and] illegal immigrants” is re^tL

• /
'-••’•••

•
\

MichaelLind is a senior editor of
TheNew Republic.-

© 1995, The-New Republic V.
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Kemp Faces Tough
Endorsement Choice
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ua. ;May: By Robert Novak

F
riends offormer Rep- Jack Kemp have told him that ifhe

finally decides to endorse Sen. Bob Dole for president, he

should rule himselfout .for any Cabinet slot in a future Dole .

administration.

Otherwise, friends say, it will appear that Kemp is backing his

longtime intra-Republican rival to fulfill his undisguised desire to be

secretary of the Treasury.

Former Rep. Vln Weber, Kemps close friend and. a national co-

chairman for Dole, pressed him to endorse the senator this past week

when his slumping campaign needed help. But Kemp, who last year

promised to support Steve Forbes ifhe ran, delayed a decision.
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Tom DeLay: House
Majority whiplash

Remote Leadership -

Efforts by Senate Majority Whip Trent Lott to push for a major

budget settlement fell fiat when it became clear that Senate Majority

Leader Bob Dole was busy .on the presidential campaign trail.

After House Speaker Newt Gingrich proposed a modest “down

payment” on a balanced budget by enacting spending cuts already

agreed to in recent White House negotiations, Lott phoned him to

suggest a more ambitious undertaking. Lott .wanted Republicans to

press President Clinton for deeper spending reductions and a cut in

the capital gains tax. .. .

Gingrich said he would consider dhe expanded agenda. Bur

hopes for anything happening soon were dashed, when the majority

leader’s office indicated that Dole would be busy in Iowa and New
Hampshire seeking to pin down, the Republican presidential nomina-

tion. While aides said Dole would be ready to return to Washington

at a moment’s notice if opportunity beckoned, he is not available to

take the initiative.

By Hanna Rosin

Y
ou may be wearying ofmisty-eyed con-

gressmen, their, nerves frayed by battle,

pining for the gender days ofdoffed •

hats and kind words. But, then again, you may

not have run intoTom DeLay lately. Witness

the House Majority Whip at 10 p.ra., storm-

ing out ofthe State of the Union Address in

high dudgeon.

At the other end of Statuary Hall, the

beatific Connie MoreDa, a Republican from

Maryland, praises “our great president” in hon-

eyed tones for his “vision" and “fine points.”

Bur down at his end DeLay is picking fights.

Reporter: Like what lies? •_

*

DeLay: He says he vpints to balance the

budget. He’s done nothing to balance the budget.

Reporter He gave you a balanced budget.

DeLay: Its phony. It has gimmicks in it.

Reporter So docs yours.

DeLay: No it doesn’t.

“Who are you?” DeLay yells, thrusting

his face into the reporters then recreating with

a hearty snicker. Seconds later, the whip is on

Fox TV, brandishing his list of21 lies for live

feeds across the nation. (By the next day his

count was up to forty-seven.)

Sure, there’s the raving Newt Gingrich

and the hidebound Dick Armey, who helped

steer the revolution aground. But compared to

DeLay, chose two are pussycats.

From his colleagues, the word that comes

up most often in connection with DeLay is

“ambitious.” “The way he reaches out to right-

wing interest groups,” says one, “he acts like a

candidate for something.” A fellow member of

the leadership fills in the blank: “Obviously, he

wants to be Speaker someday.”

DeLay has at least one pan of the whip’s

job down: While Gingrich waxes visionary and

Armey plots strategy, he twists arms. During

the first 100 days, out of about 400 votes on

tbe House floor, DeLay failed to round up the

votes for only four. But the victories come with

some pain. “DeLa/s style can be intimidating,
7’

admits mild-mannered Indiana freshman Mark

Souder. “One time he yelled at me so loud chat

Walker had to gavel him down. Walker pulled

him aside and told him to keep quiet.” But, he

adds, “he’s not so naive as to hold a grudge.”

Each time DeLay has tried to dominate,

the strategy has bombed— so badly that it has

often blotted out the victory ofthe lockstep

Contract votes. On the budget, fellow mem-

bers describe DeLay as the devil on Gingrich’s

shoulder, prodding the frazzled Speaker to

bring on the train wreck. When Gingrich sug-

gested an interim spending bill to reopen the

government, DeLay bristled. “Screw the

Senate. It s time for all-out war,” The
Washington Post reports him as saying. Later,

DeLay insisted Gingrich watch a tape ofGores

gloating speech on the budget, to prick his

resolve. “He was a constant thorn, egging

Gingrich on,” recalls a member of the leader-

ship involved in the budget negotiations. “We
all had differences, butTom’s sometimes broke

out into hostile differences. Tom amplified the

strident concerns ofthe freshmen. But he has

no sense ofteamwork or long-term strategy.

Without that, you tend to spin your wheels.”

He adds: “I don’t thinkTom has the under-

standing ofproportions that Newt does. I don't

think he’s as intelligent. He’s very ambitious,

and his ambition clouds his judgment.”

Recalling his role, DeLay at first sounds

chastened. “My first kneejerk reaction was we

need to keep the government shut longer to

keep the pressure on the president,” he says.

“But later, Newt convinced me that was the

wrong path.” In the next breath, though, he is

back on the warpath. “We’ll still win. We’ll

send him another welfare reform. Entidemenc

reform," he says, working up a lather. “We’ll

make him eat that State of the Union.”

On special interests, DeLays been posi-

tively brazen. On K Street he’s known as “the

Hammer” for his skill ax pounding lobbyists for

cash. As head of Project Relief, the oddly

named collection of corporate supporters,

DeLay was host, cashier and bouncer, throwing

parties for lobbyists in House chambers and

collecting cash at the door. To date, he’s raised

millions for the party and, up to June,

$322,000 for himself, a sum second only to

Gingrich. There’s one tactic he invented that

he’s particularly proud of. Ifa lobbying firm

wants access, they have to fire the Democrats

on staff first and replace them with party faith-

fuls. “The problem is these Democrats who
spend an hour being nice co us and the other

23 figuring out how to take us out. 1 want my
friends in there, not my enemies.” Adds David

Rehr, an old friend of DeLay’s and a lobbyist

for the National Beer Wholesalers Association:

“He likes this mythology building around him

in the lobbying community, that he’s this 800-

pound gorilla nobody can mess with.”

DeLay showed his first sign of defensive-

ness about his lobbying after the Stare of the

Union, when he gpt prickly about one detail.

“What really makes me sick,” he said in a

speech the next day, “is die president saying

lobbyists and polluters wrote those bills. It’s an

outright lie." Later he added angrily: “1 wrote

char bill,” referring to the regulatory moratori-

um in the first 100 days. “Nobody wrote me
that bill. I wrote it.”

But if this is a change in strategy, he for-

got to tell Rehr, his unofficial PAC adviser.

Rehr is still bragging about joint exploits, on

and offthe record. “He’s good at putting

together die inside and outside operation,’’

Rehr helpfully explains. “He links up raembers

and their staffwith our people, andwe build

up support. For example, on the moratorium,

we came up with the idea, and took it right

past the House into the Senate.” What about

the problem oflobbyists writing bills? “It’s like

my favorite quote from that Humphrey Bogart

movie. ‘Oh my God, there’s gambling going on

here?’”

Forbes’ Friend
GOP presidential hopeful Steve Forbes has no plans to cut his

link with informal campaign adviserTom Ellis, die veteran conserva-
’

rive political strategist from Raleigh, N.C., who was recently linked to

an allegedly racist group by the New "forkTimes. Mis was prominent:

in past presidential campaigns for Ronald Reagan andJack Kemp’.
‘

Ellis was identified by the Times as a direexor of the Pioneer

EUis never attended a meeting and resigned m 1977- TTCie

Pioneer Fund, whore founders in 1937 included Supreme Court

JusticeJohn Marshall Harlan, gave grants to universities and research

groups for scientific studies into inheritability. .

A Reporter’s Background

In the end, though, it’s hard to charge

DeLay with hypocrisy because he lacks the

rudimentary phoniness necessary to pull it off

He seems to believe his own angry rhetoric

that the world divides into friends and enemies;

chat his men are Great Americans, and

Democrats are ivory-tower snivelers. He boils

Democrats’ constituents down to “Greenpeace,

Queer Nation, the National Education

Association.” Then he adds, without a hint of

irony, that he’s proud co put coalitions together

with “all kinds of people, from the Christian

Coalition co the Eagle Forum, from Arco to

Exxon." At a Texas town hall meeting, he

risked loud boos when he told the crowd he

opposed the lobby gift ban. His reason? It was a

“leftist conspiracy” designed to keep right-wing

groups from organizing. It never occurred to

him that it might affect Greenpeace, too.

The end of our interview brings one last

snicker. “Heh, heh, heh. I see whax you’re get-

ting at. Yeah, I wish there was more comity.”

Then he promptly sabotages his own wish.

“But you know, I’ve noticed over the years the

reason there was comity was because

Democrats were good to Republicans as long as

they were satisfied caking crumbs from their

table. If there's no comity, blame the other

side.” Some guys will never change.

A withering profile ofan anti-Clinton 'Whitewater investigator

chat appeared in Roll Call, tire widely read Capitol Hill newspaper;

was written by a reporter with ties to the Arkansas establishment.

Mary Jacoby assailed David Bossfe, an aide to Republican Sen.

Lauch Fairdoth ofNorth Carolina, for his record ofpolitical activism

against the Clintons. It was not revealed that she formerly .was

employed as a file clerk by tire Rose Law Firm in Little Rode, which is

central to the Whitewater investigation. Her father; John Jacoby, is an

official of Stephens Inc., the Little Rock-based investment bankers

long allied with President Clinton.

Asked by this column about Mary Jacoby’s Rose connection,

Stacy Mason, editor in chiefof Roll Call, responded: “I don’t know
what relevance char.has to the story.” As for Jacoby’s father. Mason
asked: “What docs that have to. do with anything?”.

No N.H. Fratricide
Contrary to widespread speculation. New Hampshire GOP

insiders say there is absolutely no chance char popular Gov. Steve . £
Merrill will challenge embattled Sen. Bob Smith for the party's-Senate

nomination.
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Merrill would be heavily favored against Smith, whose anti-

abortion rhetoric has alienated moderate Republicans. But intraparty

bloodshed might elect a Democrat,

Robert Novak is a i.tationalfy syndicated columnist ofthe Chicago
Sun-Times.

Hanna Rosin is an associate editor ofThe New
Republic.
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puzzle of

Vivicrme Silver has photog-
raphyin her blood; both of
her grandfathers werejptao-

ttCTphefs, as were
'Both of her"

parents. -
.

In 1924,. her paternal grandfa-
ther, Arnold ZylbershW, left
Poland for Pakstinfe, where he
established a studio called Photo
Roshem. He also get up a bucket
factory, but because of -British
restrictions. his endeavors felled
and he returned to Poland where
most of his family perished in the
Holocaust
Only his son and daughter-m-

law, Leo and Dorothy, Silver’s
parents, managed to escape to
Rhodesia, where they set up a
highly successful atelier in
Bulawayo.

.
During World War fl, jLeo

joined the RAF and taught aerial
photography to British pilots'
His daughter, Vivienne Silver, a

petite, lively-eyed woman In the
prime of life, interrupts her story
to offer me some heffi tea. While
she goes outside to pick a flavor-

^ful bouquet of verbena, lemon
grass, rosemary and sage, I am
left to study the collection ofearly
20th-century prints hanging on
die walls of her gallery at the Ein
Hod artists’ village near Haifa.
In .1971, after working with her

parents and studying photography
in Europe, Silver came to Israel
Her first job was at Tel Aviv
University, where as the campus

oavid brauner

photographer, she contributed to
the in-house magarfrre and estab-
lished the university’s photo
archives. ...

She won a scholarship to
Brigham Young University in
Utah, where she completed her
BA. From there she went on to the
University of Arizona, which she
says , iff “one of the few places
where one could complete an MA
in the history of photography.”

.

Back in Israel, Silver found a
job at the Israel Museum. She
edited the museum’s newsletter,
and later guest-curated the. 1987
“Captive in a Dream” photo
exhibit celebrating the 20th
anniversary of Jerusalem’s reuni-
fication.

However; Silver says she was
nagged by the persistent feeling
that she was abandoning her mis-
sion in life. Taking as her model
Alfred SceigKtz (1864-1946), the
man who almost singlehandedly
established photography as an
artistic medium in the US, Silver
set “championing Israeli photog-
raphy" as her goal.

As a photo historian, she limits
her collecting and research to the
“mainstream documentary and
classical pictorial or art tradition

(not the experimental or concep-
tual) to show aspects of Israeli

The art of budging
your budgies’ voices

HEADS N' TAILS

D*VORA BEN SHAUL

People who come here from
other countries and have
owned or had a close

acquaintance with a budgerigar, or
“budgie,’’ often express surprise

that so few budgies in Israel talk in

human speech. One reader even
said that the man in her local pet

shop did not know anything about
teaching budgies to talk and she
wondered if the budgerigars here

are different

No, they are not Wherever you
find them, these small, colorful

parakeets are the same- The .major ..

difference,however, is m how they -

are kept Since the aim of most
5

# Israelis is to have a pet that win
happily breed and reproduce, the

Israeli owner is, in general far

more interested in this aspect ofdie

pel’s life. Consequently budgies

are almost always kept here in

pairs, in sharp contrast to other

countries where owning a single

budgie is common.
A budgie with a mate doesn’t

talk to people. These gregarious lit-

tle birds only talk to people as a
last resort because of the terrible

loneliness they experience when
kept alone all their lives.

In the wild these birds nest and

live in large colonies, sometimes

with dozens of nests within a few

square meters. There they chatter

in budgie-talk all day long as do a

pair in a cage, constantly billing

and talking.

This is the reason why these

birds almost never adopt human

speech in their search for commu-
nication. It is also the reason why a

single pair of budgies are much

Only the toughest ofmicrobes

can survive Mars ’s cold

S
cientists now believe that it

is likely that life once-

thrived on Mars — and that it

may still exist under its surface.

“Most of us here believe thai

there is a significant probability

4^ that there was life on Mars,”

Prof. Malcolm Walter of

Macquarie University, Australia,

told an international meeting

organized by the charitable Ciba

Foundation in London.

This year sees the 20th anniver-

sary of the Viking mission to

Mars. ..
It failed to find evidence of Ufe

and subsequent meetings of

“exobiologists” came to the dis-

appointing conclusion that condi-

tions on riie surface of the “Red

Planet” are not conducive to life,

certainly not life as we know it •

Now, however, Nasa is plan-

ning Mars missions that will bunt

for fossil evidence. ' One issue

already under discussion is the

risk of contaminating n

one of these missions returned

with samples containing spores

or microbes. . .

“These are important etmcaj

concerns that have to be prepared

for " Dr-Jack Fanner of Nasa s

Ames Research Center told the

"^ebelief that life might exist

on Mars has been supported by

studies of microbes thnvTDg^tf1

extreme conditions on tarm
Last October, the Pacific

Northwest Laboratory »n

H Richland found primitive bacte-

ria tough enough to survive on

Called hyperthermophiles,

these organisms can hve

multiply without oxygen or iign

in the extreme temperatures, said

Prof. Karl Sretter of the

University of Regensburg. The
microbes derive their nutrition

from water and rock.

Mars-like conditions have been

found deep under north Alaska,

said Prof. Stetter. Although the

soil is frozen to a depth of 400

meters, it is sufficiently warm at

even greater depths to support

huge communities of hyperther-

mophUes.
Scientists- believe that condi-

tions for Ufe could have emerged

on Mare between three and four

billion years ago. when the plan-

et was warmer and wetter.

When the atmosphere of the

planet was lost, more than two

billion years ago. Mars cooled

and its surface dried to leave val-

leys, channels and polar ice caps.

The idea is that life would

have taken a dive under the sur-

face, tracking the .habitable zone

of liquid water.” said Dr Farmer.

To test this theory, in December

the first in a series of missions

will be launched to study a site

where rapid mineral precipitation

could have entombed Martian

organisms.

In JuTy 1997 a probe will enter

the thin Martian atmosphere and

land on the planet’s cold surface,

which is below freezing point

The lander will release a teth-

ered robot which will roam

around and analyze the composi-

tion of the terrain. However, we

might have to wair until 2005 to

see any conclusive evidence of

traces of life, when a mission will

attempt to return the samples to

Earth.
(The Daily Tblegraph)

photography as it was changing
through the decades.”

“From its very inception,"

Silver observes, “Zionism in Eretz

Israel has been reflected in the

works of Jewish photographers
like Yosef Schweig [1903-84],
Helmar Lerski [1871-1956] and
Avraham Soskin [1880-1963].
The first two decades of this cen-

tury were the age of innocence.

Photographs portrayed people
fused with die land.

“By the ’30s the growing mod-
ernist art movement began to

influence photography. Images of

pioneers depicted them in ways
that clearly showed them to be
self-conscious of their role in the

Zionist dream.”

SILVER SEES the country's early

photographers as parts of a jigsaw
puzzle because each worked in a
different field and together they
form the complete historical pic-

ture.

For example, A Himmelreich,
in addition to documenting indus-
try, devoted himself to chronicling

Israel’s dance movement from the

mid- 1930s on. Another virtual

unknown is Annie Landes, Israel’s

first fashion photographer. Silver

tells the story of how, after mak-
ing initial contact with Landes,
she called her again a year and a

half later. Landes told her that she

had moved and thrown away her

archives.

fir-

Photo historian Vivienne Silver in her gallery at Ein Hod. She views collecting images as "saving a part of our history-* (David Brauner)

“My hair stood on end when I

heard that," Silver says. “Now a
whole piece of the puzzle is miss-

ing. The longer historians wait,

the harder it will be to find out

about the photographers and their

work."

A dealer in fine photography.

Silver views collecting images as

"an act of saving a part of our his-

tory.” She sees photographic

images as an on-the-spot, primary

source of history, vital to the

understanding of future genera-

tions.

Silver also presents slide shows

and lectures at her gallery and in

museums and schools to encour-

age appreciation of photography,

especially among the young.
Together with her husband, pho-

tographer Roy Brody, she created

a fun photo-adventure touring

map of the Ein Hod artisis’ colony

and a hands-on photography pro-

gram for youngsters.

Silver is always on the lookout

for information concerning pho-
tographers of Israel's past and
examples of their work. Her
phone/fax number is (04) 984-

1067.

Peter Frye: His tale was more guts than glory

Adventure was in Peter days later, he made his first

Frye’s blood, meaning he enemy. Yossi Yadin. Frye found r.L, AP.
I
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tended to be impulsi ve- To that Yadin was unsuited for the SRAYA SHAPIRO and, immediately after the perfc

less 'likely to nest than a pair in an
aviary where there are lots of other

budgies and active competition fin-

nesting -facilities. Some people
solve this by placing a fairly large

mirror or mirrors on. ooe or two
sides of the cage to create the illu-

sion that there are other pairs near-

by. One may often see a pair of
caged budgies talking excitedly to

their own reflection.

This also is one method of get-

ting a single budgie to speak to

humans in their - language, by

. putting a miiror In. the. cage and

.
speaking’ to the^ budgie ‘ from

r .

behind it. The budgie talks bade to

its (ram reflection and- imitates

what it takes as fee speech of fee

other bird. Even in colonies bud-

gies develop theirrepertoireofbird

talk by imitating one another.

Now the Israeli system of keep-

ing breeding pairs is not likely to

produce manyreal talking budgies,
but I have afeeling that it’s quite a

bitmore natural titan condemning

a budgie to a Hfe of isolation.

• Many parakeets and parrots have

been consigned to this solitary

existence over the centuries. Sotoo
have a tot of canaries and nightin-

gales since these birdsmust also be

isolated from their female compan-

ion in order to get them to sing, for

their melodious song is especially

produced to attract a partner.

This does not mean that budgies

and other parrots do not develop a

very real affection for their human
companions, for they definitely do.

But feds affection is at best a com-
promise and not a real substitute

for fulfillment of the bird's most

basic and natural inclinations.

Adventure was in Peter

Frye’s blood, meaning he
tended to be impulsive. To

Frye, adventure was adopting the-

ater as a career and volunteering

for the International Brigade in

wartorn Spain.

Coming to Israel in the midst of
the War of Independence was also

a risky adventure. Yosef Millo, on
behalf of Tel Aviv’s Cameri
Theater, had invited the young
Canadian to direct two plays.

Millo signed the letter, “With
comradely greetings,’’ Frye
recalls in Life and Theater: die

Double Journey (by Peter Frye

and Thelma Ruby-Frye, Zraora-

Bitan Publishers. 434 pp.).

Frye interpreted tins to
:
mean..

that Afillo was a. Irindred leftist

soul^and traveled to' Romel Thefe.

Danny Agronsky, son of the edi-

tor-in-chief of The Palestine Post,

put him on a plane with emigrants

from Libya.

Nobody met him at the airport

He hired a taxi, which deposited

him at the office of the Cameri
Theater at 7 a.m. He sat on the

stairs and waited for somebody to

arrive. That night, however, he
was taken to a Purim party where
he met most of the Cameri mem-
bers.

When he started working, a few

days later, he made his first

enemy: Yossi Yadin. Frye found

that Yadin was unsuited for the

part the Cameri management had
reserved for him in fee French

drama that Frye was to direct.

Frye insisted on casting the actors

as be thought fit.

Yadin was placated with a suit-

able role in another play. But Frye

had trouble with a young actress

called Hanna Marron.

“She used to be a star as a child,

it is hard to handle stars,” Frye

writes.

But with much patience and
work, she performed brilliantly.

Yitzhak Sadeh, the Palmah
commander, took Frye to show
him fee battlefields in the south;

David “Dado” Elazar gave him a

tour of fee north.

“Everywhere I was received

with honors, as one who took part

and was wounded in the ‘Spanish

Palmah,”* be recalls.

But fee Cameri didn’t give him
any other plays to direct, proba-

bly, Frye muses, because Millo

wished to do all fee directing him-
self. And so. Frye returned to New
York.

He traveled to Tel Aviv again a

year later to direct Of Mice and
Men. He was destined to see much
more of Tel Aviv. Though he had

THERE AND THEN

SRAYA SHAPIRO

succeeded in television in New
York, no one would hire him after

he appeared on senator Joe

McCarthy's Red List.

Then an Israeli. Zvi KoHtz.

asked him to direct a film, of

which he only knew the title. Hill

24 Does Not Answer. Though the

invitation seemed vague and
unprofessional, he had no other

offers and accepted- And so, in

1953. he was back in Israel, creat-

ing fee first Israeli film and direct-

ing for fee Cameri.
Financing for the film came

from haphazard sources: Kolitz’s

friend Jack Padoa, a British-born

travel.agent; Kolitz’s brothers in

Jerusalem; and. most importantly,

Rebecca Sieff.

The shooting was done in the

Israel Film studios in Herzliya,

managed by Margot KJausner, “a

lady who was involved in every-

thing which was not usual, includ-

ing para-psychology.” Frye com-
ments.

Klausner invited a British direc-

tor to work on fee film with Frye.

Frye couldn’t work with him and
sued the sponsors for £75,000.

The conn awarded him £25,000,
and, even after paying his lawyer

15%, it was fee largest sum he

ever possessed.

GROOMING HANNA Rovina
for the pan of Medea. Frye
brought fee Great Lady of

Habimah to tears. He wanted her

to act realistically, to portray a

simple woman brought to a frenzy

by circumstances.

Exasperated when she did not.

Frye declared he was quitting and
slowly descended the winding
stairs to fee street. Before he

reached fee bottom, however, he

was called back by excited actors,

shouting to him feat Rovina was
crying. All was well after this,

Rovina’s Medea was hailed by
critics here and in Paris, where
Habimah performed in 1955.

Frye admits he had some mis-

givingswhen Shimon Finkel, then

Habimah artistic director, asked

him to stage The Jcms ofSilence,
based on Elie Wiesei’s tale of the

woes of Soviet Jews.
His communist past made him

chafe at presenting the Soviet

Union in a dimmed light

However, he worked on the piece,

practically rewriting Wiesel's

text Wiesel, who lived in fee US,
refused to attend fee rehearsals.

But after fee play had been tun-

ning for a fortnight. Wiesel

arrived incognito, bought a ticket

and, immediately after fee perfor-

mance, gave a damning report on
what he had seen. This did not

prevent him from garnering com-
plements when The Jews of
Silence was performed at the

Zionist Congress in Antwerp,
Frye remarks bitterly.

Frye directed 30 plays in vari-

ous companies in Israel and also

several films, including the highly

successful / Like Mike based on

Aharon Megged’s story.

He also directed a very popular

radio series. My Father s Home,

in which scores of prominent
Israelis recalled their youth.

Unfortunately, fee tapes were not

preserved. He also held the theater

chair at the Tel Aviv University.

'•.n Frye's third wife, was Thelma
Ruby, a British actress whose
career highlights were playing the

female lead in Fiddler on the Roof
and portraying Golda Meir.

His last four years were miser-

able because a stroke confined

him to a wheelchair. But he was
not beaten. He and Thelma
recorded their reminiscences in

numerous tong sessions. Self-cen-

tered as actors may be, the record

is dramatic.

Fighting for the right to play

J
apanese headteachers were
bonified when posters urging

pupils to “misbehave” were

pasted up in schools all over the

country.

They tracked down the culprits,

delivered a firm reprimand, and

made them promise not to do it

again. The poster in question was a

calendar with quotes from the UN
Convention on the Rights of fee

Child. Compared with fee violent

rap lyrics and lewd rock videos to

which Western schoolchildren are

exposed, fee calendar's message
seems inoffensive.

Jt stares feat children have the

right “to say what they think”, “to

express themselves”, “to rest, to

play and to experience beautiful

things.” Japan's parliament signed

the convention last year, but for

many schools, the document's
assertion that children have rights

goes too far.

“We received a lot of com-

plaints,” said Toshio Sana, a

spokesman for Nikkyoso, the left-

ist teachers* union which printed

and distributed 45,000 copies of

the calendar to 40,000 primary and
middle schools.

“Many headmasters and boards

of govemocs thought fee poster

encouraged students to disobey

their teachers.” Clause 16,, ascrib-

ing to juveniles “fee right to keep

secrets from other people,” was
thought to be a license to cheat at

exams. The idea of a “righr to

play” was thought to bode ill for

exam results.

“It’s a great shame, but many
teachers don’t like to think of their

pupils as individuals with rights.”

said Sano. “In some schools they

threw away the calendar, in others

they stuck it up in fee staff room
where fee children couldn't read it.”

At most schools, hair and skin

length are stipulated to fee nearest

half inch. Pupils with questions

must raise their hands to a set

height and angle, and the order in

which school meals may be eaten

is often prescribed.

Girls wife naturally curly hair

need notes from their mothers ver-

ifying feat they have not permed it

Amid such forced uniformity,

those who do not fit in are cruelly

bullied.

In one recent week alone, two stu-

dents committed suicide after being

persecuted by their classmates.

Police in northern Japan announced
recently feat they had cautioned

three 12- and 1 3-year-old boys who
drove a classmate to kill himself by
repeatedly teasing him and forcing

him to undress in public.

Youth suicides rose so sharply -

from 134 in 1993 to 266 in 1994 -
feat education minister Mikio
Okuda recently called for a series

of conferences to combat bullying

in schools.

(The Daily Telegraph)
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Snowboarding hits Mt. Hermon
ALAN ROBERTS

SKI-LIFT operators at Ml
Hermon gave Avihu Levanon a

hard time when in 1989 he

appeared at the resort carrying a

snowboard he'd got at Winter

Park* Colorado.

Levanon, then 28, was the first

snowboarder the operators had

ever laid eyes upon. They blocked

his- access to the ski-lift saying

that his equipment looked danger-

ous and that someone would get

hint.

"I had to climb up the mountain

by foot in order to snowboard

down, just to show them I could

control my board and stop inches

short of them if I wanted to,"

laughs Levanon today.

“Snowboarding is perfectly safe -

safer than skiing even!”

Today, six years down the line,

Levanon is a snowboarding
instructor at the Ml Hermon Ski

School - and a staunch defender of

the controversial sport many estab-

lished skiers regard with utter con-

tempt To their dismay, che rela-

tively new sport of snowboarding

is literally taking off in leaps and

bounds all over the skiing world -

Including Ml Hermon.
In France, the number of snow-

boarders on the slopes has dou-

bled in just one year. Fifty percent

of winter sport enthusiasts on
French slopes are snowboarders.

At - the beginning of this season,

Japan purchased 600,000 skis and
exactly the same number -

600,000 - snowboards. In Italy, as

at Ml Hermon, 20% of the winter

sports enthusiasts on the slopes

are snowboarders. Eli Znbar,

Manager of the ML Hermon Ski

Resort, predicts that that percent-

age will double by next year and

that the sport is growing “beyond
our wildest expectations."

"It may, at some point, even

overtake skiing in popularity,"

Inbar ventures.

And with good reason.

The learning curve of a novice

snowboarder is steeper than that

of a beginner skier. “In a day,"

says Levanon, “you can be king of

the slopes on a snowboard.
Dozens of surfers and skateboard-

ers from the coastal area have
been coming along and learning

snowboarding in no time.

“Last week, a beginner paid N1S
240 for a double lesson of two
hours. After 15 minutes on the

learners slope, I took him up to the

MAN OVERBOARD - Snowboarding is soaring in popularity - to the dismay of some skiers.

intermediary slope and he grasped

it just like that. He was so happy.

He said skiing took him a much
longer time to learn."

But the problem with snow-
boarding, according to Financial

Times ski columnist Arnold
Wilson, is that while a skier has a

180-degree range of vision, die

snowboarder is limited to a 90-

degree range. For that reason

many skiers complain about
snowboarders appearing seeming-

ly out of nowhere on collision

course with them.
Snowboarders, they gripe, have

an attitude problem: they are

mostly the younger set made up of
Nirvana, heavy metal, rebellious,

baseball-cap-turned-backwards,

earing-in-ear types. They wear
dark reds and blues while the

fashion in skiing circles is for

brighL sunny colors.

'They break all the rules on the

ski slopes.” one diehard skier

moaned. “In the US and Europe,

they deliberately shave and
destroy foliage and signposts with

the hard iron rims of their boards"
Levanon disagrees.

Tn the beginning," he admits,

“that might have been true, but

today the picture is completely

differenL I train my snowboarding
students all the time to watch their

‘mirrors.’ When you make a turn.

look over your shoulder to make
sure you're not going to hit some-
one — and slow down before turn-

ing. Skiers themselves often cross

the slopes without looking left or

right and end up crashing."

Snowboarding’s history is check-

ered. Utah State, and many skiing

slopes around the world, banned
snowboarding outright in the late

1980s. Ski resort operators later

realized they were losing so much
business from families who would
show up with teenage sons and
daughters wishing to snowboard,

they reversed the ruling.

Nowadays, according to

Levanon. snowboarders are of all

ages, shapes and sizes. “Last

week”, he chuckles, T trained a
60-year-old guy - 60 not 16 - to

snowboard right here on Ml
Hermon. He padded his body with

cushions as a precaution!.”

Levanon's colleague at the Ml
Hermon Ski School is Holland-

born Tony Seykens, 31, wbo is

enjoying his second successful

season as a snowboarding instruc-

tor in Israel.

“A major advantage snowboard-
ing has over skiing," stresses

Seykens, “is that when you wipe
out on skis the risk of injury is

greater than when you crash a
snowboard. On a snowboard your
legs are always together. On skis.

No-nonsense McCarthy follows

Charlton into Irish job
DUBLIN (Reuter) - Ireland put

the fate of its national soccer team
in the hands of Mick McCarthy
last Monday - and not just

because they know all about

lanky, miner’s sons who speak
with northern English accents.

Like his predecessor Jack
Charlton, McCarthy was bom and
raised in northern England, but

unlike Charlton who was an
England international, McCarthy
did play for Ireland, and also cap-

tained the country.

Now his task is to at least emu-
late bis mentor by taking Ireland

into the World Cup finals of 1998.

Charlton took the Irish to the

World Cup for the first time in

Italy in 1990.

McCarthy’s appointment filled

the vacuum left when Charlton,

60, resigned last December after

nine years in the job following his

team’s narrow failure to qualify

for .the European Championship's

in England next summer.
The appointment was scarcely

made official when soccer com-
mentators labeled McCarthy, 37,

“Son of Charlton" because of the

shared mining background, tough-

talking style of the two men and
common broad vowels of the

English north.

McCarthy’s father, Charles,

hailed from Tallow, County
Waterford, in the south-west of
Ireland but he was forced to move
to Yorkshire in search of work.
“Since the day I pulled on the

Irish jersey for the first time, I

have dreamed of managing the

international team,” he said. “I

want to lead Ireland on the

international stage."

McCarthy has received the full-

backing of Charlton who said tbai

he was "exactly what is needed
for the job in hand.”

It is no surprise that Charlton
should support McCarthy as the

pair are cut from the same cloth.

Both men are brash and self-confi-

dent off the field but were
renowned as no-nonsense cenier-

4SON OF CHARLTON" - Mick McCarthy is said to have a sim-
ilar background to that of his predecessor Jack Charlton. <apj

halves during their playing careers.

McCarthy was a player with
Barnsley, in Yorkshire, when he
first met Charlton, “Jack was
manager of Sheffield Wednesday
and we shared the same local."

Charlton later made McCarthy
international team captain much
to the chagrin of a section of the
Irish media wbo saw McCarthy as

a limited and unattractive player.

McCarthy caught Charlton’s eye
after he had signed for Manchester
City in December, 1983.

Within six months. McCarthy
was making the first of his 57
appearances for the Republic
when he lined up at center-half
against Poland.

McCarthy’s dedication to the
Irish cause was soon apparent - he

chose to travel with the Irish

squad to Japan in June 1984
instead of attending his brother's

wedding as best man. "I was in the

doghouse then," said McCarthy.
McCarthy went on to play for

Celtic, with whom he won League
and Cup winner’s medals, and
Olympique Lyon in France. “I

went to France for the money. It

set me up for life," he said.

Although, McCarthy will

receive a healthy wage as Ireland

manager, it was not the money
which prompted him to put his

name forward as a candidate for

the vacant job but national pride.

This dream will become a reali-

ty when he takes charges for a

friendly against Russia at

Landsdowne Road on March 27.

NBA stars out golfing on media day
SAN ANTONIO (AP) - Michael Jordan and
Charles Barkley were no-shows. Hakeem
Olajuwon arrived after it was over. Shaquille
O'Neal stuck around for about 15 minutes.
Media Availability Day came with a subplot

- call it Forget The Media Day - as NBA All-
Star Weekend got under way Friday.
There were plenty of rookies, slam dunkers,

3-point shooters and members of the All-Star
supporting cast willing to talk, but the biggest
names found something better to do.
Jordan and Barkley were off playing golf,

either in Las Vegas or Phoenix - nobody could
say for sure. Olajuwon allegedly had airline
trouble and O’Neal had simply had enough.

^ of questions and answers, he
turned to a reporter, asked what time it was.

shrugged, got up and walked out.

O’Neal’s presence for the hour-long inter-

view session may preclude a fine, but Jordan
and Barkley won’t escape without penalty.

"He has a lot of pressures that are maybe
unique, but the rules are the rules, and he’ ifget

fined," deputy commissioner Russ Grnnik said

ofJordan.
When Jordan skipped a media session in

1993, the fine was S10.000. Granik did not say

how large this year’s levy would be.

Aside from the issue of the missing, much of

the talk concerned another player who wasn’t

there. Dennis Rodman of the Chicago Bulls,

the leading rebounder and one of the best

defenders in the NBA.
After finishing third in voting by fans for

Eastern Conference forwards. Rodman was

passed over by the coaches who pick the

reserves. Asked last week what he expected to

do this weekend, Rodman replied “Viva Las
Vegas” and alleged a conspiracy to keep him
out of the spotlight in San Antonio, where he

had two tumultuous seasons with the Spurs.

This year’s All-Stare are heavy on team-

mates. With Jordan and Pippen representing

the Bulls, O’Neal and Anfemee Hardaway of

Orlando. Gary Payton and Shawn Kemp from

Seattle. Sean Elliott and David Robinson of

San Antonio. John Stockton and Karl Malone
from Utah and Clyde Drexler and Hakeem
Olajuwon from Houston, a lull 50 percent of

the participants in today's game will have

someone familiar alongside them.
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the tendency is to do the splits.

One ski goes in one direction. The
other goes somewhere else. Hie
poles too. On a snowboard you
never lose your board."

Is it faster than siding?

“It's a shorter board, so it's

slower", says Seykens, “but as an

experienced snowboarder, I can
go as fast as skiers. I pass them on
the mountain. If I stand on the

snowboard so that it hardly touch-

es the snow, that is, without edg-

ing. I can really go at a whip.

Many overseas resorts initially

banned snowboarding on the pre-

text that edging was ruining the

slopes. That’s pure nonsense. It’s

true that beginners sometimes cut

across the slopes, but experienced

snowboarders don'L"
For his pan. Seykens learned on

an artificial slope, 4,000 square

meters in area, in a ski-dome just

outside his home town of Breda in

northern Holland. According to

Seykens, a group of investors are

considering setting up a similar

ski-dome to the one at Breda in

Israel. The artificial snow is

machine-made, always powdery
and fresh, ideal for snowaboard-
ing, and loads of fun.
“The deeper and steeper, the bet-

ter. It's a totally different fun sport.

Snowboarders don’t use ski poles.

You’re free as a bird," he said.

Lewis takes

easy

approach
toward

Olympics
ATLANTA (AP) - Carl Lewis
doesn’t feel any pressure going

into bis final Olympics.

T can just relax, I know it will

be the last time I will be compet-
ing in an Olympic Games at that

level and I can just go back and
run the best I can," he said.

Lewis was joined by fellow

Olympic stars Gail Devers and
Jackie Joyner-Kersee in modeling

the new US athletics uniforms.

“I can have fun and that’s what
this season’s been like," Lewis
said. “This year is kind of lighL I

can take it easy in terms of inten-

sity, but know that I know what to

do to be ready for the trials."

Lewis has won eight Olympic
gold medals. In the 1984
Olympics in Los Angeles, Lewis
dazzled the world by winning four

gold medals in the 100, 200
meters, long jump and 400-meter
relay. Four years later at Seoul, he
won the long jump and 100. At
Barcelona in 1992, he won the

long jump and die 400 relay.

He has not run 100 meters in

less than 10 seconds since 1991
and did not qualify for the 100 at

the Barcelona Games. At last

year's World Championships, he
was forced to withdraw because

of a strained hamstring.

In a rare indoor start last

Saturday, Lewis finished last in

the 60 during a meet at Houston,

his hometown.
Lewis wifi now stay off the

track competing until next

month’s USA Indoor Track and
Held Championships at Atlanta,

instead concentrating on training

and an extensive weight program.
Then he will go outdoors, focus-

ing on the Olympic trials, to be

held from June 14 to 23 in Atlanta.

He intends on competing in the

100, 200 and long jump.

LONDON (Reuter) - An inspired

debut by Faustino Asprilla and a

schoolboy error by goalkeeper

Gary Walsh lifted Newcastle to a
2-1 win at Middlesbrough yester-

day which preserved its nine-point

lead in the Premier League.

The Colombian striker, whose
£6.7 million transfer from Italian

Parma was eventually completed

on Thursday, came on in the 67th
minute of a keenly fought North

Bast derby and helped transform

the fortunes of his new side which

had been trailing to a 37th minute

John Beresford own goal.

Asprilla created Newcastle’s

equalizer by surprising ‘Boro

defender Steve Vickers before

crossing for Steve Watson to head

home in the 74th minute.

Then four minutes later

Middlesbrough keeper Walsh
allowed a soft shot from Les
Ferdinand to bounce under his

body for Newcastle's winner. It

was Boro’s seventh successive

league defeat and Newcastle’s

first win at Middlesbrough since

1964.

Second-placed Manchester

United beat reigning champions
Blackburn 1-0 thanks to a 14th

minute Lee Sharpe goal, but was
unable to close the gap on the

leaders.

But Aston Villa reduced its

deficit on third-placed Liverpool,

which plays Queen's Park

Rangers today, to one point after

PREMIER LEAGUE: Bolton 0, Aston
Villa 2; Coventry 1 Chelsea 0; Everton
2 Manchester City 0; Manchester
United 1, Blackburn 0;

Middlesbrough 1, Newcastle 2;

Nottingham Ponest 0, Arsenal I;

Sheffield Wednesday 2, Wimbledon L
P W L D GF GAPte

winning 2-0 at bottom-placed

.

Bolton.

Dwight Yorke scored both

goals, taking his tally to six in the'

last five matrices.

Arsenal moved above
Nottingham Forest into seventh

place after winning 1-0 at the City
Ground thanks to a 60th minute

goal from Dutchman Dennis
Bergknmp.

That was enough to end
Forest’s 20-maich unbeaten home
record and Forest’s afternoon of

misery was compounded by the

sending off of substitute Jason
Lee for two bookable offenses late

in die game just 13 minutes after

coming on.

Chelsea’s nine-match unbeaten

run ended at Coventry 'where Noel
Whelan maintained his blistering

scoring record since his £2.0 mil-

lion move from ' Leeds m
December.

Whelan scored for the fourth

successive match after 43 minutes
when Kevin Richardson spotted
him running into the area, from
where he lifted a 10-meter shot

over goalkeeper Kevin Hitchcock.

It was his seventh goal in 11

games for the Sky Blues
.

who
moved out of the bottom three as

a result of the victory.

DIVISION ONE: Crystal Palace 0,

Sheffield United 0; Derby 0, Wolves
0; Luton 3, Grimsby 2; MHlwall 1,

Reading 1; Oldham 2, Norwich 0;

Portsmouth 2, Leicester 1; Stoke 3,

Ipswich 1; Sunderland 0, Port ValeO;
Tranmerel, Barnsley 2; Watford 1,

Chariton 2$ WestBromwichAlbion 3,

Southend 1.

P W L D GF GAPts
Derby 29 14 10 5 46 31 52

Chaim 28 13 10 5 41‘ 29 49
Huddersfield 29 12 9 8 38 32 45 -

Southend 29 12 B 9 34 35 44
Newcastle 25 19 3 3 49 20 80 Sunderiahd 28 11 11 6 . 31 23

Man Utd

Liverpool

26 15 6 5 47 29 51

25 13 7 5 46 21 46

Aston VSIa 25 13 6 6 34 18 45
Tottenham 25 11 9 5 33 24 42

Blackburn 26 12 5 9 40 28 41

Arsenal 26 11 8 7 34 25 41

Everton 26 11 7 8 39 28 40
N. Forest 26 10 10 6 35 35 40

Chelsea 26 10 9 7 30 26 39

Leeds 25 10 5 10 31 37 35
MTxough 26 9 6 11 27 33 33

Sheff- Wed. 25 7 8 10 35 39 29

West Ham 24 8 5 11 26 35 29
Southampton 25 5 10 10 25 36 25

Wimbledon 26 6 6 14 36 52 24

Coventry 26 5 9 12 33 49 24
ManCt^ 26 6 6 14 16 36 24

QPR 25 5 3 17 18 38 18

Bolton 26 3 4 19 24 51 13

Barnsley 29 11 10 8 40 44 43.

Stoke 28 11 9 8 40 34 42

Mftval 30 10 11 9 31 37 41

Ipswich 28 10 10 8 50 41 40
Leicester 28 10 10 8 42 39 40
Portsmouth 31 10 9 12 48 48 39

Norwich 30 10 9 11 40 37 39

Birmingham 27 10 9 8 38 37 39

Grimsby 29 9 11 9 35 37 38

C. Palace 27 8 12 7 32 33 36
Oldham 28 8 11 9 37 31 35

Tranmere 28 9 8 11 37 33 35

Whampton 28 7 11 10 35 37 32

Reading 28 7 11 10 33 38 32

Luton 28 8 8 12 28 40 32

Port V&Je 28 7 10 11 33 40 31

West Bran 26 8 4 16 33 48 28

Sheffield Utd. 29 6 9 14 35 47 27

.
Bat" Manchester City slipped

into die relegation zone after los-

ing 2-O at “Everton who won with
goals from Joe Parkinson after 32
mmutes and a 47th minute Andy
Hincbcliffe penalty.

City manager Alan Ball, who
along with Everton manager Joe
Rqyle played in Everton's 1970
championship-wiiming side, had a
thoroughly miserable return to

Goodison Park completed when
City's newly"signed German strik-

er Michael Frontzeck was sent off

five minutes from time for his sec-

ond bookable offense.

In- the only other match played
yestersay, Sheffield Wednesday
needed an 85th minute goal from
Julian Watts, his first of the sea-

son, to beat Wimbledon 2-1 at

Hillsborough.
Newcastle manager Kevin

Keegan admitted afterwards that

his side had tux had one of their

best afternoons.

“We did.not play well, and with

20 minutes to go I- would gladly

have settled for a draw." be said.

“But I had nothing to lose by
throwing Asprilla on although he
hasn’t played/ for the last three

months.
“He made aD the difference to

us and provided the spark for

everyone else. If I was
{Middlesbrough manager) Bryan
Robson I would be very disap-

pointed not to have got something
out of the game because

Middlesbrough played very well."

Newcastle, now on 60 points ,

and nine clear of Manchester
United with a game in hand, is 14

points ahead of third-placed

Liverpool and with only 15

matches left to play would have to

suffer a staggering loss of form to

lose out on its first title since

1927.

SCOTTISH PREMIER; Falkirk 6,

Celtic 0; Hearts 1, Aberdeen 3;

Particle 0, KOmarnock 1; Raitb 1,

Hibernian 0; Rangers % Motherwell

2.

. P W L D GF GAPto

Rangers 26 19 5 2 60 16 62

CatfcT : 26 17 8 1 45 18 59

Aberdeen 25 12 4 9 38 28 40
Hearts

' 26 11 4 11 40 40 37
Aberdeen
Hearts'

HbemJanM 26 9 6 11 34 43 33
26 9 5 12 26 38 32

28 7 10 11 33 40 31 (Qhnamock 26 8 6 12 32 41 30
28 8 4 16 33 46 28 FaBchfc 26 6 5 15 23 39 23
.29 6 9 14 35 47 Z7 Partick 28 6 5 15 18 37 23
27 5 _10~12 30 38 25 Motoowel 28 3 10 12 16 31 19

Barkley reaches 20,000-point ,

mark as Suns down Nets te record*

PHOENIX - Charles Barkley had

30 points and 18 rebounds to

become the 22nd player in NBA
history to score 20,000 points as

the Phoenix Suns defeated die

New Jersey Nets, 107-102, for

their third straight victory on
Thursday.

Barkley has 20,014 points and
needs 10 more to tie Tom
Chambers for 21st on the all-time

list. He needs 33 more rebounds to

become the 10th player in league

history to record 20,000 points

and 10,000 rebounds.

Rookie Michael Finley added

20 points and 10 rebounds for the

Suns, who had all five starters in

double figures-

Chris Childs had 22 points,

eight rebounds and eight assists

for the Nets.

Mavericks 136, Jazz 133 (20T)
Jason Kidd had 25 assists, the most

in the NBA this season, and Jim
Jackson scored 38 points.

It was the second-highest scoring

game of the season. Dallas was
involved in the other one, too, 140-

130 over Phoenix on January 12.

Utah, which could've moved per-

centage points ahead of San Antonio
in the Midwest Division, lost for only

the second time in nine games. It was
the first overtime of the year for the

Jazz.

Karl Malone led Utah with 36
points and David Benoit tied his

career-high with 24 points before

footing out in the fourth quarter. John
Stockton had 28 points. 10 assists and
one steal, leaving him seven shy of
becoming the NBA's afl-titne steal

leaden Jeff Homacek scored 22 and
Adam Keefe had 13 rebounds.

Dallas, playing in its NBA-high
eighth overtime and forced into dou-
ble OT for the second time tins sea-

son, ended a three-game losing sneak.

Geoige McCloud added 32 points

after having a career-high 36 on
Tuesday.

Nuggets 115, CDppere 95
Mahmoud Abdnl-Ranf scored 28

points to lead six Denver players in

double figures as the Nuggets banded
Los Angeles its eighth straight loss.

It was Denver's first win in four

games against Los Angeles this year.

The Clippers, whose last win was
against Denver on January 25, remain
one victory away from matching last

year's total of 17.

Dikembe Mutombo scored 18

points and grabbed 13 rebounds to

move three away from 4,500. Don
MacLean added 16 points, while
Bryant Stith had 13, Jafen Rose 12 and
Reggie Williams 10.

Loy Vaught scored 18 points to lead

Los Angeles.

Hawks 98, Bullets 92
Stacey Augmon scored 20 pants

and Steve Smith, redeeming himself
for a poor shooting night, made a key
defensive play in the final minute.
Grant Long put (he Hawks ahead for

good. 88-85, when he banked in a 3-

g
jioter with 4i27 remaining, but the

ullcts had a chance after Tim Legler
hit a 3-pointer with 1:08 to go to pull
Washington to 94-92,

m World f
'•i'll. .

Atlantic Division
W L PCt - GO
34 14 .708 -

• 30 16—652>.-. 3
> 22 24 >178 11

22 VS .458- 12
18' 29 J83 IS'/r’

382 1PA
t ... 9 _

36 .200 22Pk

New Jersey’s PJ. Brown and Phoenix’s Charles Barkley scala-
ble for the ball in Thursday’s game -

(APj

Long missed a 3-poirUer with 24 sec- EASTERN CONFERENCE
oods left and Gilbert Cheaney grabbed
the rebound for 'Washington. But Smith Atlantic DMsIon
came in from behind atul knocked the (u-* - W L Pet

;
GB

ball mm the anns of teammate Mookie NwrYoric -
. •Jo m . 31- s

Blaylock, who was fouled and hit two Washington 22 24. .478 ’ 11
nee throws to send the Bullets to their ^Aatn' 22 26 .468' 12
sixth straight rood loss. Now Jersey 16 29 .383 15Vr

^
Juwan Howard led Washington with 1££

21 points and Cbeaney added 18.
Plwadelph^t

, . 9... 36. .200

Hornets 115, Kings 105 Central OtvMon _
Glen Rice wanned up for the p*»go- . 42 5 jB84 - -

defense of his 3-point shooting tide fifi* - 31, 16 ..660. -11

foad-weoxy Sacramento. .Date*:. 23 22 ft? . 5
Charlotte mode its first five field- Chadotte 22 24 <478 'l9Vt

gad attempts, shot 69 percent in the
: :: - ta 27" ; ^400!

opening quarter and never trailed on -
t0rorflo '

.
13.34 277 29

^SK^eJteg® k&
- westonconferewe.

Rice connected on his first five WdwcstOMjkjn'.-
stag and wound up making ll of ifi, -v : W L. . Petr *-fiB

including a 2-fbr-3 performance frtxn
. ^,

Anton
^
0

.

-fj.- ft
~

3-pourt range. s : 7 ^
Afittfa Richmond bad 29 points fa- ; E£w V _ 1 |q IS 12

the Kings, who wound up 1-3 on flair B2??
8 " 16 . 30 .348 - 15*/*

four-game, six-day road trip. The loss 13:. 32- .289 .. 18
was the third in a row and seventh in

vanoowa’
• i

nine games for the Kings. (Reuter; AP) '
p»cllfcnl5L»'

2,8 ' 28

THURSDAY’S RESULTS?
.

,-fsstOe
Charlotte U5, Sacramento 105 La. Later*

; 28 18 .596 &&
Atlanta 98, Washington 92 24 .20,

- ' S
Denver US, LA. COppas 95 24 24

' iSOO 11

Dallas 136, Utah 133 (20T) .22- 24-gfW .-.M2

pwni,,o7,«Sro2 s -s:-« :s.
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Atlanta
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wm increases

at summit
MACCABI Te! Aviv increased

its lead at the top -of the: standings

with' 'ani. exciting
-

3r2 win over
neighbors Bnei “Yehuda, in the r

18th round of the .National
league this, weekend, wfcfle tide

hopefuls Betar Jerusalem and
Maccabi Haifa could only man-'

age draws from their respective
visits to ’Maocabi' Petah T&va and'

Maccabi Hetzliya.
‘

:

l
.

• :

Itadk Zohar was the TeJ Aviv’

7

hero, but appears bound for Bc-
tar Jerusalem next .’season after-
agreeing transfer terms with Be-
tar's management

Hapoel Haifa, the other con-
testant for the championship'
crown, ‘ ended the round with a
victory bur looked far from con-
vincing against bottom-of-the-ta-
ble Betar Tel Aviv. .....

The weekend’s eight National

League fixtures produced' the
season’s lowest gates, with just

20,000 spectators passing through
the turnstiles, fit addition the to-

tal goal tally of
.
15 this round is -

gfthe lowest recorded during the
current campaign. ...

In the Second Dtviskto, former

leader Hapoel Jerusalem was un-
seated as it faltered agyrinst fellow -

title contestant Hakoach Raxnat

Gan. Hapoel Taiba took over
pole position with an expected
win over Kfar Shalem.
find Yehuda 2, Mac. Tel Aviv 3
The action that mattered occmred

is the first half with the hosts
j

yttfng

off to a flying start in this gnrmg
derby contest against $e entreat title-

holders.

Nir Sevila pot Boei Yehuda ahead
with the help of Atom Mizrahi to the

Uth minute following a rare lapse of

judgment by Alexander Obarov, only

foi Moshe Amsalem to deflect a

Haim Hajaj effort into his own goal

six minutes later.

Nir Klinger then swept Maccabi

into the lead with bis 400th National

League goal to the 26th minute,

Mizrahi provided the perfect ri-

poste for the Haitkva Quarter fans on

the half hour, but the league, leaders

took .the points thmugh an Itzflc Zo-

har header that exploited the inexpe-

rience of Bnei Yehuda keeper tiny

Nachshon, while a pained Bonny
Ginsburg observed from

.
the snbsti- -

tutes bench.

Mac. Herzfiya J, Mac. Bails 1

The Hecdjyans almost palled off

toe shock resolt of the roand when

import Oleg Naduda struck a superb

goaHn-the-54to minute-after- a *us».

DEREK FATTAL

tetoed period of domination by Hai-
fa’s sridfiekT Timehtoft.

- Miracle man Haim Revivo finally
came, to toe rescue, finding tire-, bade
of tire net eight mfontar front tone to

equalize, but Haifa coach Giant Spie-
gel could live to regret this as the

champuto^p race bests up.

Mac. PT 0, BeL Jerusalem 0
‘

'

’After
.
il jeoeatt" run of good fortune

.-that has convinced- many pantos toe

league silverware. is bound to end. up
fe ltetarts trophy loom, the .pride of
the capital met toexr match yesterday.

-evening against a. determined Mao-
cabi side.

The Petah TSkvans were unfortu-

nate not to be awarded a goal when
an early free lock from Yosa Sho-

' sham looked to have crossed the line
after rebounding -down from the .

- In the 7th. mutate referee Amit
Klein determined Yitzhak Korafcin
bad brought down Murad Abu-Ka-
shik. in toe area, but Korafcin easily

saved Nejwan Grayeb’s penalty Jack.

Midway through the first half Betar
leaked their most dangerous as Golan
Malul was forced to produce two ac-

robatic saves in dose succession from
Istvan SaloL

. Despite, a dutch of chances falling

to both front tines to the second peri-

od Betar's first goalless draw of the

season was a just result

Hap. Haifa 2, Bet Tel Aviv 1
.

The Betaris put up a good fight,

replying within five minutes after

Reaves Atar out the home tide ahead

to the 55th nunnte. -

Nevertheless, Haifa supremo Av-
raham Grant pulled a masterstroke

with the introduction of substitute

.

Danny Niton in the 79th minote.

Within less' than 60 seconds of step-

ping on to toe turf, Niton slipped m
the winning goal to put the Haifaites

back in- touch with the other title

back into the relegation zone. With-

out money to buy its way oat of trou-

ble an instant return to tbc Second
Division looks likely.

Hap. BecrsbetM % Zafririm Hdon 1

Holm coach Elisha Levy provided

his new employers with a valuable

victory in his tost i*ia«rh in the hot

seat.

Meanwhile Levy’s opposite num-
ber Vasily Savchenko looks a certain

bet to be- the season’s next managerial
casualty with toe southerners conced-
ing fear defeats and registering two
.daws to their tost six league matches.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Bnai Yafauda raz Mac.TalAvt* — (ti3
Swga.n Anaatan, 17 (ng.)
A. MzraM, 30 Klngar, 26

Zohar 35
rod Mahon— (0)0 Hap. Tai Aviv Wl

MwkM.73
•toe. PT mo Bat Jaraaafm —00
Mae; HaaBya —ftp Mao. Halta Zftl
Naduda. 54 flmfcc.82
Hap. Haifa (0)2 Bat Tal Aviv (D}1

Mar, 55 Bsenboro, £0
Mkon, 80
Mae. Jaffa (EftO ltop.PT ffiO

Hap. KlarSan .(1)2 Hap. Boh Sha’an .pjl
Yonal. 18 mS*w, 59
Ymwtawm, 83
Hap. Baerahaba mo ZaMrtmHoton —(til

Esany. 58

After 16 roundsWOLF APte
Mae. TO Arfv M ' 2 2 40 13 44
Bat Jenoatam 12 5 1 41 18 41
Mac. Haifa 11 8 1 47 21 39
Hap. Haifa 11 5 2 40 18 38
Hap. Tal Avto 9 4 5 20 18 31

Mac. Paul Tiwa 8 8 4 28 24 30
Hap. Pflteh Tfcva 6 8 3 23 18 27
Mac. Honfim 7 3 8 18 19 24
Bnai Yehuda 5 3 10 28 37 IB
Han. Baarahaba 4 5 8 18 22 17
ratoon Union 5 2 11 15 23 17

Hap. K-y/ Sava S 2 11 18 30 17
Zartrta Hokn 4 3 U 20 35 IS
Hap. Baft SheHn 3 6 TO 17 34 IS
Mac. Jaffa 4 2 12 15 35 14

Bot TO Aw - 3 3 12 20 44 12

Mae. TO Arfv
Bet jeniiMam
Mac Haifa

Hap. HaHa
Hap. Tb) Avto
Mac. Potrti TBwa
Hap. PotohTkva
Mac. Harzfiya

Bnai Yehuda
Han. Baarahaba
Hran Lezton
Hap. Kfar Sava
Zartrta Hokxi
Hap. BaK Shaun
Mac. Jafta

Bat Tat Aviv -

SECOND DIVISION
Hap. Xfar ShMaor 1 Hap; Taiba
Irani Aahdod 4 Mac. Act*
MaaKkyatGat _l SMnatenTA -

Kishon ft. Hap. Tel Avtv 1
Polish ' import' Kascimicz Moskal

cuDed
.

another time points for the Td
Avivans by scoring toe whmfrQ goal

for a second week in succession.

The result marks Hapael’s third

consecutive win since the campaign

resumed after - the winter bred; and

should serve to stifle some of the re-

cent tiriffewni leveled against coach

Moshe Sinai.

Hap, Kfar Sava 2, Hap. Beit Sfce’an 1

Substitutes played a starring rote,

with Bdt She'an’s Vasily Mehnkov
wiping out Kfar Sava’s fist half lead

in tire 59th minute,, only for Modi

Yeveibaum to' prove the vahre of his

introduction by noting the decisive

d .hae seven nrtmtes before the

whistle.

Mac. Jaffa ft, Hap. Ptetefc TBcva 0.

- Despite dmdring a point from 'this

-match-played^Friday, - Jaffa., stipperL.

Mm. Yam -
HaknhRQ -
Hap. Hadara _

Hap. Bat Yam
NOMZtona -

1 Hap. Aahdod 0
2 Han. Jarwalaoi —~0
1 Mac. Natotnya 0

i 2 Hap. Ramat Qan _o—2 Hap. Kfcytt naona 1

Alter 16 rounds

W D L F A Pte
Hap. TOba 11 2 3 23 13 35
Han. Jannatam 9 5 2 21 10 32
HabtfiRG 9 4 3 24 IB 31
Mac. AcM 7 7 2 27 20 28
taritaMbd 7 8 3 2B 17 27
Hap. Hudaia 5 6 5 18 17 21

Hap. Atodod 5 5 B 2S 22 20
Mac. Natanya 4 6 6 20 IB 18
Hap. Bat Yam 4 6 6 17 20 18
Hap. Kkyot Shmona 2 it 3 17 21 17
Mac. Klyfll Gal 4 5 7 12 IB 17
Mac. Yam 3 8 5 10 14 17
Hap. Ramat Gan 3 7 6 14 21 16
NeeZkxn 4 4 8 18 27 16
SttmatanTA 2 6 8 IS 23 12
Hap. KtarShsiam 2 6 8 8 20 12

* 5 more records for Israeli swim team
THE ISRAELI swilnming suc-

cess story continued yesterday

with the -team shattering five na-

tional records and jridring up two

medals In the Worid Cop tomra-

ment m Germany.

Yoav Brock, adding to his per-

sonal tally of six medals in tins

series of short-course pool

events, set a new record of 485

2

seconds in the 100 metexs free-

style, breaking his own record of

48.62 set last week in Italy. For

his efforts, he earned the bronze

medal. •

Dan Ruder also received the

bronze medal in the 50m butter-

HEATHER CHAiT

fly, ending in a time of 24.40

.
seconds.

Seventeen-year-old Mickey
Halika scored the record of tire

day, sluing more than four min-

utes off his own record m the

400m. individual medley with a

time of 4:15.46 minutes. He end-

ed in fourth place.

His previous record was
4:19.69 minntes. . .

Eytan Orbach, swimming in

the 100m. backstroke did’ not

stop at setting one new record but

continued to surprise in the final

'

In the preliminary round he

swam to a time of 55.23 seconds,

improving his own earlier record

of 56.17 while later in the day he

managed 54.79, another Israeli

record which left him in fifth

place.

Yoav Mein completed the Is-

raeli five-pronged success with a

time of 2:0031 minutes to the

200m. butterfly preliminary

round, ending in seventh place.

His own previous record was

2A1.21.

The tournament ends today

with the swimmers returning

home tomorrow.

Crucial World Cup meeting ends in deadlock

CALCUTTA (AP) - A crucial meeting to convince

Australia and- the West Indies to play in vialence-

tom Sri Lanka ended in
.
a deadlock yesterday with

officials from 12 cricket playing nations failing to

come to an agreement after five honrs of

discussions.
•

“Everything is in a state of flux,” said Arif Aboasi

of Pakistan, . one of tire officials who. attended tire

meeting. *
. .

- ••

.

Other cricket officials said that Australia was

stroking to its stand of not .
traveling to Sri Lanka for

safety reasons.

A terrorist bomb attack killed 83 people and

wounded 1,400 others to capital Colombo on Janu-

ary 31.

Oue official said tire West todies, which bad

backed tire Australian position, was softening its

Doubles victory gives Israel

Davis Cup lead over Norway
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ISRAEL holds a marginal advan-

tage going toco the final day of its

Davis Cup Enro/African Zone

Group 1 tie against Norway
today.

The hosts gained a 2-1 lead af-

ter yesterday’s tense five-set dou-

bles encounter. On Friday, Isra-

el’s No. 2, Noam Behr, lost to

Norway’s top racket, Christian

Ruud, and Eyal Ran overcame

Norway’s second singles racket,

Helge Koll, with both opening
singles being completed in

straight sets.

Israel captain Shlomo Glick-

steto made a surprise choice to

naming Eyal Erlich to partner

Ran to yesterday's doubles, a de-

cision which -at tire start of play

looked to be completely
misguided.

Erlich could do nothing right in

the first two-and-a-half sets as

Ruud and Roll appeared to be

cruising towards a straight-set

win and a crucial lead in the tie.

But suddenly, things took a

turn for the better. Erlich’s game
improved and both Eyals man-

aged to pull level ar two sets all.

The final set mined oat to be a

thriller, keeping all 400 specta-

tors who braved the blustery

weather pinned -to their seats,

praying that the rain, which
threatened, to come ponring

down all afternoon, would abate

just long enough for the match to

reach its conclusion.

Erlich, whose strong serve and

volley game had been counted on

for power against the Norwegians

was nowhere to be seen, as he

failed time and again to hit a sin-

gle winning volley and often mis-

cued on his overheads. Ran had

to keep the ship afloat and only

just managed to cany his partner.

But once he found a semblance

of form, Edich made tire Norwe-

gians’ task all the more difficult

and several quick exchanges at

the net boosted the Israelis’

confidence.

Rond, on the other hand,

looked less- than impressive,

white KolT was the most consis-

tent of the four players through-

Glicksteto described the Nor-

wegian pair as a '‘simple team

with good returns, but without a

great serve and volley game.

They struggled with the wind and

with the nnfamiliar surface.

‘‘There was no time during the

game when I thought we couldn’t

win.”

Glickstem was not impressed

with Behr’s singles match on Fri-

day, saying: “He didn’t look like

a fighter but it was his first Davis

Cup encounter and the pressure

was tremendous. It was a good

learning experience for him.”

Glickstem had more kudos for

Ran’s play. “He has proved be

\jv ;
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MAINSTAYS- Israel’s Eyal Ran (Left) and Norway’s Christian Ruud kept their respective teams*

Davis Cop hopes alive with important singles wins on Friday. Ran came out on top in yesterday’s

doubles as be and partner Eyal Erlich downed Rand and Helge Koll in five sets. (Sant Uzfciy)

can lead this team and to the ab-

sence of Amos [Mansdorf] and

Gilad [Bloom] for the first time,

be stepped into their shoes and

has shown leadership qualities.”

Ran was excited about the

result.

“Today was a day of survival

and I’m very satisfied with our

performance. As Israel's No. 1,

1

felt huge responsibility on me but

there was great support from the -

whole- team and we were very-

united.

“At 0-2 down and 4-5, Eyal

told me we had to believe we
could win.”

Does Ran believe he can beat

Ruod today? “Ruud will be as

tired as I am and if I have a good

day, I can beat him,” he

concluded.

Today’s play begins at noon,

with Ran taking on Ruud to a bid

to clinch a winning 3-1 lead. If he

fails, Behr will attempt to win the

tie for Israel in the final rubber

against Koll.

If Israel wins, it wDl host Spain

to the playoff for a spot to the

Worid Group to April. A loss

would mean an away tie against

either Croatia or Ukraine, the

losers of which will be relegated

to Enro/African Group 2»

out the thatch, often putting away

a winner at (he net and serving

well throughout the match.

Fortunately, all the weather

forecasters were wrong - for Ra-

mat Hasharon at least - and the

Israelis managed to seal victory

after three honrs and 35 minutes,

winning 3-6, 6-7 (5/7), 7-5, 6-3, 6-

.4;

Noam Behr opened the tie on a

positive note on Friday, taking a

5-3 lead to the first set against

Ruud, but at that point, the occa-

sion got to him and he collapsed,

losing 7-6 (7/5), 6-2, 6-2 in two

hours, 22 minutes.

The difference in standard be-

tween the two players was not

apparent at first - Ruud is No. 80

in the worid rankings, Behr is 296

- but the Davis Cup, the great

leveler of men’s tennis did not

favor the underdog this time, as

Behr looked totally outclassed.

The shoe was on the other foot

in the second rubber, as Ran
came out with all guns blazing

against RolL

He rattled off the first two sets

6-1, 6-2 to quick rime and only to

the third did KoH manage to find
1

some of his form, attacking the.

net and forcing Ran to play win-

ning shots. Ran was a little .

pressed but eventually managed

to finish off the third set 6-4 and

complete the match to one hour,

54 minutes.

After the match, captain

Shipnro Glicksteirr was clearly

satisfi^-with the resitiL - •

"“It was very difficult to come

back from two sets down and at

the end our players looked very

good. The victory will give the,
t

team confidence for tomorrow;

(today). The odds are to our fa-.

.

vot now.” • *

Comparing the performance of

the two players, Glickstem said,

“Ran played consistently

throughout the game and Erlich •

improved during the game and.aL'

the end even managed to puB •

Ran’s game up.

Towards the end, Erlich wqs,

,

the best net player of the four on

court," he said. •

Germans romp to tennis victory over Swiss

‘Tt is a deadlock, so we decided to give more time

and then discuss the issue again tomorrow,” said

another cricket official, speaking on condition of

anonymity.

LONDON (AP) - Former Wim-
bledon champion Michael Stich

teamed up with Davis Cup rookie

David Prinosil to beat Jakob Hla-

sek and Alexandre Strambini 6-2,

7-5, 6-2 yesterday and give Ger-

many a crushing victory over

Switzerland.

It was MdobD’s second victory

in two days after his five-set tri-

umph over Hlasek to Friday’s sin-

gles. Countryman Hendrik
Dreekman also scored a straight

sets victory over Switzerland's

Olympic champion, Marc Rosset,

as the Germans powered into the

quarter-finals even without iu-

jnred Boris Becker.

The Swedes also made it com-

fortably into the last eight by

overwhelming Belgium in

Katrineholm.

Jonas Bjorkman, the 1994
ATP Tour world doubles champi-

on with Jan Apell, teamed with

Nicklas Kulti to defeat Filip
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Dewulf and Dick Nonnan 6-3, 6-

1, 6-4 in a match that lasted less

than two hours.

A noisy crowd to Jaipur foiled

to affeci Dutch players Paul

Haarhuis and Jaoco Htingh, the

world's No. 2 doubles partner-

ship, who downed Mahesh Bhu-

pathi and Leander Paes 3-6, 6-2,

7-6 (7-3), 6-4.

That gave the Dutch a 2-1 lead

after Bhupathi bad finished off

bis rain-affected stogies match

against Jan Siemerink 6-4, 7-6 (7-

4), 4-6, .4-6, 6-4.

France gained a winning 3-0

lead when Guy Foiget and Gu3-

laume Raoux overcame a first set

loss to down Denmark’s Kenneth

Carlsen and Frederik Fetterleto

4-6, 6-3, 7-6 (7-4), 6-3.

And the Czech Republic
clinched a place to the last eight

when Daniel Vacek and Cyril
'

Suk battled through three tie-

.

breaks and came from two sets

down to defeat Hungary’s Saodor

Noszaly and Gabor Koves 6-7 (2-

7), 6-7 (7-9), 7-6 (9-7), 6-4, 64.

Italy's Andrea Gandenzi and
Diego Naigiso came back from
two sets to one and 4-2 down to.

score an upset victory over Rus-

sia’s Andrei Olhovskiy and Yev-

geny Kafelnikov.

The Italians, who lead 2-1 go-
1

ing into today’s final singles

matches, triumphed 6-4, 2-6, 5-7,,

7-6 (7-4), 64.
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SPORTS BRIEFS
Reid heads to Knicks
J.R. Reid was traded by the San Antonio Spurs to the New

York Knicks Thursday along with Brad Lobaus and a No. 1

draft pick to exchange for Charles Smith and Monty Williams. ^
Owners approve Browns

1 move
National Football League owners on Friday overwhelmingly

approved the move of the Cleveland Browns to Baltimore for

the 1996 season following Thursday's agreement to preserve

the Browns’ name and colors for a future team to the city of

Cleveland. Reuter

Phillies Del Ennis dies at 70
Del Ennis, a Whiz Kid on the Philadelphia Phillies’ 1950

National League champions and a two-time All-Star, has died

at his home. He was 70.

Bimk died Thursday from complications from diabetes,

team officials said.

The power-hitting outfielder played 1 1 seasons with the

Phillies and is still near the top of almost every offensive

category. Only Mike Schmidt (546) hit more home runs than

Ennis (259) for the Phillies. AP

SCOREBOARD
Jerusalem _ mn. - Friday's results: Hanforti 3, Cofcrcdo 2 (OT); Vumwrar 3, Edmonton 2 (OT).
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Stocks soar,

close mixed
FTSE up 7.9

*

WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP Flexible

WALL STREET REPORT

NEW YORK (AP) - Stocks end-

ed a whirlwind session narrowly

mixed Friday, but did rise to re-

cord territory for the fifth consec-

utive session.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age ended up 2 points to set a new
high. It rallied as much as 35

points by late morning, slid to 24
with midday sell programs but re-

gained its footing in the

afternoon.

Advancing issues led dccliners

by 1,220 to 1,122 on the New
York Stock Exchange. Volume
was heavy at well above 400 mil-

lion shares, up from Thursday’s

pace. The broad market finished

narrowly mixed.

Cyclical stocks outperformed
the rest of the market for most of

the day, in a reversal of Thurs-

day's dominant strategy, as inves-

tors decided those issues would
benefit the most from further

credit easings by the government

Consumer stocks, which had

performed well Thursday as in-

vestors sought recession-proof

names, sank Friday. Losers
among the Dow industrials in-

cluded consumer names Disney,

McDonalds and Coca-Cola.

Traders and analysts said the

current strength in the stock mar-

ket is partially die result of record

investments of cash into stock

mutual funds.

According to preliminary cal-

culations, the Dow Jones indus-

trial average rose 2.17 to

5,541.62. Advancing issues led

declines by 1,220 to 1,122 on the

New York Stock Exchange, with

760 unchanged.

Big Board volume totaled

476.63 million shares at the close

vs. 469.65 million Thursday. The

Nasdaq composite rose 1.42 to

1,094.59.

LONDON (Reuter) - UK equi-

ties finished an up-and-down ses-

sion moderately higher; the

FTSE is expected to remain in a

consolidation phase, and the top

100 index may test the 3,600 sup-

port level in coming days, as insti-

tutional investors shy away from

UK assets. The FTSE 100 index

closed 7.9 higher at 3,716.3,

down 65 from last Friday.

FRANKFURT - German
shares fall three-quarters of a

percentage point at end of bourse

trading, tracking sharp decline in

the German debt markets. The

30-share DAX index dosed down

18.27 at 2,411.93 a drop of 40.13

on the week. In post-bourse trade

the DAX index stood at 2,435.07.

PARIS - French shares fin-

ished higher after a recovery in

the US bond market. The CAC-

40 index closed up 4.49 to

1,960.65, a fall of 61-56 for the

week.

TOKYO - The Nikkei slipped

below the 21,000 points level on

Friday, ending 183.48 lower at

20,934.82, as the market consoli-

dated recent gains. The Nikkei

gained 30.79 since last Friday.
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Stocks zoom upward
WALL STREET WEEK

NEW YORK (AP) - Investors

are force-feeding stock mutual
funds with cash, blowing the top

off of stock prices and malting it

harder than ever for portfolio

managers to find bargains.

“It’s harder and harder to like

new names at these levels,” said

John Cleland, chief investment

strategist at Security Benefit
Group of Companies, based in

Topeka. “But I tell my people,

‘Make yourself buy,’ because I

don’t see any signs that these

money flows are going to let up.”

The Investment Company In-
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every time?
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portfolio.
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stitute, a mutual fund trade

group, said net cash flows to

StOCk mutual funds hit an estimat-

ed $24.5 billion in January, up

from $17 b.the previous month

and topping the previous record

of 518.4 b.in January 1994.

The stock market has ridden

that tidal wave. The Dow Jones

industrials set record highs all

five days this past week, slicing

through 5,500 Thursday and end-

ing the week at a record 5,541.62.

The Dow average rose 167.63 for

the week. The Dow is up more

than 8% so far this year.

The rlimh is malting Gail Du-

dack dizzy. A few weeks ago, the

market strategist at UBS Securi-

ties cut the equity portion of her

balanced portfolio to 55% from

65%, adding half the proceeds to

bonds, now at 30%, and half to

cash, now at 15%. “I wanted to

have a bit of cash on hand,” Du-
dack said, should the next down-

turn present some buying oppor-

tunities. The problem is, the

market shows very little sign of

pulling back. - -

Just because people are buying

stocks doesn’t mean they’re a

good investment. But analysts

say it is tough to argue with a tape

that just keeps going higher.

NEW YORK (AP) - The dollar

ended barely higher against lead-

ing currencies Friday after a day

of choppy trading that focused

more on other currencies than

the outlook for the greenback.

By the dose in New York, the

dollar was trading at 1.4872

marks, up from 1.4755 on Thurs-

day and slightly higher than last

Friday. It finished at 107.05 yen.

compared with 106.95 the day be-

fore and about half a yen higher

than a week earlier.

The British pound fell to

$15305 from $15378 on Thurs-

day.

In London, the price of gold

closed at $405.25 per ounce,

down from $408.05. Silver closed

in London at $5.67 a troy ounce,

down from $5.71.
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.
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CRITiC'S CHOICE
ENGLISH

HECEN KAyE: •

ALEX Ausweks was mck-
naraed-Fan oT Fans when he
was . coediior . of Red
tierringi. the official bul-

' letm of the UK 'Crime
Writers Association. He’s
going to share his love for
the genre in his' lecture,

“The Genteel Ait ofMurder
(the British Cosy).* At
Jerusalem’s British Council
toniglitai$,

‘

CLASSICAL
music :

Michael ajzenstadt

MICHAEL Stem leads the
Haifa Symphony Orchestra

;
.ifl the love scene, from
Berlioz’s Romeo et Juliette
.and in Schumann's Third
Symphony while>Krzyszto£
Yabfonsfci joins .to perform
Beethoven's Third Piano

"

Concerto -today; tomorrow
and Wednesday at the Haifa
Auditorium and Thursday at

Beit Gabriel, 8:30 p.m.
At 7 tonight is your final

chance to hear Dvorak’s
Biblical Songs performed
by mezzo-soprano Dagmar
Peckova, with Horst Stein

' conducting the Israel

Philharmonic Orchestra at

Tel Aviv’s • * Mann
Auditorium.

TELEVISION

Ruth Kern

THE final episode of Tales ofthe City — die. retro-

spective portrait of a libertine but seemingly joy-
less 1970s San Francisco - is upon us. So too,

presumably, is the answer to the question:- So
what is Anna Madrigal's big secret, anyway?
Thai answer may be of less interest than the fate

of the only character who exudes an unforced, if

troubled, humanity. The two poignantmoments in

last weekV episodes both involved Michael, a
young gay man for whom friendship seems more
importan

Taking
it than sex.

'aking leave of hfe sapportive but hopelessly

Michael (second Arena right) Is the most appealing character in
the tniniseries ‘Tales of. the City,’ which comes to a conclusion
tonight

unaware parents after their short visit. Michael
opens up his aims to hug his father, then quickly
draws them back in when he’s met with a manly
handshake. “Just keep those fruits away from
you,” says his father in a hearty, traveling-sales-

man tone.

Later, after sharing a joint with his straight

downstairs neighbor Brian, Michael and he go
cruising a bar- each looking for his own turn-on.

There are some cringe-making encounters. “I

work with Francis," says a woman wearing a T-
shirt bearing the legend “bitch." “The talking

mule?” asks Brian. “Ford Coppola!” she

responds, huffily. Realizing they’re having more
fan talking to each other, Michael and Brian forgo

the pick-up scene for a cup of coffee.

The rest of the characters can be swallowed up
in an earthquake, but let's hope Michael finds

self-esteem and the perfect husband. Tune in

tonight at UL35 on the Family Channel.
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CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS

.1 Calling for a military
take-over CIO)

6 Foremost character on the
staff (4)

9 Thespian troupe I confined
to base andpunished (10)

10 Neveragabil (4)

12 Be inclined to get a
conservatory (4-Z)

13 To pot aieflow in the tufa is

a bit ofa cheek (4,4)

15 Channel breakwater
. broken by pilots (5,7)

18 Querulous assertion that

Diana’s at peace (12)

21 One young devil initially

getting away with it (8)

22 “For many are called, but
feware "(St]

(6 )

24 Some returned by carriage

25 Painstakingly made,
though in a crude manner
(lOJ-

SSIn Florida tea consists of
fruit (4)

27 Declare that a fool never

; fasted.(10)

DOWN
1 Service boss joins sect of
arcane nature (6)

2 Price apound ofrib (6)

3 Draw attention, to
• particular race-meeting
(5-2-5)

4 Bosh to haveamealon the
river (4)

5 He does
break up Ben and
<M,4)

7 4V peg holding the wheel
in place (8)

8 At liberty to take wine
there offduty? (4,4)

11 Carthusian monastery
riven licence by the
Commons (12)

14 Highly nTYitiaofi thin

by ticklish sensations (23)

16 Acknowledged that access
was allowed (8)

17 Has ordered factory-made
walking stack (8)

19 One small Greekcross ona
Mediterranean island (6)

20 yj»fr«ap liwifar in Yemen
could be a catalyst (6)

23 Correct time to repent (4)

-OLUTIONS

L53I33U31D saciauaaa
e a a naan
aaasaa sanaansaaatsangoa
03QQ C3333 ESS30uacaasBQ
c]Bai3D3EiaL3a!3assaasaa

a aasq aaaaasHGauama
3E300 aQSOS 0330GJQBOSDIDS
03000303 333333sans a a
QtnaaQaaa saaasci

QrickSohttktt

ACROSS: 1 Soap, S Official, 8
Ahead, 10 Refrain, 11 Tie, IS

Avalanche, M Bhwb, U Rentes,
18 PropaCBte, SO Em, SS Oration,

S3 Irate, 25 8teraH7,H Debt.

DOWN: 1 Start, 3 Dae, 4 Formal, 5

fnfle««b 8 Itmc&Js, 7 Lantern, 8
Idea, URabante, 14 Reprove, IS

Ontfan, 27 Carnet, 18 Evil, 21

Erect, 24 Awe.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Ofgreatweight (5)

4Cara0era(5)
10Reveal (7)

11 ffipht-handpage

12 P&pal court (5)

IS Rinsian empress

15Unifiedbutter (4)

17French

/

k±o61 (6)

18 Article offaith (5)

22Crow (4)

25Loudon area (7)
27HouseBzazd(5)
29£xfza dause (5)

SOEmploytoomodi
:

"

31 Pkk candidate (5)

82Common viper (5)

DOWN
2 Young eel (5)

3 Electromotive
force (7)

5 Mainartery (5)

6 Relatingto touch

(7)
7 Decree (5)

8 Ffarty-aB(5)
9Riafiri(5)
14 GreekV (4)

16 Olympian
cupbearer (4)

18Gave in (7)
20 Intellectual (7)

21 Ghanaian city (5)

23 Shaver (5)

-24 Pugilist (5)

26Undress (5)

28Vulgar (5)

TELEVISION

fl CHANNEL 1

6:80 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise
Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

n EDUCATIONAL TV

8:00 Jerusalem 8:30 Society 8:55
Reading Comprehension 9:10
Nature 9:25 Young children’s pro-

grams 10:00 Family Relations 10:30
History 10:55 Science 11:10 English

11:20 Arithmetic 11:45 Judaism
12:05 Life Sciences 12:15 Math
12:25 French 12:40 Society 13:05
Flora and Fauna in Australia 13:30
Stories From Life 14:00 A Thousand
and One Americas 14:25 Cartoons
15:00 Pretty Butterfly

n CHANNEL 1

15:30 Garfield 15:55 Boot Street
Band - BBC school comedy 16:20
Screen Wonders 17:00 A New
Evening 17:35 Zap to Click - com-
gitei^program 18:15 News in

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Amal and Kamal's Studio
19:00 News
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 Every Evening with Merav
Michaefi 20rt0 Mabat News 20:45
Second Look - investigative program
21:30 Personal Story - Yarr Lapid
interviews 22:OOThe Cameri Quintet
22:30 World Soccer 23:30 News
00:00 Stories of the Good Land

n CHANNEL 2

13:00 Laser Patrol - cartoon 13:30
Power Rangers 14:00 Rying
Doctors 15:00 The FHntstones 15:30
Dave’s World 16:00 The Bold and
the Beautiful 17:00 News magazine,
with Rafi Reshef 17:30 Altogether

Now - comedy series 18:00 Senora
19:00 Central Park West 20:00
News 20:30 Entertainment First -
Dudu Topaz hosts 22:00 Gabi Gazrt
- current affairs and entertainment
23:20 75-85 - short documentaries
and archival news reports from the
last two decades on events which
later became major political issues

00:00 News 00:05 A Small Place
00:35 Moonlight - Israeli music
01:30 Moonlighting - starring Cybill

Shepherd and Bruce Willis 02:30
Poem of the Day

n JORDAN TV

14:00 The Flintstones 14:25
Disney's Aladdin 15:00 Family
Playhouse 15:25 PugwaJTs Summer
15:50 Islamic History in Jordan

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are charged at
N1S28.0S per line, Including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month costs
MS520.65 per tine, including VAT, per
month.

JERUSALSi
Conducted Touts
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the

' Mount Scopus campus, in English, daily

Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from Bronfman
Reception Centre, Sherman

’Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9, 23, 26,

28. For Info, cad 882819.HADASSAM.
Visit the Hadassah IrrstaBabons, Chagall
Windows. TeL 02-416333. 02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM OF ART. Eight in

November Gflksberg. Gross. Reisman.
Shelesnyak, Almog. Berest. Gal,

DavidPeter Brandas Isaac: Paintings,

Prints, Ceramic SculptureFace to

FeceYaacov Dorchin Blocked WeliThe
Museum Collections. HELENA RUBIN-
STEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEMPO-
RARY ART. A Passion for the New: New
Art in Tel Aviv Collections. Hours:

Weekdays 10 a.ni-6 p.m. Tue. 10 am.-lO
p.m. Fri. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Sat 10 3 pjti
Mcyerhoff Art Education Center, Tel.

6919155-8.W1ZO. To visit our projects call

Tel Avfv 6623819; Jerusalem 25606a,
Haifa 388817.

HAIFA
WHAT’S ON IN HAIFA, Cfial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Kupat Hollm CfaJft, Straus A,

3 Avicdorl, 706660; Balsam, Saleh e-Din.

272315; Shuafat. Shuafat Road. 810108;
Dar Aldawa. Herod’s Gate, 282058.
Tel Aviv: BavC, 1 Uztet enr Toledano. 604-

0552; Afacsemon, ItO Yehuda Halevi,

561-3010. mi 3 a.m. Monday. Ben-
Yehuda, 142 Ben-Yehuda, 522-3535. TUI

midnight Superpharm Ramat Aviv, 40
Einstein, 641-3730.
Rs’anana-Kfar Sava: Clal Ptarm, Arim
MaB, Katznelson, War Sava, 977908.
Netanya: Kupat Hofim Clam, (tID midnight)

6 Razlel, 603540; (alter midnight) 31
Brodetsky. 628121.
Krayot area: Harman. 4 Smtat ModTm,
Kiiyat MotzWn. 870-77700.
Haifa: Balfour. 1 Massada, 862-2289.
HenOya: Clal Pharm. Bail Mertcazim. 6
MasJdt (cnr. Sderot Hagafim), Herzfiya

Pttuah, 558472, 558407. Open 9 am. to

midnight
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm. Lev Ha'ir

MaB. 570468. Open 9 a.m. to 10 pm.
DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shears Zedek (Internal,

ENT); Bdair Hofim (surgery); Hadassah
Hn Kerem {orthopedics, pedatrics. oph-
thalmology); Hadassah ML Scopus
(obstetrics).

Ttel Aviv: Tsl Aviv Medical Center (pedi-

airics). Ichflov (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado-

POLICE 100
HRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

aHsh) in most pans of the country. In

A&Motf* 55T333
AstAston *1338
Baerahefaa* Z74767
BeA Shamaeh 523133
Dan Region' 5783333
SaT 332444
Hafts' 6512233
JenBalem* 523133
KamieT 6606444

(Oar Sava- 902222
Uahartyo’ 912333
N«arya* B04444
PsahTlwa -

B3it11t
RahowT 451333
Rbhon* 9642333
SrtiW 820333
TolAW 5460111
Ttoorias* 732444

'Mobfa Manshe Cwb UrW (MJCU) service h
tiis area, around the eta*.

Medical help lor tourists (In English)

177-022-0110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-8529205, lor emer-

gency cells 24 hours a day, lor information

in case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First Aid Jerusalem

610303, Tel Aviv 5461111 (chBdren/youm

6861113), Halts 8672222/3, Beereheba
281128, Netanya 625110, Karmiel

9986410, Kfar S«va 7674555, Hadara
346788.
Wfcso hotlines tor battered women 02-

6514111, 036461133 (also In Russian),

07-376310. 08-550506 (8Iso In Amharic).

i Crisis Canter (24 hours), Tel Aviv

___S10, 5449191 (men). Jerusalem

255558, Haifa 8660111, Eilat 31977.
Hadassah Metical Organization -Israel

Cancer Association telephone support

service 02-247676.

16:10 Okavango 17:00 French pro-
grams 19:30 News Headlines 19:35
Keeping Up Appearances - comedy
20:00 Oriental Rugs - documentary
20:35 Hawaii Ftve-0 21:25 Women
of the World 22:00 News in Engiish

22:25 Counterstrike 23:15 the
American Chart Show 00:00 Stay
Lucky

n MIDDLE EAST TV

10:00 Changed Lives 10:30 Quentin

Road 11:30 Hour of Power 12:30
Central Message 13:00 Love Worth
Finding 14:00 Benny Hinn 14:30

John Osteen 1 5--00 In Touch 16:00

Foundations of a Happy Family
16:30 Film 18:10 Christy 19:10 48
hours 20:00 CNN Headline News
21:00 Water Sports World 21:30
Caught 23:30 Studio 7 00:00 Film

CABLE
n FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Falcon Crest (rpt) 9:00 One Life

to Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the
Restless (rpt) 10:30 Second Time
Around 10:55 Daddy's Girls 11:25
Celeste (rpt) 12:10 Neighbors (rpt)

12:35 Perry Mason 13:30 Starting at

1:30 14:05 The Trials of Rosie
O'Neill 14:55 Falcon Crest 15:45
ENG 16:40 Neighbors 17:10
Antonella 18:00 One Life to Live

18:45 The Young and The Restless
19:30 Local broadcast 20:00
Celeste 20:50 The Truly Great Stars
- special broadcast 21:50 Golden
Years 22:35 Tales of the City - final

episode 23:25 Mad About You 23:45
Sisters 00:40 Counter Attack 01:30
Knots Landing

n MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

10:30 Micha (1992) - a sensitive

Russian boy, who has been Irving

with his mother since his father fled

to Germany, meets up with a popular
television star (88 mins.) 12:05
Norwood (1970) - an ex-officer in

the Marines discovers that there is

life beyond the army 14:10
Samantha (1992) - a young eccen-

tric woman discovers by chance that

she is adopted. Her efforts to trace

her biological parents lead her on a
journey of sen-discovery (96 mins.)

15:50 L'Arbre tie Noel (aka: When
Wolves Cry) (1969) - French drama
focusing on the final months of

Pascal, a 10-year-old victim of

leukemia. Pascal's father does
everything In his power to ensure
that the boy will be as happy as pos-
sible (103 mins.) 17.40 City Boy
(1992) - an orphan from Chicago
moves to a lumber area in the norm-
west, where he learns a lot about life

(69 mins.) 19:15 Lady Mobster

(1986) - the adopted daughter of an
aging Mafia godfather, marries hi

s

son. The young groom is murdered
on his honeymoon and the widow
takes over as a tough boss (90
mins.) 20:45 What's New at the

Movies 21:00 Inside Monkey
Zetterland (1992) -comedy about a
young Jewish scriptwriter. Starring

Steven Aritin, Katherine Helmond,

Berhnard (86 mins.)

Sandra
22:30

Brewster’s Millions (1985) - comedy
about a professional baseball player

who is goaded by a rich relative to

squander $30 million (96 mins)
00:10 Max and Helen (1990) - heart-

wrenching drama based on the true

story of the efforts made by Nazi-
hunter Simon Wieserrthai to help a

JERUSALEM
G.G. GIL Jerusalem Mall (Malha) %
788448 Show Girls 430. 7. 9:45 H
VirtuosityICluetes- sIHome For The
Holidays IA- merican Pres-

ident!Something To Talk About! Fair

GametSudden Death 4:45, 7:15, 9:45
JERUSA- LEM THEATER Man of No
Jm- portance Mon.. Tue., Thu. 930; Sun..

Wed. 7. 9:30 H Lisbon Sto- ry Mon.,
Tue. 7; Wed., Thu. 7, 9:30 RAV
CHEN 1-7% 792799 Credit Card
Reservations^ 794477 Rav-Mecher
Buflting, ig Ha'omen SL, Taipiot Seven
SL3Q, 7:15. 945 H Money Train 5. 7:30.

9:45 H Blue (n The FacetDanger- ous
MindsIThe Usual SuspectslWhite
Man’s Burden 5. 7:30,9:45 H Waiting To
Exhale 9:45 H Father Of The Bride II

5. 730
CINEMATHEQUE Fresh 5 H
Vrindavan FHm Studios 930
(ufnegapELAVIV
CINEMATHEQUE The Flying Camel
7 H The Man Who Checks The Meter
930
COLONY (MANDARIN) The
Poatmanlllsual Suspects 6, 8, 10
DEENGOFF Show Girts 10:45 ant. 1,

3:15, 5:30, 7:45. 10 H Man of No
Importance weekdays 11 am.. 1, 3. 5.

7:45 ft Uabon Story 1. 5. 7:45. 10 H
Priest 11 am H Fresh 3 DRIVE IN
Golden Eye 10 H Sex Rim midnight
GAT Dangerous Minds 5. 7:30, 9:45
GORDON The Unbelievable Truth 6 H
Trust 10 HAKOLNOA
ViruosttyiSudden DeathIFatr Game 5,

7:30, 10 G.G. HOD 1-4 % 5228090
Hod Passage. 101 Di- 2engofl St.

American Presi- dentlA Dead Man
Walking 2, 5. 7:30, 10 H Home For The
HoH- days IClueless 2. 5. 730. 10 H
LEV 1-4 % 5286288 While Man’s
Burden 12:15, 2:15, 5. 7:45. 10 K
Georgia noon. 2. 5:15. 7:45. 10 H
Fartneilt noon, 5, 7:30. 9:45 H Of Land
and Freedoin2 G.G. PE’ER American
PresIdenUHome For The
HoOdaysIPaasover Fever 630. 930 H
The Haunted Soul 5. 730. 10 RAV-
CHEN% 5282286 Dteengoff Center

Money Train 5. 7:30. 9:45 H Seven 4:45.

7:15, 9:45 H The Usual Suspects 1130
a.m.. 2.30. 5. 7:30. 9:45 H Love- sick On
Nana Street 11:30 a.m., 2:30, 5. 7:30.

9:45 H Desperado 5, 7:30 G.G.
TAYELET 1-3 % 5177952 2 Yona
Hanavi SL Some- thing To Talk

AboutlFalr GamelGdden Eye 7:15, 10
G.G. TEL AVIV % 5281 181 65 Pinsker

SL VirtuosityISuddsn OeathfFair Gama
5, 7:30, 10 TEL AVIV MU- SEUU %
6961297 27 Shaul He- metefch Boulevard

Chungking Express 5. 8, 10 HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMI % 325755

Bridges ot Madison County 9:15 H Forget

Paris 7:15 H Smoke 7:15. 9:15 ATZ-
MON 1-6 % 673003 Show Girls 4:30, 7,

9:15 H VlrtuositylWhtte Man’s
Burden!Sudden DeathlFair- Game
4:30, 7. 9:15 CINEMA CAF{ac]E
MORIAH % 242477The Haunted Sou!

7;15, 930 Friday: PriSCffla 2 Saturday:

Under- ground 7 H Priscilla 10 ORLY
Blue In The Face 7, 9:15 PAN-
ORAMA 1-3 % 382020 American
President!Home For The Holi- days

430. 7, 930 H Something To Talk

About 7, 9:30 H Clueless 4:30 RAY-
GAT 1-2 % 674311 [05] Money Train

4;45. 7. 9:15 H Sou- en 4:30. 7, 9:15
RAV-MOR 1-7 % 8416899/8 [OS]

Seven 4:45, 7. 9:15 H The Usual

SuspectlWaltlng lb ExhalelWhite

Man's Burden 4:45, 7, B:i5 H

Holocaust survivor 1:45 Clear Cut

(1391) - a Red Indian decides to

give protest against the destruction

of the environment (98 mins.)

n CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 3:00 Surprise Garden
8:35 Sandokan 9:00 Magic Bus 9:40
Sweet Valley High 10:20 Beverly Hifls

90210 11:15 Moonacre Manor 12:00
Guts (rpt) 12:35 Magic Hour 13:00
Surprise Garden 1335 The Magical

World Of Dinosaurs 14:00 White Fang
14:35 Encyclopedia 15:10 The Heart
15:40 Naughty Pinky - comedy 16:15

Lois and Clark 17:00 Animal
Peninsula - drama 17:35 Saved by

the Beil 18:00 Hugo 1835 Sandokan
(rpL) 19:00 Magic Bus (rpL)

n SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 Das Boot ist Voll (1983) -

Swiss production about a group of

Jewish refugees who come to a
small Swiss village, where they find

a temporary haven, but where therr

presence brings to light Swiss preju-

dices (99 mins.) 23:45 Conquest of

the Air (1940) - an historical review of

man's attempt to fly. The story starts

in the period of Leonardo da Vinci

and continues to the invention of the

airplane (62 mins.)

n DISCOVERY (8)

6:0D Open University: Art and
Culture 12:00 Court TV - Presumed
Guilty (rpt) 13:00 Nature in Australia

14:00 Open University 16:00 Court
TV (rpt) 17:00 Nature in Australia

18:15 Open University 20:00 Eagle
Nest 21:00 Man and Nature 22:00
Beyond 2000 22:45 Eagle Nest
23:45 Open University

n (TV 3 (33)

16:00 News flash in Arabic 16:15
Open StucEo 16:45 Arabic debate
17:15 Migrating Birds 18:00 Weekly
Column - in Arabic 19:00 News in

Arabic19:30 Vrtrina - weekly fashion
magazine 20:00 Mabat news 20:45
Telekessef 21:15 NBA Games 22:30
(approx.) Heroic Cops 00:00
Closedown

n ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Hey Dad - comedy series

16:00 English enrichment 17:00 At

the Bottom of the Sea With Delphi
17:30 Time Out - daily entertainment

guide 18:00 The European Miracle

18:30 A New Evening (rpt) 19rt)0

Zombit 19:30 Weekly Magazine in

Russian 20:00 A New Evening (with

subtitles in Russian) 20:30 Family

Album 21:00 Sabotage (1936) -

Hitchcock thriller starring Sytvia

Sidney as awoman who suspects that

her husband is hiding something from
her. Based on the Joseph Conrad's
The Secret Agent (76 nuns.)

n STAR PLUS

6:30 Quantum 7:00 Amul India Show
7:30 Family Pride 8:30 The Fall Guy
9:30 Bodyline 10:30 Best Sellers

Miniseries: Anglo-Saxon Attitudes

12:30 The Love Boat 13:30 The
World Around Us 14:30 Amul India

Show 15:00 Holiday 15:30 Snowy
River The McGregor Saga 16:30
Beverly Hills. 90210 17:30 Picket

Fences 18:30 Street Legal 19:30
The Bid 20:30 Star Trek: The Next
Generation 21:30 India Business
Week 22:30 Amul India Show 23:00
Oprah Winfrey 00:00 Hard Copy
00:30 Home and Away 1:00 The

CINEMA
Dangerous Minds 4:45. 7. 9:15 RAV-
OR 1-3 % 246553 JOSJ Dangerous
Mlnds-IWaiting To Exhale 4:30, 7, 9:15

H The Usual Suspects 9:15 H Fa- ther

Of The Bride II 4:45. 7

CINEMATHEQUE Underground 8:30

RAV CHEN Show Girts 7, 9:30 H
Seven 9:30 H The Postman 7. 9:30 K
Father of the Bride II 7 ARAD
STAR % 950904 Sudden Death 7:15.

9:30 H The Usual Suspects 9:30 H
Indian In The Cupboard 7:30 H White
Man's Burden 7:15, 9:30 ASHDOD
G.G. GIL Money Trahi(Virtuosi- tyiPair

GametSudden Death 5. 7:30, 10 H
Show Girls 4:30. 7:15, 10 ASHICELON
G.G. GIL VtrtuosftyfFalr Game 5, 730.
10 H Show Girls 4:30, 7:15, 10 H
Sudden Death 5. 730. 10 H Home For

The Holidays 5, 7:30 H American
PresWent 10 RAV CHEN % 711223
Dangerous MindsIThe
PostmanfMoney TrainlWhite Kan’s
Burden 5. 7:30. 9:45 H Seven 9:45 H
Father Of The Bride B 5. 7:30 BAT YAM
RAV CHEN % 5531077 Seven 4;45,

7:15. 9:45 H Show Girts 430, 7:15, 9:45

H dangerous MindsIVirtuositylSudden
Death 5. 7:30, 9:45 H Money
TraintFatber of the Bride H 5. 7:30.

9:45BEERSH£BA
G.G. GIL VMuositylSudden Death
4:45, 7:15, 9:45 American President
9:45 H Fair Game 4:45, 7:15 H Show
Girts 4:30. 7, 9:45 RAV-NEGEV 1-4
% 235278 Mon- ey TrainIDangerous
Minds 5. 7:30, 9:45 H Usual Suspects
9:45 H Seven 4:45, 7:15. 9:45 H Father
Of The Bride II 5. 7:30 H HDfMONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT Seven 6
HEILAT
KOLNOA EILAT
Seven 7:15. 9:45 H Money Train 730.
TO H Show Girts 730. 10 HKADEKA
LEV 1-4 Show Girts 7:15. 9:45 H
Denise Calls Up weekdays 5:30 H
Dangerous Minds 5:15, 7:15. 9:45 H
Money Train 7:15, 9:45 H Clueless 5 H
White Man’s Burden 5:15. 7:15. 9:45

HERZUYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MAN-
DAR!N)% 6902665 The Usual Su-
specfsrrhe Postman 6, 8, 10 STARS
589066 Virtuosity 9:45 H American
President 7:30 H Show Girts 7:15. 9:45

DANIEL HOTEL Dead Man Walking

7:30.9:45 KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 H 887277 Seven 930 H
Money Train[American President 7.

9:30 H Father OfThe Bride n 4:30, 7:15,

10 H Sudden DeattilOangerous

MfndsfVIr- tuosrty 5, 7:30,10 H
American PresidentHome For The
Holi- daysIFair Game 5. 7:30. 10 KJB-
YAT BIALIK

G.G. KfRYON 1-9 % 779166 Show
Girls 4:45. 7. 9:30 H Home For The
HolldaysIFa»r GametSudden
DeathlAmerican Presi- dentlVTrtuostty

.4:45. 7, 9:30 H Indian In The
CupboardlSanta CtauselGoofy 4:45 H
Jadelclu- less 7. 930 A
KIRVAT BIALIK

G.G. KfRYON 1-9 % 779166 Show
Girts 4:45, 7, 930 H Home For The
HolidaysIFair GamelSudden
DeathlAmarfcan President!Virtuosity

4:45. 7. 9:30 H Indian in The
CupboardlSanta Clause!Goofy 4:46 H
Jadeldutess 7, 930 &
MAK1RYATONO
MATNAS American President (not

Sun.) 6:30 H Goofy (Hebrew dialogue)

Wed. 5 HKJRYAT SHEHONA
G.G. GIL VirtuosItylSudden Death
430. 7. 9-30 H Show Girts 4:30. 7. 930

Sullivans '
:

n CHANNEL 5

6:30 - 8:00 Bodies in motion 7:30
Basic Training 16:00 Bodies in

Motion 16:45 National league soc-

cer 17:45 Live English League soc-

cer 21:00 Bowling 22:00 All Stars

preview 23:45 Brazilian league soc-

cer 00:00 Basketball 01:00- Live

Broadcast NBA All Stars from San
Antonio, Texas

n EUROSPORT

9:30 Alpine skiing: World Cup (rpt)

10:30 SkHumpipg 1130 Live biathlon

13:00 World championship ski-jurnp-

Ing 15:15 Athletics: French champi-
onship in closed stadium 19:00 Judo-
Intemational Tournament from France
21:00 Snooker - World championship
in Trickshots 23:00 Athletics: French
championship 00:00 Golf 01:00 Ski

jumping (rpt)

ti BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:00 BBC World
News 6:25 Horizon 7:20 India

Business Report 8:25 Britain in View
9:20 Woria News Week 10:05
Assignment 11:30 The Clothes Show
12:15 Everyman 13:20 The Late
Show 14:05 Watergate 15:05
Breakfast with Frost 16:30 Tima Out:
Top Gear 17:05 Horizon 18:30 Holiday
1930 Food and Drink 2025 On the
Record 21:25 Window on Europe
22:05 Timewalch 2325 Science for

the Future 00:00 BBC World Report
0025 WOiid Business Report -

RADIO
n VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05
Telemann: Trio in E minor for flute,

oboe and basso continuo; Hande|;
Cantata for sdIo voice and instrumen-
tal ensemble; Mozart: Divertimento in

D K334; Mendelssohn: Violin concer-

to in E minor ;Zemlensky: Trio for vio-

lin, cello and piano op 3 [orig for cellp

and pianol (Cfementi Trio); Debpssy:
Images for orch 12:00 Light Classical

- Israeli artists perform. VwaJdi: Violin

concerto in G minor (M'mtz/ICO); J.C.

Bach: Symphony in D for double orch
op 18/3; Schumann: Piano concerto

In A minor 13:00 Artist of the Week -
pianist Maria Joao Pires. Bach:
English Suite no 3 in G minor BWV
608; Beethoven: Sonata no 8 in C
minor op 13 ‘Pathetique' 14:06
Encore 15:00 From the Record Shelf

16:00 Music for Sunday - Bach:
Cantata no 22; William Mundy: Kyrie;

Johann Basse: Miserere in E minor;

M. Haydn: Mass in D minor, Poulenc:

Mass in G 18:00 New CDs - (1) cel-

list Yo-Yo Ma. Victor Herbert Cello

concerto no 2 in E minor; Dvorak:

Cello concerto in B minor (with

NYPQ/Masur). (2) Sir Georg Solti

conducts - Bartok: Concerto for orch

(World Symphony Orch for Peace,
marking 50th anniversary of UN)
20:05 From Our Concert Halls - (1)

Haifa Symphony Orch. cond. Stanley
Sperber, soloists, Hertfordshire Choir.

Vaughan Williams: Serenade to

Music; Pinhas. Scheinfetd: Nigunei

Klezmer; M. Haydn: Requiem in C
minors (2) Haifa Symphony Cfech.

cond. Krzysztof PandereckirSvbrate
Symphony no 8; (3) Fenderehki:
Quartet for clarinet and strings

(1993;) Britten: Suite no 1 fortraBo

solo (Rostropovich) 23rtX) Sounds to

End the Day

*alod
STAR Sudden Death 7:15, 9:45 fFue.

also 5) H White Man’s Burden 7:15, 9:45

H Hie Usual Suspects 7:15, 9:45 H
Indian In the City Tue. 5
HECHAL HATARBUT Father OIThe
Brida U Sun., Mon.. Wed., Thu., 8:30

NESSZJONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 * 404729 Show Girts

430, 7:15, 10 H American President

weekdays 10 H Fair Game 5, 730 H
VirtuosItylSudden Death 5, 7:30. 10*

HNETANYA
’

G.G. GIL 1-5 % 626452 Show Girts

4:30, 7:15, 10 H Sudden
Death!Virtuosity 5. 7:30. 10 H Home For
The Holidays 5, 730, 10H Fair Game 5.

7:30 H American President 10 RAV
CHEN Money Trainfl Dangerous Minds
5, 7:30, 9:45 H Seven 9:45 H Whiting To
Exhale 9:45 H Father Of The Bride
HIThe Postman 5, 730
HOR AKIVA
RAV CHEN Money TrainlFair

GaroelDangerous Minds 7, 9:30 OR
YEHUDA
G.G. GIL Show Girts 4:30, 7:15. 10 H
VirtuositylFather Of The Bride 11 5. 7:31X

10 H American President 10 II Sudden
Death 5, 7:30 PETAH T1KVA
G.G. HECHAL 1-3 % 9300844
VirtuosItylSudden Death 5, 730, 10 H
Show Girls 4:30, 7:15, 10 G.G. RAM
1-3 % 9340818 Dangerous
MfndsIAmerican President! Father Of
The Bride 11 5, 7:30, 10
PARK Show GfrtstSeven 7:45, 10:15 H
An Indian In The CupboardlDangerous
Minds 530 H Money Train 5:30, B. 10:15

H Virtuosity 5:30, B. 10:15 H Waiting Tci

Exhale 5:30, 8 H American President
10:15 RAMAT GAN . •

RAV-GAN 1-4 % 6197121 Dangerous
MTndsIAmertcan PresiderrtfUsuof
Suspects 5,730,9:4511 Father Of-The
Bride B 5. 7:30. 9:45 RAY-OASIS' 1-3
% 6730687 Show GirtsISeven 4:45;

7:15. 9:45 H Money Train 5. 7:30, 945
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV % 5491979 Farinelli week:
days 730. 9:30 REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 % 362864 Show Girls 7:15,

10 H White Kan’s Burden 7:15 If Seven
9:45 RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 % 9619669 Show Glris 430,
7:15, 10 H Sudden
DeathlVirtuosltylFather Of The Brtdb II

5. 730. 10 H Seven 5, 7:30, 10 HAZ-
AHAV Fair GameIAmerican President

5, 730, 10 RAV CHEN % 9670503

Money TrainIDangerous Minds 5. 7:30,

9:45 H The Usual Suspects 9;45' H
Seven 4:45. 7:15. 9:45 H Father Of The
Bride II 5, 7:30 STAR 1-4 % 9619985-

7 27 LJshln&ky SL Money Train 7:30 10

H White Man's Burden 10 H Waiting To
Exhale 7:30 H Home For The Holidays

7:30, 10 H Lovesick On Nana Street

7:30. 10 AUPPEH NAZARETH
G.G GIL Fair

GamelDesperadolVlrtuositylDangerou

s Minds ISudden Death 4:45, 7. 930 H
Seven)Show Glris 4:30. 7. 9:45 YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyonlm Money Train s,

7:30, 9:45 H Dteigerous Minds 5, 730.
9:45 H Usual Suspects 9:45 H Waiting
To Exhale 730. 9:45 H Father Ot The
Bride II 5, 7:30 H Mortal Combat 5 -

Phone reservations: Tel Avfv 5252244
Phone reservations: Haifa 728878 “ Ail

times are pjn. unless otherwise indi-

cated.
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Journalists to meet on indictments of ‘Yediot
THE National Federation of Isra-

el ' Journalists will convene this

Wednesday to discuss the pro-

posed indictment of Yediot Ahar-

oriot editor Moshe Vardi and for-

mer news editor Ruth Ben-Ari on

wiretapping charges, federation

chairperson Sara Friedman said

yesterday.

“In the past we have made our

Israel will

join UNESCO
network

Jerusalem Post Staff

ISRAEL is to take part in a

UNESCO-sponsored interna-
tional computer communications
network, which will aid in ad-

vancing technological and scien-

tific education around the world,

Education Ministry spokesman

Yehoshua Amishav announced

last week.

The decision to establish the

network was made at the Interna-

tional Conference for Scientific

and Technological Education

(JISTEC ’96), held in Jerusalem

under the auspices of the ministry

and UNESCO.
Conference participants in-

cluded education, science and

technology officials from 84

countries, as .well as 28 education

ministers who met, for the first

time, for an “educational summit

conference.’* The communica-
tions network will enable the

transfer of information about the

development of technological

education among countries,

thereby encouraging its develop-

ment in each country.

It was also decided that the

countries will cooperate with

each other in order to cope with

the lack of professional teachers

of technology which exists in

many countries.

A special call was made to all

educational systems in the world

to achieve a balance between the

sexes in scientific and technologi-

cal studies, and to provide equal

opportunities for both sexes in

technological companies.

Nahariya twice-blessed

by arrival of triplets

TWO pairs of triplets were bom
Friday night night in the Nahar-

iya Government Hospital. The
condition of both mothers and all

six babies - four giris and two
boys, ranging in weight from 1.6

kg. to 1.8 kg. - was said to be

good, though the babies will have

to remain in the neonatal unit for

a few weeks.

One mother was delivered by

Cesarean section in her 34th

week of pregnancy, after her

blood pressure rose to a danger-

ous level. The other mother gave

birth naturally in her 32nd week.

- Both women had undergone
fertility treatments. Itim

case dean that any journalist [or

editor] charged with wiretapping

or any other criminal offenses

must suspend himself,” she said.

“As such we expect Vardi to

suspend himself when he is in-

dicted’' Friedman said

Vardi and Ben-Ari have not

yet been indicted.

But the Justice Ministry said

RAINE MARCUS

the indictments - for allegedly

rapping the phones of former Ye-

diot editor-in-chief Dov Yud-

kovsky, Yediot graphic artist Orit

Lipshitz and listening to an ille-

gally recorded conversation be-

tween Yediot publisher Arnon

Mozes and Ma’ariv publisher

Ofer Nimrodi - would be filed

early this week.

In the past, the Editors Com-

mittee also issued a similar state-

ment that in case of indictment,

editors must resign.

Vardi resigned from the Edi-

tors' Committee several months

IMS'-:

Amos Mansdorf (1) receives an award from Ynval Rabin on Friday at the Israel Tennis Center in

Ramat Hasharon in recognition of his services to Israel’s Davis Cap team, while Israel Tennis

Association chairman David Haraik looks on. Mansdorfand Gilad Bloom (not pictured) retired from
the DavisCnp team daring the past yearand werehonored for theircontribation to Israeli tennis over

the past 10 years. The Israel-Norway tie taking place at the center is being held in memory of

assassinated prime minister Yitzhak Rabin, who was an avid tennis player. Story, Page 9.(Sarit Uziely)

NEWS IN BRIEF

Body identified
The body of a young man found last Sunday in

the Wadi Salib neighborhood of Haifa, behind

the building housing the city's education

department, was identified Friday as Amram
Revivo, 22, from Tirat Carmel. He had

apparently been murdered.

Two days after the bod)- was found, the

man’s family reported him missing. He had left

his home on February 3 and had not been seen

since.

Police are investigating whether there was a

sexual motive for the attack. him

Ashdod woman escapes husband
A 23-year-old Ashdod woman managed to

escape her husband's beating and attempt to

drown her in the barhtub early Friday morning

by climbing from her porch to a neighbor's

window, and getting the neighbor to call

police.

“My husband is trying to kill me, call the

police before he comes here and murders me!”
she yelled at the startled neighbor as she woke
her.

Police arrived and found the husband

standing outside his apartment He told police

that he had tried to shove his wife’s head under

water in the bathtub, but only to scare her,

because he suspected she was cheating on
him. Itim

Navy calls off search
The navy called off its search last night for a

ship that may have been in distress off the Tel

AvivcoasL

The search began on Friday after people

reported they bad seen flairs from the beach.

Police are checking if all of the boats that went

out on Friday returned and if any of them sent

out the signaL

Boats torched in Jaffa
Three boats were torched in Jaffa port early

Friday in an apparent arson, police said. The

vessels, which were in a workshop for repairs,

were entirely destroyed. Itim

Party for rapist canceled
After heavy pressure from the director-general

of the Association of Community Centers, the

community center in KirvatTivon agreed on

Friday to cancel the “farewell party'’ a young

rapist had planned to throw for his friends

there before starting his one-year jail term.

The youth was one of seven convicted in

December of a gang rape in the town two years

ago.

“Hie idea of someone convicted of rape

organizing such a party shows.. .a lack of

sensitivity and good taste on the part of

whoever allowed him to hold the party,” said

the director-general. Dr. Dov Goldberger.

Goldberger said that at the next meeting of the

association executive, he would make it clear

he does not want such an incident to be

repeated. Itim

Stabbing trial postponed
Yisrael Ohana, 23, from Beersheba, was

charged with attacking his girlfriend and

stabbing a guard at her army base in Beersheba

Magistrate's Court on Friday.

Adam Or, of the District Attorney’s Office,

said Ohana entered the Vered army base via the

main gale, waving a knife. He slapped his

girlfriend and returned to the gate, stabbing the

guard on duty'.

The complainant and Or requested Ohana
be remanded until trial. Ohana requested that

the trial be postponed so lawyer Esther Bar-

Zion could represent him. Both requests were

granted. Itim

They speak English,

but do they read it???
The monthly youth magazines of The Jerusalem Post will

encourage your kids to read In English and enjoy it!

The papers, which are presented

in an attractive, easy-to-read

format, contain lively material on

topics of interest to young people:

current events, music, sport,

science, fashion and more.

They appear once a month (10

issues per year) and are mailed

directly to your home.

A yearly subscription
to each paper

IS 89
Price includes VAT and postage

Special rates available for schools

ZOOM
English for children

forages 9-12

YOURS
Easy English

for ages 12-14

HEY THERE!
Intermediate Level

for ages 14-16

STUDENT POST
Advanced Level.
forages 16-18

TO SUBSCRIBE:
Fill in the coupon and mail

ft along with a check to.-

The Jerusalem Post Youth Magazines

P.OJ3. 81, Jerusalem 91000

DIAL AND SUBSCRIBE

Payment by credit cards

Sun.-Thur.

9eLm.-3p.rn.

YES. Please send me (indicate the publication):

ZOOM (children)

YOURS (easy)

HEY THERE! (intermediate)

STUDENT POST (advanced)

Full Name.

Address.

02-315645 Zip Code .Tel,

t enclose a check for NIS payable to The Jerusalem Post

On Friday, following lire Jus-

tice Ministry's announcement, all

Haflies published front-page sto-

ries on the impending indictment.

Ma’ariv published a full-page

spread on the background lead-

ing to the indictments.

Yediot and Ha'aretz sufficed by

publishing short front-page sto-

Consortium confirms

Saddam has design

for nuclear centrifuge
DOUGLAS DAVIS

LONDON
CONFIRMATION that Iraqi

President Saddam Hussein has

acquired the designs for a highly

sophisticated European uraxmun-

enrichmenr centrifuge has

sparked a major security over-

haul at the German-British-
Dutch consortium Urenco.

Concern that Saddam had ac-

quired the designs were raised af-

ter last year’s defection to Jordan

of Hnssem Kamel, Saddam's son-

in-law and the former head of

Iraq’s non-conventional weapons

project

Since then, the reports were

confirmed by inspectors from the

International Atomic Energy

Agency, who uncovered the de-

signs for Ureoco's TC-11 centri-

fuge in Iraq.

It is believed that the plans for

the centrifuge, which produces

nuclear weapons-grade material,

were sold to Iraq by a former

employer of the German firm

Man, which had worked on the

project with Uranit, a part-owner

of Urenco.

The technician has been con-

victed of violating German ex-

port laws by supplying Iraq with

components for the centrifuge

that he had produced himself.

The German authorities were

reportedly planning to charge

him with treason when be left

Europe. Sources in London said

he spent some time in Brazil be-

fore traveling to an unspecified

Middle East state, presumably
Iraq, where he is now hiding. .

The centrifuges, which are

manufactured from carbon fiber

to meet exacting engineering
standards, produce highly en-
riched uranium from uranium
hexaflouride.

Possession of the designs will

enable Iraq to accelerate the pro-

duction of its own sophisticated

centrifuges.

Urenco is no stranger to scan-

dal. In the Seventies, Pakistan

illicitly obtained die designs for

an earlier Urenco centrifuge.

This has formed the basis of an

enrichment plant which allowed

Pakistan to rapidly assemble six

nuclear weapons.

Also in Iraq, television trans-

mission was briefly interrupted

on day last month when Sad-
dam’s son, Uday, stormed into

the main television station “ex-
tremely drunk” and demanded
access to the network to make a

nationwide address, according to

a repent in the Jordanian newspa-
per Al-Urdan.

TV staffers hastily contacted a

former information minister, who

raced to the station to persuade

Uday not to persist After Uday

beat him up, the station consult-

ed Saddam hwisrff- He ordered

Uday’s message transmitted and

told the station to then carry on

with its usual schedule.

****«&¥ u‘"

Hebrew University’s Prot Shimon Sandbank, 62, has been
awarded the 1996 Israel Prize for literary Translation, the first

time a prize has been awarded in such a category. Science and
Arts Minister Shnlamit Aloni said, ‘It is important to thank
those who render the beauties of world literature into Hebrew.’
Chaucer’s ‘Canterbury Tales,’ Shakespeare’s sonnets, and ‘The
Castle,’ by Franz Kafka, are among the works he has
translated. (Text: Helen Kaye; Photo: Flash 90)

WEATHER
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Regarding the imbalance of

coverage between the different

dailies, Friedman reiterated her

recommendations, following the

indictment of Nimrodi that those

newspapers .“involved” in the

media wiretapping case should

rely on the Itim news Service to

cover the case.

Foment: IntermUtent showers.

Strong winds.
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Winning cards

In yesterday’s Mifal Hapayis dai-

ly Chance card draw, the lucky

cards were tire jack of spades,

jack of hearts, nine of diamonds,

and nine of dobs.

Public

wanted:

Keep low

profile

in Jordan
APPARENTLY fearing terrorist

attacks, the government is warn-

ing the public to be especially

careful when visiting neighboring •

Jordan, suggesting they stick to -

main roads, - avoid routines and j-

keep a low profile.

“Do not emphasize the fact

that you are Israeli,” warns an

instruction sheet which the gov- .

eminent this week began to hand

but at bender crossings to Jordan.

. The instruction sheet, contain-
"

mg more titan 30 different in-

structions, was drawn up by Yigal

Pressler, the prime mimstti’s ad-

visor on terrorism.

It advises Israelis not to visit

tourist sites after dark, to fill out

hotel reception forms an-the«pot ....

so as not to leave passports with -

.

the Jordanian derk and not to

aocqtt mail or packages.

The document also recom-

mends they not fall into routines

when staying in one place for sev-

eral days, apparently to confrere;

potential attackers.

More than 100,000 Israelis

have visited Jordan as tourists

since peace was established, ac-

cording to the Tourism Ministry.

Some 70,000 Jordanians have

come to Israel, but many were

Palestinians visiting family in tire .
-

-West Bank
. . (AP)

Amital: Ban on Brooklyn Rabbi Hecht ‘stupid’

THE move barring Brooklyn
Rabbi Abraham Hecht from en-

tering Israel is “stupid,” minister

without portfolio Yehuda Amital

said Friday in New York
“I believe it’s stupid,” Amital

said at a news conference, adding

that the ban turns him into a

“hero.”

Hecht, who is planning a multi-

million-dollar r lawsuit against

the government and several Is-

^"Official

MARILYN HENRY
NEW YORK

raeli officials for defamation, ^ap-

peared to imply last June that it

would be acceptable to -kill tire

prime minister.

Although many Hecht

and his long-time Syrian Jewish

congregation is retiring him, the

rabbi appeaissto- be -gaining public

support among' some American

Jews for the right to expresr lire -

views.

lir a letter published Friday in

the Weekly newspaper The Far-'

ward, the National Council of

Yotmg Israel said Israel is open-

ing the door of the Jewish State to

terrorists, unhiding fee architect -

of tire Ma'afot massaefe-v

“Is Rabin ifechfs crime worse ;

-

than, theirs?” the organization

said. •
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